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PREFACE

The lover of books is the richest and happiest

of the children of men. Such lover am I.

Searching in them is what induced me to write

these essays. Most of these essays I delivered

publicly—and thinking that they might be of

some benefit to the public—I concluded to pub-
lish them in book form.

They are not of my own invention; neither

did I discover the explanations contained therein.

But I have gleaned them from the thoughts of

the wise expressed in the Talmud, the Midra-
shim, the writings on Kabbala, and other

works—also from the works of the philosophers,

ancient and modern, and from the works of vari-

ous other authors. One should accept the truth

from whatever source it proceeds.

I confess my indebtedness to others. My
intention is only to be of service to the reader
who has not the time nor the inclination to

search and study that vast amount of literature.

I present here in short form what I consider to

be valuable information to the uninitiated.

My gratitude is due to Mr. Herman Eliassof

for reviewing and proof-reading of my work. I

consider it an asset to the book as well as an
education to myself

.

Lewis Lewinsohn
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INTRODUCTION

These pages ought to be of keen interest to

every thinking lover of Judaism. There is not a
man or woman, born within the pale of the
mother of faiths, to whom at some time has not
come the earnest question of the future of that
faith. Proud as we are of our peerless past,

deeply grateful as we must be for the heroic lives

of martyrdom, which in days gone by have been
freely sacrificed, for the maintenance of our hope,
we cannot look at the present without some mis-

givings as to what may lie hidden in the grasp of

even the immediate future. Not since the fa-

mous " Dreyfus affair" has so much interest

been shown in a public trial as has been mani-
fested in the Mendel Beilis ritual murder case.

The whole civilized world has been stirred from
center to circumference. Protest meetings were
held everywhere. Churches of all denominations
and Christian prelates have come out in no un-

certain terms in condemning the foul slander

which Russia is trying to foist upon the Jews

—

but right prevailed. After a thirty-two days' trial,

no evidence whatsoever was brought out against
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Beilis, and the jury brought in a verdict of

"not guilty" on November 10, 1913. Finally

the tragic farce at Kiev has ended as every sane
and unprejudiced person, even in Russia, be-

lieved it ought to end—in an acquittal of Beilis,

the poor laborer against whom a charge of ritual

murder had been trumped up by the Russian
Government, for purposes of ruthless reaction.

We to-day are the heirs of the deeds of our
fathers. Through all the years of their struggle

for righteousness they added strength unto
strength and power unto power, as ring is added
to ring in the trunk of a tree. What we are

to-day, physically, mentally, and morally, is the

fruit of our fathers' growth. That of which we
boast, and the virtues which even the reluctant

admission of the world gives to us, are the prod-
ucts of our fathers' lives, of the manner in which
they grew. Our thrift, sobriety, domestic sanc-

tity, and keen mentality; our love of order,

obedience to law, loyalty and patriotism; our
power of endurance, humanity, charity, filial

affection; and honor for the aged are all things

for which we must thank our sires—for that was
the manner of their growth. Are we so living

that we shall leave to our children a like herit-

age?
Israel gave to the nations a God, a religion,

law, justice, freedom, equality, sublime morals,

based upon purity and holiness, for all of which
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it received hardly any recognition and no thanks
at all.

This is the era of light. Yet the Jew and his

purport in the world's economy is still a terra

incognita to many. Even in this twentieth cen-

tury some nations are still asking if ritual murder
is a practice of the Synagogue

!

From 1144 to 1911 one hundred and twenty-
five historically recorded " blood accusations"
were brought against the Jews. During seven
and a half centuries this Damocles' sword has
hung over the head of Israel. Although this

slander has been refuted by popes, from Innocent
the Fourth, to Clement the Fourteenth, by
Emperors from Frederick the Second to Charles
the Fifth; rulers of France, Poland, Italy, Hun-
gary, Turkey and Russia, as well as scholars in

all parts of the world, have declared it to be a
fable, still it persists; for long is the life of a lie.

This shows the need of further dissemination of

the truth. The Russian physician, Sicorski, had
the hardihood to repeat it before the Inter-

national Medical Congress in London in the

summer of 1913. That Congress condemned the

charge as a malicious fabrication. Yet the

slander is still voiced and the life of a co-religion-

ist hung in the balance in consequence of it.

Nay, not one Jew, but all the Jews were on trial

in Kiev; the repute not of Beilis, but of Judaism
was at stake. That this charge should be
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brought at all shows that a campaign of educa-
tion about the life and aspirations of the Jew is

still needed. By comparing the Mosaic law with
our modern law, the fact is clearly established

that Moses was not only in line with the modern
rules of hygiene, but in some cases in advance of

them. The Jew thousands of years before Christ

was forbidden to eat pork or shell-fish, as being

a source of contagion. Five thousand years

before Koch gave to the world the results of his

researches in bacteriology, the Mosaic law
pointed out the danger to man from tuberculosis

in cattle, but did not forbid infected poultry food.

It was only a few years ago that German special-

ists discovered that fowl tuberculosis is harmless
to man. The Mosaic law also enforced the iso-

lation of patients suffering from contagious
diseases. These hints, the Gentile world did not
fully accept until a century or two ago. Many
of the laws of Moses were prescriptions intended
for the health of both mind and body. We find

also in the Mosaic law that blood is forbidden
to the Jews. How then can the Jew be accused
of ritual murder for the purpose of using human
blood?
Those unintelligent men who are against the

immigration of Russian Jews into America
should imitate successful Jews instead of criticis-

ing them; they would improve and probably
have less call to worry about competition in
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business and in brains. If they will go to any
of our public schools, they will find that the
children of these Russian Jews stand the highest
in their classes; they will learn something that
will improve their dull brain. If they will look
around in the business world, in the scientific

world, in the world of literature and in various
professions they will learn what the Jews from
Russia and elsewhere are doing, and then they
would be ashamed to advocate exclusion from
this country of the men who bring from Russia
or elsewhere power, concentration, self-control,

industry, sobriety, knowledge, courage and pa-
triotism. They would be ashamed to turn
against members of a race that worshiped God
when their forefathers were wild and naked in

the forests, against members of a race that estab-
lished law at Sinai—'against members of a race
that first established a court, under the oak at

Mamre—'against members of a race that gave
to the world the great Book of Books—against
members of a race that has been persecuted
without reason, in every land; yet has filled

the treasuries of those lands with the finest

Jewels of inestimable value.



CHAPTER I

THE JEWISH PEOPLE

With prophetic vision has the Psalmist spoken
of the Jew, when he said

:

"I shall not die, but live,

And declare the deeds of the Lord.

"

That can truly be said of the Jew as he wanders
through the ages.

After being assailed as a Semite, as an enemy
to Christianity, the Jew is attacked as a harm-
ful factor in economic affairs. This has been the

case ever since the dispersion. Even before our
era, the Romans and the Greeks were jealous of

the permission granted to the Jews to carry on
commerce, and during the Middle Ages, he was
hated more than before, as the murderer of

Christ.

The condition of the Jews was changed at the
end of the eighteenth century, and so favorable
was the change to them that it tended to confirm,

if not increase, the feeling of antipathy with
which they were regarded. Economic conditions

17
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are to-day stronger than they ever were, for the

reason that the Jew appears powerful and rich.

Formerly he was not seen; he remained hidden

in his Ghetto, far from Christian eyes. He had
but one care: to conceal his wealth, that wealth

of which tradition regarded him as the gatherer,

and not the proprietor. The day he was freed

from his disadvantages; the day the restrictions

to his activities fell away, the Jew showed him-

self in public—indeed, he showed himself! He
wished after centuries of imprisonment, after

years of oppression, to appear a man! He had
the vanity of the savage! That was his way of

reacting upon centuries of humiliation.

On the eve of the French revolution they saw
him humble, timid, an object of general con-

tempt, exposed to insult and injury. They
found him after the tempest, free, liberated

from every constraint; from a slave he became
a master! Such a rapid transformation was
offensive; people were affronted by wealth

which the Jew had now attained the right to

pile up; and recourse was had at once to the

old accusation of the Fathers: the charge that

the Jew was an enemy to society. The wealth

of the Jew, it was said, was gained at the expense

of the Christian; it was acquired through de-

ception and fraud. These are the charges of the

Anti-Semites and may be summed up in the foi-

ls
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lowing words : All Jews are more dishonest than
the Christians. They are entirely unscrupulous;

strangers to loyalty and candor. Are these

charges well founded? It may be true that in

those centuries in which the Jews were kept out-

side of society and were exposed to relentless

persecution and insult, they have lost the dignity

of independence. But to accuse the entire Jewish
people of being more dishonest than any other
nationality, of being entirely unscrupulous, and
strangers to loyalty is a flagrant injustice, be-

cause it is not true. There were always in pro-

portion as many good and honest men and
women among the Jews as there were among
the Christians or any other people.

We are all one family—God's family. What
does it matter if some are white, some black,

others yellow? We all have a common Father

—

God. The savage of the South Seas in his paint
and war-feathers is as much a child of God as the
civilized and cultured monarchs of Europe.
They are brothers. We are all brothers, and
should love one another. Then, as such a family,

the Jew is brother to the Christian and the
Christian is brother to the Jew. We may kneel
at different shrines, but we pray to one God

—

our God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob.
Yet for ages the Christians have persecuted the
Jews, in the name of that God. They have even

19
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persecuted the Jew in the name of him who said:

" Peace on earth, good-will toward men." Chris-

tian monarchs and people, in ignorance, have
driven the sons of Zion from their homes, put
prices upon their heads, hunted them as wolves,

with the sword and the torch in one hand and
the Cross and the Bible in the other—the Cross,

their emblem of salvation, and the Bible written

and given to them by Jews. All sects of the
Christian Church, Catholic Spain, Protestant

Germany, and Greek Russia, massacred and
murdered the Jews. Oliver Cromwell and his

Roundheads in Ireland, held little children on
the point of their spears, laughing at their dying
convulsions, and singing psalms meanwhile.
Then Oliver would write to Parliament, "The
Lord of Hosts has given us another victory."

Too often has the Cross been held aloft as the

standard of injustice and tyranny. Too long

has the world hated those who gave religion to

the world. It is about time that the Star of

Israel should shine over a world of peace and
love, and not be obscured and eclipsed by clouds

of bigotry and persecution. We have been per-

secuted, not for having committed any crime
against the moral or civil code, but simply be-

cause we belong to the house of Israel, and cling

to that faith which God revealed to Abraham.
In Russia, to celebrate Easter, mobs, singing

20
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anthems of praise, drove unfortunate Jews into

the streets, butchered them in cold blood, and
then burned their homes, while priestly mur-
derers sang psalms to God in thankfulness for

having murdered His own " chosen people.

"

But, although these crimes continue in this civ-

ilized day, it is absurd for Christianity to think
that it can crush Judaism, for just as our nation

had its origin in the first gray dawn of the world's

history, so shall it have its end in the last twi-

light of time.

The light of Israel shone through ages, and is

still shining, but it is the West, rather than the

East that many believe to be the place where the

Star of Israel will reach its height of Glory. We
hear the cry, "On to the Palestine of the West."
Perhaps, after the long dark night of persecution,

tyranny and sorrow, we will awaken and see

that this great, glorious and free America is our
Promised Land. Heine said: "If all Europe
were to become a prison, America would still

present a loophole of escape, and God be praised!

that loophole is larger than the dungeon itself.

America is the Zion from which goes forth the
law. In America liberty enlightens the world;
there the oppressed and downtrodden of all

lands find a refuge and a home. Well, then, may
the Jews take down their harps from the willows,

and instead of sitting by the banks of the rivers

21
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of Babylon, sit by the Hudson and the Missis-

sippi, to sing their sweet songs of praise and
chant the lays of Zion. In America they find,

not only liberties, but liberty
!"

But, although America grants liberty to the

Jew, to a great extent she denies to him that
fraternity and equality which are the rights of

every free-born and naturalized citizen. The
Jew, as yet, is not wholly looked upon as a
brother. He is ostracized from many social,

professional and even political clubs. In the

cities, boys are allowed to insult Jews in public,

not only by vile epithets, but even by scattering

the wares of the poor peddler over the streets,

and getting not even a reproach from either

police or law.

The modern Anti-Semites are in the habit of

reviving old accusations from the dark ages,

with which to attack the Jews of to-day. One
of their favorite arguments is that the Jew is

not a producer, that he becomes rich by being a
merchant, a tradesman, and a middleman; that

he himself creates nothing, but lets others create

for him; that there are no laborers among the

Jews, and that the Jew always profits by the

labor of others. It requires no extra strong

argument to prove that this is not true of the

Jews of modern times. The Modern Anti-Sem-
ites have resurrected this accusation against the

22
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Jews, like a good many others from the grave of

the past. There was a time when the Jew was
confined to a commercial life, because he was
forced to it by the restrictive laws of the Chris-

tian nations. The Jew had to live; the doors of

the trades were closed to him by the exclusive

trade guilds and the unions of mechanics. It

was really the fault of the Christians that the

Jews in olden times devoted themselves to mer-
chandising and to money lending and were
neither craftsman nor laborers. In modern
times, when the old hindrances were removed
from the path of the Jew, he made great strides

in both the mechanical and the labor vocations.

There are now many good Jewish craftsmen,

skilled mechanics and hard-working laborers all

over the world. There are many excellent Jew-
ish tailors, carpenters, cabinet-makers and lock-

smiths, aye, even blacksmiths, in Europe and
America. Jews now work as stonemasons and
bricklayers. They build houses and bridges.

There are Jewish ironworkers and machinists,

woodworkers and woodcarvers, coopers and
roofers. In fact, it is now hard to find a trade or

a craft in which there are no Jewish workers.
As laborers they can be found in the salt mines
and other mines of Germany and are helping to

build railroads and canals in America. Some
time ago the Jewish Daily News of New York

23
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published a letter from Panama in which it was
stated that there are many Jews among the
laborers on the Panama canal. These Jewish
workman come from all parts of the world, from
Russia, Arabia, Syria, the West Indian Islands,

Morocco, France and Germany. Some of these

Jewish canal laborers speak a strange language
and, as they speak neither Hebrew nor Spanish,

it is very hard for them to make themselves
understood. Even in farming, we find about
three thousand Jewish families (35,000 souls)

throughout the United States and Canada. It

is our duty to spread these facts broadcast, so

that the world may know that the accusations

of the modern Anti-Semites are based on false-

hood, that when the Jew is permitted to enjoy
the rights of liberty he is both able and anxious
to fulfill his duties to the state and society.

The moral condition of the Jew is due partly

to himself, and partly to exterior circumstances.

His soul has been moulded by the Law which he
has imposed on himself, and the Law which was
forced upon him. Throughout the centuries he
lived twice a slave : he was the bondman of the

law and the bondman of everyone. He was a
pariah whom teachers and guides intended to

keep in a state of servitude more complete than
the ancient bondage of Egypt. From without, a

thousand restrictions impeded his progress,

24
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arrested his development, restrained his activity;

within, he was confronted by an elaborate sys-

tem of prohibitions. Outside the Ghetto he
experienced the constraint of the Law; within

the Ghetto he suffered the oppression of the

Talmud. If he attempted to escape from the

one, a thousand punishments awaited him; if

he ventured to depart from the other, he exposed
himself to the Cherem, that awful excommuni-
cation which left him alone in the world. It

would have been vain to attack these two hostile

powers boldly, and, therefore, the Jew at-

tempted to triumph over them by guile. Both
forms of oppression developed in him the

instinct of cunning. He attained an unequal
talent for diplomacy. His natural fineness, in-

creased his means of self-preservation which he

was forced to carry on against the world and the

religious law. He could conquer only by intri-

gue, and the unhappy wretch, given over to

humiliation, to insults, forced to bow his head un-

der blows, curses and persecutions, could avenge
himself on his enemies, his tormentors, his

executioners, only by guile. This was the only

weapon of which he could possibly make use,

and, therefore, he exerted himself to elaborate

it, to sharpen it and to conceal it. In short,

whatever the Jew has been accused of has been
25
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forced on him by the treatment on the part of

his neighbors.

Through the long and dreary centuries of per-

secutions, in the darkest days of the Ghetto, the

lamp of knowledge never ceased to shine in the
home of the Jew. The world could shut him in

and bar him from its fellowship, but could never
quench in him the love of knowledge, nor take
from him the treasure of his literature, which he
guarded as the apple of his eye. It is true that

the Jewish nation has never displayed any great

aptitude for the plastic arts, but, through the
voice of its prophets it has accomplished a moral
work by which every nation has been benefited

!

It has worked out some of the ethical and social

ideas which are the leaven of humanity! If it

has not had any divine sculptors and painters,

it has had wonderful poets; it has, above all,

had moralists who had worked for mutual
brotherhood and prophetic pamphleteers who
made immortal the idea of Justice! Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, despite their fierceness, even
caused the voices of the sufferers to be heard,

who prayed to be protected against force.

Israel set out on his long wanderings, his

unparalleled pilgrimages through the lands along
an endless thorny path, drenched with blood
and watered with tears; lonely, terrible, but
sublime with the stern sublimity of a tragic life!

26
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The Jews have lived in contrasting countries;

they were subject to divers climatic influences;

they were surrounded by very dissimilar peoples!

What is it that has succeeded in keeping them
such as they have remained until today? Why
do they continue to exist? This is due to three

causes: One is their depending on the Jews'
religion; another, for which they are partly

responsible, is their social condition; and the
third, which is external, are the conditions

which have been forced upon them. No religion

has ever moulded soul and spirit as has the
Jewish religion. Nearly all religions have had a
philosophy, a system of ethics and a literature,

alongside their religious dogmas. With Israel,

religion was ethics and metaphysics! Nay, more,
it was Law! After the return from the second
captivity they had Yahweh and his law, each
inseparable from the other. To become part of

the nation, one had to accept not only its God,
but also all its legal prescriptions, emanating
from Him and bearing the stamp of sanctity.

Had the Jew had only Yahweh, he would prob-
ably have vanished in the midst of the different

peoples that had received him, just as had van-
ished the Phoenicians who carried only Melchor
with them. But the Jew had something more
than his God—he had his Torah!—his Law!

—

and by it he has been preserved. He not only

27
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did not lose this law when losing his ancestral

territory, but, on the contrary, he has strength-

ened its authority ! He has developed it ! He has
increased its power! After the destruction of

Jerusalem, the law became the bond of Israel.

He lived for and by his law. By this law the

Jews held their place through the ages. They
still can hold this place if they continue to live

on as they have—by the Law! A heritage in-

trusted to them for safe-keeping, for which the

world holds them responsible. The words of the

Psalmist can be applied to Israel:

"I shall not die, but live, and declare the deeds
of the Lord/'

Israel is imperishable

!

28
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THE TWO SHINING LIGHTS,

ABRAHAM AND MOSES

In the early dawn of history, where the fringes

of the pre-historic night yet tremble upon the

Eastern rim of the horizon, there is a period in

which we cannot clearly discern the real from
the fantastic. In the mists and fogs of the

coming morning, everything is dim and confused.

We cannot quite be certain of anything. We are

not sure whether we see a fantastic cloud in the

lower margin of the sky, or the home of the gods
upon a mountain peak. We seem to see colossal

figures, stalking with gigantic steps from moun-
tain top to mountain top. We cannot tell

whether we are beholding monster men or the

lower gods. There were giants upon the earth
in those days; and the sons of gods made love

to the daughters of men.
In this twilight time of history, where we

cannot yet be certain how much is myth or fable,

and how much fact and reality, we have the

29
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beautiful story of Abram of Ur in the land of

the Chaldees.

God calls to him: "Get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred and from thy
father's house, unto the land that I will show
thee; and I will make of thee a great nation, and
I will bless thee and make thy name great, and
thou shalt be a blessing; and I will bless them
that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee

;

and in thee shall all the families of the earth be
blessed. " And so Abram departed as the Lord
had spoken to him.
And then there develops a character so ra-

diantly beautiful, so unselfish, so generous, so

patient, so gentle, and yet so strong and so brave;

so altogether lovely and noble that through the

centuries, it stood as a model and an incentive

to manly men, for manly action.

So perfect, indeed, is this character, that it

has long been a debatable question, whether
Abraham, the father of nations, was a real

character; whether the name is not itself a mere
synonym, standing for a race, a clan or an idea.

And such a character reported as of such an age,

and in such a setting, may lead us well to stop

and consider, whether the picture we have was
not the work of an artist of a much later period.

Nor does it matter. Consider his life a poem,
if you choose, and what is the result? The mere
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fact of the poem suggests the life and the char-

acter, or the conception of such a life and char-

acter, behind the poem.
And what is the difference, whether it be an

actual, veritable life, or only the conception of

such a life and character? Be it the one or the

other, the result is the same, a great idea has
come into the world; it has come to stay, and
to bless men as long as time shall endure.

Consider it as you may, whether there was
truly a man Abraham, and God really by spoken
word called him, from his surroundings, to go
into a land of strangers, and there set up the

worship of an almighty, all-wise, all-seeing God;
or whether we see a man of such a true and pure
nature, that the life about him was an offense,

and he, gathering a little band about him, left

home and kindred and went into the wilderness,

for the very sake of its solitude and separation;

his heart responding to those high and ennobling
impulses, which come from nature to the soul

that can put itself into communion with nature.

Or, consider yet again, that in Abraham we see

not a single man, but a clan or race of men, not
all of them of such lofty character, but domi-
nated and controlled by such men and such
thoughts. In whatever way we consider the
name of Abraham, it means that to some man or

to some set of men, in some way, by direct
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communication if you choose or by meditation,

by enlarged comprehension, there has come the
conception that there is a God over the earth
and over men; a God to whom the good man
may come without fear, and with whom he may
commune as a friend; but a God who will send
fire and destruction upon the wickedness of

Sodom and Gomorrah; a God whose promise
can be trusted, though its fulfillment seems
impossible; and whose command must be
obeyed, although it seems to lead to the sacrifice

of the only son of the old age; one Supreme
God whose Law is over all, and compels all

Abraham (be he myth, man, or nation, it is all

the same), means that through this medium the

Jehovah idea has come into the world. And
with this idea the Jew was born. And through
the centuries, the Jew stood for this idea and
was its incarnation; for it he suffered, endured
and died. When any man can measure and tell

of what value the Jehovah conception has been
to the world, then we may tell the debt the

world owes to the Jew. So most truly and most
reverently should the world turn to the Jew
and say: "In thee have all the nations of the

earth been blessed/

'

Of course, I do not mean by this, that every
Jew has been worthy of his ancestry; that

would be too much. The Jew, like other men,
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has always been of the earth earthy. Abraham's
promised son was a weakling, compared with
his father ; and his grandson Jacob showed none
of the generous unselfishness of Abraham, when
he robbed his famishing brother of his birthright,

and despoiled his father-in-law of his cattle, by
subtle tricks at the watering troughs.

Nor did the nation, any more than the indi-

vidual, always honor their ancestry or their God.
But the Jehovah idea remained with them.
Abraham in his uprightness could have faced

God as man to man, and talk to him without
trepidation. Jacob in his wrong doing, con-

scious of his deserts, fled from His wrath. Nor
do I mean to say, that his conception was not
crude and undeveloped. On the contrary, I

think it was so; just as I think to-day our con-

ception of the Infinite One is so.

After a lapse of four centuries, we come upon
a character which we may feel assured is his-

toric ; that Moses was a veritable man upon the
earth. But when we come to read the record
we have of him, there is much to lead us to stop

and ponder. Critics are much divided on this

subject. On the one hand there are those who
believe that the whole of the Pentateuch was
practically his work, and that the entire law was
cast in form by him, and that all these writings

were the subject of Moses' command:
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"Take this book of the law, and put it at the side of

the ark of the covenant of the Lord your God, that it

may be there for a witness against thee; for I know thy

rebellion and stiff neck." (Deut. xxxi, 26,97.)

Upon the other hand, there are those who
believe that the record we have of these matters
is the work of a much later day, written long

after these laws had been promulgated and the

system perfected. And these profess to see in

the Book of Deuteronomy a spiritual conception

of Jehovah that did not come to the nation, until

many generations after the death of Moses;
indeed until their original ideas and hopes of the

connection between Jehovah and the nation as

his peculiar people were dashed and destroyed
in the captivities.

And here again, we may say, it makes no
difference which view prevails. Of course, if we
are to take the view that Moses did develop
these great systems of law as the result of his

education at Pharaoh's court and his forty years
of solitude and meditation in the wilderness, and
that he brought them to their final delivery

amid the awful manifestations of Mount Sinai,

then we have here a character, the like of which
has never appeared among men.

In the Mosaic law—by this 1 mean for the

moment the code of laws which he framed for
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the government of the people in their relation

as citizens—we have the germ of almost the

entire body of the law as it exists to-day. And
if we are further to understand that he framed
the Levitical laws, prescribing rules of conduct
in matters religious; the approach of man to

God, with offering and sacrifice and petition,

then the longer we look into them and the more
we see through the form and ceremony the mat-
ters that lie beneath them, the more we are

astonished.

Or if we shall take another view, and one
perhaps clearly indicated by the text, that these

things were not the work of Moses himself, but
of Jehovah communicating through him His
commands to man, while we make less of the
man Moses, the gift which he brings to man is

none the less of incalculable value. Or if we are

to accept still another view, that these matters
were not left thus complete by Moses at his

death, that the beginning only was made by
him; that he, inspired or uninspired, gave out
the germs, the embryonic principles, which grew
and were developed in the succeeding genera-
tions; then, by this hypothesis, we have a nation
in which such systems of law could be evolved
and developed. By whatever course we have
come to the conclusion, we reach the same
result: A civil law for the guidance of men in
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their relations with each other, which, though
developed in a crude and almost barbaric age,

contains within it those great, fundamental
principles which underlie and control the juris-

prudence of the civilized world.

Truly, "in thee shall all the nations of the

earth be blessed."

The call came to Abram, as an individual, and
his relations to Jehovah were personal. But the

very first words of the promise were, "I will

make of thee a great nation:" it was said to him,
"if a man can number the dust of the earth,

then shall thy seed be numbered;" and if he
walked in the night, the promise was that his

posterity shall be in number as the stars in the

sky above.

And so it was that the Jews speedily came to

look upon the promises as to the nation. They
deemed themselves called to be his particular

people, to keep themselves separate and apart

from the nations. They held Jehovah's word
pledged to them as a dominant and ruling peo-

ple, and to whom the other nations must bow.
Jehovah was their God; they were His people.

Through good or ill He was their defender, their

protector, their upholder.

With such a call to separation, with such a
conception of Jehovah's attitude toward them,
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it could not be otherwise than that they should

become a proud and haughty race.

They were a virile people; of the earth and
earthy; yet, like Anteus, their very touch upon
the earth increased their strength. In the King-
dom under David and Solomon, they felt their

dreams realized, and that they had entered upon
their heritage. But, alas! in the day of their

exaltation, in their pride and haughtiness, they
forgot their fealty, and the conditions upon
which Jehovah stood as their champion—yea,

the conditions upon which God stands as a
champion for any man, for any people, in all

the ages of the world. They forgot that "the
righteous Lord loveth righteousness'' (Ps. xi, 7),

and that " righteousness exalteth a nation, but
sin is a reproach to any people" (Prov. xiv, 34).

With Moses, or perhaps with Abraham, who
was the exponent of the genuine traditions of

humanity, Judaism starts out with the assur-

ance that man is a spiritual personality, hence
an immortal being, with whom the benign
Creator communicates directly, even like face

to face, "as speaketh a man to his fellow man."
The body of clay is an animal organism, a prod-
uct of physical nature, and like all which is

"dust from the ground" it is subject to death
and dissolution. Then God CREATED this

organic product of the earth by spirit from His
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spirit, life from His life, love from His love, rea-

son from His reason, free will from His own free

will; He CREATED man in His own image,
and in likeness with Himself He created man by
infusing the God-like spirit into the frame of

clay, and thus Adam became a living personality,

an immortal being. That only which is of earth

is perishable and that is the organism; that

which is of God directly is immortal, as its

source is. Man is an immortal being; this is

an idea with which Judaism starts and had
nothing to add to it, although every book of

the Bible and the Talmud refers to it. The soul

as we usually call the spiritual personality of

man, is a complex of unconscious capacities

with the buoyancy to unfold and develop them
to moral and intellectual qualities, and to make
these constant. The primary estate of the soul

is marked in the Talmud by the symbolic ex-

pression of " all souls are in the GUFF (the body)
below the throne of glory/' i. e., unconscious,

and unite themselves with the organism by the

spiritual side of the parental love, as Rabbi
Jehudah the Prince admits to the Emperor
Antoninus Pius, as it is stated, and is suggested
unmistakably in Genesis ii, 24. What the love

of God did in creating the first man, uniting a
soul with the physical organism, that is accom-
plished by the spiritual side of the parental love
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for all descendants of the first man. Therefore,

according to Jewish law and custom, no woman
is merely married or wedded to a husband, she

is sanctified, so that man and wife together in

holy union have the Shekinah (the manifesta-

tion of God) with them, aid man becomes the

co-operative associate to the Creator.
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CHAPTER III

MOSAIC JURISPRUDENCE

The thousands of legal works and writings

upon jurisprudence, whether derived from the

Roman, the Justinian, or the Napoleonic codes,

have not materially improved or supplanted the

Biblical and Talmudic methods of dispensing

justice. Albeit a Blackstone has laid down a
guide for legal students, the principles are no
less derived from the Old Testament laws; a
Greenleaf has made some innovations regarding
evidence, but in a general sense the same rules

were applied in their widest sense by the Jews
during the two statehoods.

The Hebraic term Mishpath expresses a
sacred sentiment, while the Talmudic Beth-din,

the tribunal of law, was no less a hallowed con-
ception among the Israelites in their primitive

eras. The chief aim of the elders was directed

to rightly adjudge all differences according to

equitable principles. The Biblical dicta, from
their very inception, declare for the ethical idea
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of a place of judgment. The Deity is represented

as the most high and impartial judge, and it is

commanded that all men must appeal to those

selected and called to administer affairs of jus-

tice. To ask for a decision was to bring the

causes of complainants before God, to come
before a tribunal was to tread upon holy ground;
God was always present. Such were the expres-

sions regarding courts and judges.

The most humane cardinal principle under-
lying the Jewish methods of jurisprudence was
that all men, heathen or Israelite, were equal
before the tribunes. In the Mosaic laws, no
distinction between casts was made, as was the

habit among the surrounding nations which drew
lines between castes. The Mosaic laws dis-

criminated largely between the parents and
their children, as also between the master and
his slave, and they sought more particularly to

guard and protect the widows and orphans.
The Roman and Greek laws were diametrically

opposed to such laws in that these rights were
not protected.

That the framers of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence of the American Revolutionists in 1776
had taken their cue from the Judaic system is

clearly demonstrated .

' i

All men are equal before

the law," is the dictum expressed in the Judaic
and the American Magna Charta. The Jus-
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tinian Pandects more than five hundred years
after Christ were devoid of these cardinal

principles.

Prior to the exodus from Egypt, the heads of

families were the leading authorities, and their

word was law to all members of the household.

After that event Moses, the law-giver, assumes
this prerogative. But as this labor was too

much for a single person he organized courts,

and separated the state affairs from the judiciary.

While sojourning in the desert he was advised

by Jethro to elect the most honored, enlightened

and rational men to act as judges over communi-
ties comprising 1,000, 100, 50 and 10 persons,

making it incumbent upon them that all compli-

cated and difficult questions be finally adjudi-

cated by Moses. All of these judges were pro-

vided with associates termed shoterim, who were
the authorized officers for executing all orders

and mandates. After the people were domiciled

in Palestine this system was again altered to the

circumstances that courts were established in

cities and towns. In this, as in former systems,

the judges were to submit questions and deci-

sions when difficult or complicated to the upper
court, whereof the high priest was the presiding

head. There were evidently many such courts;

the tribunal allows to each court three judges,
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while Flavius Josephus claims that seven men
were the judges.

Aside from these circuit courts there was also

a college of elders—a senate, whose functions

were designed to rid the city of all evil and crime.

They had likewise jurisdiction over life and
death. They were also a sort of coroner's jury,

in case a person was found murdered, and the per-

son who had committed the deed was unknown.
There was a third tribunal, the heads of which

were designated as pelilim, arbitrating judges,

whose duties were to assess damages and torts.

The upper or, as we may call it, the supreme
court,—located in the ante-portals of the Holy
of Holies, was not an appellate court for con-

tending litigants, but rather for the purpose of

giving lower-court judges the privilege to bring

questions of law and equity before this highest

court. It was permitted, however, for parties

at law to place their causes before this court in

the beginning. Thus the people were prone to

call into their affairs Joshua, Samuel, Saul,

David and others as their temporal arbiters.

The foremost of these was Samuel, who had
attained the greatest popular confidence, having
established local courts at Bethel, Gilgal, and
Mizpah, which he regularly visited. It is related

of David that he selected six thousand Levites

as judges and executive officers, placing them in
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cities and towns throughout Palestine. Again,
when the state suffered partition, King Jehosha-
phat was active in reorganizing the judiciary by
appointing judges of the highest tribunal, consist-

ing of priests, Levites and tribal chieftains. At
the head of these a prince of the house of Judah
was appointed as the secular judge, while the
high priest was the presiding judge in all spiritual

matters. There was, besides, the College of

Elders, which had the function of deciding all

causes.

This was the system of jurisprudence in vogue
during the first and second statehood of the

Jews, and even throughout the Talmudic eras

and for several centuries thereafter. Every
city contained a local court and three authorized

law professors. If a city contained one hundred
and twenty Jewish citizens, it was provided with
a senate of twenty-three members and was
known as a minor Sanhedrim, which had juris-

diction in capital punishments. The city of

Jerusalem had two such tribunals, one over the

approach to the hill of the temple, and the other

in the ante-portals of the temple. This latter

was termed the Sanhedrim and consisted of

seventy-one members, mostly priests, and a

chief justice, next to the Nassi, acted as vice-

president. Its number, seventy-one, was obliga-

tory, so that a majority could always be relied on.
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Aside from the judges there were two recording

clerks for noting decisions, either in cases of

acquittal or condemnation.
The difference between the courts which had

three judges, with jurisdiction only in civil and
minor causes, and the Sanhedrim of twenty-
three judges was that the latter decided and
adjudicated in capital crimes. The local courts

were invariably at the portals of a town or city,

and near to the public market, where frequent

quarrels and differences ensued. The higher

courts of the holy city were held in a large and
spacious hall of the temple.

During the second Jewish statehood the two
small Sanhedrim held sessions respectively in

the approach to temple hill and at the ante-hall

of the temple. The great Sanhedrim was as-

signed to an inner chamber of great dimensions.

All sessions were public. The judges were
ranged in a semi-circular row of seats, so that
each could see the other. The prince or nassi

was the president, who was invariably elected

by the members of the Sanhedrim; at his right

side the chief judge, ab-beth-din, took his

station. There were besides three rows of stu-

dents and candidates, placed a step lower than
were the Sanhedrim incumbents, and from these
candidates vacancies were filled.

The terms of sessions were not fixed and were
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subject to the desires of contending litigants.

After the exilic era the local judges were required

to hold sessions twice a week— on Mondays and
Thursdays—an ordinance ascribed to Ezra.
Another ordinance requiring that sessions should
be held during the day—generally in the morn-
ing, or between the hours of the offering in the

temple and the vesper act. The Supreme Court
often continued its sessions after sunset. No
sessions by any of the tribunals were permitted
either on Sabbath or holidays and between the

first and fifteenth day of Nisan and Tishri. The
feast days were ordained as the first and last

days of Pesach (Easter) and feast of booths, the

two days of Pentecost and New Year, as well as

the day of Atonement. The sessions could be
called at will by the Sanhedrim on all other days
not otherwise interdicted. The nassi could con-

vene a session whenever occasion required it.

It was the rule that individual litigants could

choose their judges by mutual consent. Parties

were required to bring all civil suits before their

local judges, who had complete jurisdiction. A
complainant was required to make his plea ver-

bally or by a written statement. When a cita-

tion was issued a deputy was authorized to

summon the defendant for the day and hour
set apart; the prosecutor could deliver this

subpoena himself, if he desired to do so. It was
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required that the judge should understand the

language of the complainant, although he might
not speak his tongue; otherwise he was per-

mitted to employ a translator. None could be
heard in the absence of one or the other. No
intimidation was to be allowed. When both
came before the courts the complainant had to

state the cause of his complaint, together with all

the circumstances relating to it. The defendant
was allowed to state in full his counter-argument
and defense. A general denial was not accepted.

A person charged with a crime could not be at

liberty, and was held in confinement until a
decision was rendered in his case. A verdict

was never uttered until the second day after the

defendant was found guilty, and his execution

was at once proceeded with, so that no undue
misery or torture might harass the condemned;
then, until the last moments before the execu-
tion, the culprit was allowed to bring facts before

the judges, which might be in his favor, and the
courts were required to listen to him, and, if

necessary, upset their verdict.

The Jewish laws tolerated no advocates or

lawyers. The complainant and defendant were
constantly before the eyes of the judges. Nor
were any preliminary investigations permissible
of either one of the other parties, nor could the
courts declare a judgment or verdict in the
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absence of either the complainant or defendant.

An important feature was the taking of testi-

mony from witnesses; if no witnesses were
present or cognizant of facts, the oath was of

paramount necessity. Aside from these latter,

the inquiry into circumstances surrounding a

cause are most minutely given in the Talmud.
Such methods as tortures and inquisitions are

unknown either to the Mosaic or Talmudic eras.

An execution could take place only in the

presence of the judges and the witnesses, which
latter were required to lay their hands upon the

culprit as the first of executioners.
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CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF JEWISH
LITERATURE

The watchword at present is "Progress."

The Jew from time immemorial was progressive.

Education leads to progress, and the Jew de-

voted his earliest attention to education. Strange
it certainly is that a people without a home,
without a land, living under repression and
persecution, could produce so great a literature

as have the Jewish people. Stranger still, that

it should at first have been preserved and dis-

seminated, then forgotten, or treated with
disdain and prejudice, and finally raised from
turbid slumber to robust life by the breath of

the modern era.

In the neighborhood of twenty-two thousand
works are known to us now. Something over
fifty years ago bibliographers were ignorant of

the existence of over one-half of these; and in

the libraries of Italy, England, and Germany an
untold number awaits resurrection. In fact, our
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literature has not been given a name that rec-

ommends itself to universal acceptance. Some
have called it " Rabbinical Literature", because
during the Middle Ages every Jew of learning

bore the title of Rabbi. Others, "Neo-hebraic,"
and a third party considered it purely theological.

These names are all inadequate. Perhaps the
only one sufficiently comprehensive is " Jewish
Literature." That embraces, as it should, the
aggregate of writings produced by Jews from the
earliest days of their history to the present time.

The first injunction to learn and to teach laid

on the Jew was by Moses: "Thou shalt teach
them diligently to thy children; they shall learn

to fear me every day of their lives on this earth."

Learning and teaching are the two pursuits,

whereby we can acquire the system of instruc-

tion, and thus hand it down to future genera-

tions. Moses here appears as the great teacher

of his people, for what the young learns is firmly

engraved on the tablets of the heart, from which
no power can ever efface it.

After Moses the most remarkable, intellectual

man and leader of the people was Samuel, who
wandered as a teacher from place to place. The
life-work of this prophet consisted in teaching.

When the Jews went into exile, as soon as they
turned a deaf ear to the prophet's teachings,

they went into the harshest school, the school of
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suffering and misery. There they reflected upon
what they had done, and again willingly turned
their ears to the prophet's promises of consola-

tion. Purified and strengthened, they came out
of misfortune.

Ezra and Nehemiah took up the thread where
it had been severed, and sought by a systematic

course of instruction to bring the people back
to the Thora. Then with Malachi, the prophets
disappeared from the stage of history. The sum
of their educational activity was epitomized in

one significant sentence :
" Remember the teach-

ings of my servant Moses/' It sounds like a
legacy and a farewell greeting, this call of the

last of the prophets to his people. We find the

Sopherim, or scribes—the men of learning—spread
the knowledge of the Thora amongst the people.

They explained it in public lectures, from which
the Midrasch has gradually developed. The
people became so familar with the essence and
spirit of the Thora, that it was able successfully

to withstand the onslaught of Greek civilization.

The opportunity soon came when the Jewish
spirit was to show how much it had been sharp-
ened by contact with that of Greece. When it

came to writing down teachings, hitherto con-
veyed from mouth to mouth, keen debates took
place, of which excellent accounts are handed
down to us in the Talmud. The school-house
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attained to a new and higher importance; there

was focused the whole religious and intellectual

life of the people. All the more, because the
wretched political conditions hardly permitted
any other employment of their dormant powers.
"Judaism," as has been well said, consisted at

that time of one great school-house, in which
everyone was either a teacher, a pupil or both.
The story of Jewish literature, after the

destruction of the Temple at Jerusalem, in the
year 70 of the Christian era, centers around the
city of Jamnia (or Jabneh), which lies near the
sea, beautifully situated on the slopes of a gentle

hill in the lowlands, about twenty-eight miles

from the Capital. When Vespasian was advanc-
ing to the siege of Jerusalem, he occupied Jam-
nia—and thither the Jewish Synhedrion (or

Great Council) transferred itself when Jerusalem
fell. A college existed there already, but Jamnia
then became the headquarters of Jewish learning

and retained that position until the year 135.

At that date the learned circle moved farther

north. They established famous schools at

Galilee and Lydda in Judea; Tiberias, Usha and
Sepphoris in Palestine. The real founder of the

college of Jamnai was Johanan ben Zakkai,
called the "father of wisdom." Like the Greek
philosophers who taught their pupils in the gar-

dens of Athens, the Rabbis may have lectured
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to their students in a "vineyard." This, how-
ever, was only a metaphor applied to the meeting
place of the wise of Jamnia. But, at all events,

the result of these pleasant intellectual gather-

ings was the " Rabbinical Literature." Johanan
ben Zakkai himself was a typical Rabbi. For a
great part of his life he followed a mercantile

pursuit and earned his bread by manual labor.

His originality as a teacher lay in his perception

that Judaism could survive the loss of its

national center. He felt that "charity and
humanity may replace the sacrifices." He would
have preferred his brethren to submit to Rome;
and his political foresight was justified when
the War of Independence closed in disaster. As
Graetz has well said: "Like Jeremiah, Johanan
wept over the desolation of Zion; but like Zerub-
bable, he created a new sanctuary." Johanan's
new sanctuary was the school. And from this

time onward, we find numerous Rabbis teaching
until the Greek translation of the Bible marks
the beginning of the second period of Jewish
literature.

We find Philo in the first century of the Chris-

tian era, a philosopher and author of great mag-
nitude, although most of his writings are lost to

us. We have sufficient, however, to declare him
the greatest Jewish representative of Hellenic

Judaism, It is by no means easy to say what
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were his most habitual views in reference to

God's relationship to the universe and man.
The matter is complicated by the singular fact

of Philo's twofold education and sympathies.
His education was Greek; his genius was Orien-
tal. He loved Greek wisdom and he loved the
Hebrew faith as well. He was a pious Jew.
Philo gives us a Greek skeleton, and clothes it

with a blend of Greek and Hebrew flesh. He
was too devoted a lover of Jewish thoughts to

give the Old Testament any disparagement in

his writings, but he presses it into a framework
of philosophy which is essentially Greek, and the

allegorizing process enables him to give the
appearance of unity and consistency to his

expositions of Scriptural doctrine. Philo's views
of God are to be found scattered throughout the

whole of his writings. On the question of the
transcendental or imminent conception of God,
he is not always consistent. He sometimes leans

to the one view and sometimes to the other. As
a true disciple of Plato he thinks of God as exist-

ing neither in time nor space. He cannot be
conceived by man. He is self-sufficient, and has
no relations with any other being. These ideas

of God's transcendence and His preclusion from
any activity in the world are to be met frequently

in Philo, in such words as: "God has given

nothing to Himself, for he has no need of any-
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thing; but he has given the world to the world."

The Judea-Hellenic Hebrew ceased to be the

language of the people about this time. It was
henceforth used only by scholars and in divine

worship. Jewish for the first time met Greek
intellect. The Greek philosophers themselves
stood awed by the majesty and power of the

Jewish prophets. The heroes of the Talmud
stood enveloped in glory. We meet with men
like Hillel, Shammai, Johanan ben Zakkai,

Gamaliel, Jeshua ben Chananya; the famous
Akiba, and later on Yehuda the Prince, friend

of the imperial philosopher Marcus Aurelius and
compiler of the Mishna, the authoritative code
of law superseding all other collections.

Then there are the Fabulists: Mair, Simeon
ben Yohai, falsely accused of the authorship of

the Zohar, a book of Mystical Kabbala; Chiya,
Rab, Samuel, equally famous as a physician,

and Rabbi Johanan, the supposed compiler of

the Jerusalem Talmud. This later Talmud,
the one invested with authority amongst the
Jews, by reason of its varying fortunes, is the
most marvelous literary monument extant.

Never has a book been so hated, so persecuted,
so misjudged and so despised; and, on the other
hand, so prized and so honored, and above all,

so imperfectly understood, as this very Talmud.
The poetic perfection in the works of the
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celebrated trio Solomon Gabirol, Yehuda Halevi
and Moses ben Ezra is marvelous. Their daz-
zling triumphs have been accentuated by the
more modest achievements of Abitur, writing

Hebrew, and Adyia, and the poetess Hemana
(Kasmunah), using Arabic, who sang the praise

of God and lamented the woes of Israel. Solo-

mon Gabirol may be said to have been the first

poet thrilled by the "weltschmerz." He pro-

duced hymns, songs, prayers and psalms, filled

with the hope and longing for a blessed future.

They are marked throughout by earnestness,

brushing away in its rigor, the color and bloom
of life; but side by side with it, surging forth

from the deepest recesses of a human soul, is

humble adoration of God! Gabirol was a dis-

tinguished philosopher besides. His chief work,
"The Fount of Life/' was translated, in the

year 1150, into Latin by Archdeacon Dominicus
Gundisalvi with the help of Johanes Avendeth,
an apostate Jew. This work was made a text

book of scholastic philosophy. Solomon Gabirol
pleases to call himself "The Small/ ' yet before

him all great must dwindle and fall. By Ga-
birol' s side stands Yehuda Halevi, probably the

only Jewish poet known to the reader of general

literature, to whom his name, life and faith have
become familiar through Heinrich Hemes'
"Romanzero." His magnificent description of
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nature " reflects southern skies, verdant mead-
ows, deep, blue rivers and the stormy sea," and
his love lyrics are chaste and tender. He sounds
the praise of wine, youth and happiness and
extols the charms of his lady-love, but above
all he devotes his song to Zion and his people.

His Zionides are the pearls of his poems.
We have loitered long with Yehuda Halevi,

and still not long enough, for we have not yet
spokea of his claims to the title of Philosopher,

won for him by his book Al-Chazari. But now
we must hurry on to Moses ben Ezra, the last

and most worldly of the three great poets. He
devotes his genius to his patrons, to wine, his

faithless mistress, and to feasts under leafy can-

opies "with merry birds.'
J He laments over

separation from friends and kin, weeps over the
shortness of life and the rapid approach of old

age— all in polished language. Then he strikes

his lyre in praise and honor of his people Israel.

He failed, however, to rise to the lofty heights

attained by his mates in song. We find about
this time Abraham ben Daud, a writer of sur-

prisingly liberal views, who had undertaken in

"The Highest Faith" the task of reconciling

Faith with Philosophy. At the same time
rationalistic Bible exegesis was begun by Abra-
ham ben Ezra. An acute orthodox interpreta-

tion of the Bible had, before him, been taught
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in France by Solomon Yizhaki, known as

Rashi. Also by Samuel ben Meir, and con-

tinued by German Rabbis who, at the same
time, were preachers. All these controversies

are shown in our religious poetry as high ideals.

The hymns of Samuel the Pius and other poets
are mentioned in the writings of Yehuda Hako-
hen, Solomon Yizhaki and Jacob ben Meir;
in the legal opinions of Isaac ben Abraham,
Eliezer Halevi, Isaac ben Moses, Meir ben
Baruch and their successors.

In the ninth century we find Saadiah Gaon
as the head of the Academy in Sura Pumbditha.
As philosopher and author he shows great tact

in his work "Emunoth Vedeoth" (Beliefs and
Creeds), treating the following subjects:

—

1.—The Origin of the Universe and Ail It Contains;

2.—The Unity of the Creator;

3.—The Creator as a Law Giver;

4.—The Service of the Creator;

5.—The Merits of This Service;

6.—The Soul and Its Condition After Death.

7.—The Resurrection of the Dead;
8.—The Redemption of Israel;

9.—The Ultimate Reward or Punishment;

10.—The Last Rule of Conduct in This Life.

It is Maimonides, known as Rambam (born
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in Cordova, in the year 1135, or 1137; died at

Cairo in 1204), who presents, perhaps, the best

example of Jewish adaptiveness in those cen-

turies. He was the " Eagle of the Synagogue,"
the "Sage par Excellence," of vast industry and
extensive knowledge, judging from his exhaustive

works. Yet this scholar of scholars; this pro-

found Rabbinic authority—whose condensed
creed of Judaism, termed "The Thirteen Princi-

ples," is accepted practically throughout the
Jewish world, exclusive of some American con-

gregations—this man of all men set himself the

task of reconciling revealed religion and Greek-
Arabic philosophy. In other words, he saw the

necessity of harmonizing the old and the new,
and deemed current tendencies serious enough
to impel him to write his famous "Guide of the
Perplexed." This work, originally in Arabic,

but now translated into various tongues, left-

its distinct mark, furnishing ideas to later ages
for all classes, from the most primitive scholar to

Spinoza.

We must also pass over in silence, for want
of time, the numerous Jewish physicians and
medical writers, but it must be remembered
that they too belong to Jewish Literature. The
most marvelous characteristic of this literature

is that in it the Jewish race has registered each
step of its development. All things learned,
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gathered, obtained on its journeyings hither and
thither, Greek philosophy, and Arabic as well

as Latin scholasticism, all are deposited in layers

about the Bible, so stamping later Jewish litera-

ture with an individuality that gave it an unique
place among the literatures of the world.

Among the noteworthy authors standing be-

tween the two periods and belonging to both,

the most prominent is Nachmanides, a pious and
learned Bible scholar. With logical force and
critical candor he entered into the great con-

flict between science and religion, then dividing

the Jewish world into two camps, with Mai-
monides' works as their shibboleth. The Aris-

totlian Philosophy was no longer satisfying.

Minds and hearts were yearning for a new
revelation, and in default thereof, steeping

themselves in mystical speculations. A vo-
luminous theosophical literature sprung up;
the Zohar, the Bible of Mysticism, was circu-

lated, its authorship being fastened upon a
Rabbi of older days. It is altogether probable
that the real author was living at the time;

many think that it was Moses de Leon. The
liberal party counted in its ranks two distin-

guished families of Tibbon and Kimchi. The
former famed as successful translators, the latter

as grammarians, their best representatives being
Judah Ibn Tibbon and David Kimchi.
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At this time arose disputes about the Talmud,
between the Rabbis and the Christian clergy,

ending in the public burning of the Talmud at

Paris. The literary current of that age is desig-

nated by the word "Kabbala," which held many
of the finest and noblest minds captive to its

witchery. The Kabbala is unquestionably a
continuation of earlier theosophic inquiries.

At the entrance to the next period, we again
meet a man of extraordinary ability, Isaac

Abarbanel, one of the most eminent and es-

teemed of Bible commentators. In early life

minister to a Catholic King; later on a pilgrim

scholar wandering about, exiled, with his sons,

one of whom, Yehuda, has won fame as an
author.

And so we find numerous scholars up to

Joseph Karo, "the most influential personage of

the sixteenth century,' ' his claims upon recog-

nition resting on the "Shulchan Aruch," an
exhaustive codex of Jewish customs and laws,

and a number of other works.
We have to pass a number of scholars who

have enriched our literature. Thereafter literary

interests center in Poland, where Rabbinical
literature found its most zealous and learned
exponents. Throughout the land schools were
established, in which the Talmud was taught
by the Pilpul, an ingenious quibbling method
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of Talmudic reasoning and discussion said to

have originated with Jacob Pollak.

Again, we have a long succession of distin-

guished names. There are Solomon Luria,

Moses Isreles, Joel Sirkes, David ben Levi,

Sabbatai Kohen and Elias Wilna, known as

Wilner Gaon, to whom pride is permissible in

the Republic of Letters. Elias Wilna, the last

mentioned, had a delicately poised mind, and
deserves special recognition for his determined
opposition to the "Kabbala" and its offspring

"Chassidism," hostile and ruinous to Judaism
and Jewish learning.

A gleam of true pleasure can be obtained from
the history of the Dutch Jews. In Holland the

Jews united secular culture with religious devo-
tion, and the professors of other Faiths met
them with tolerance and friendliness. Sunshine
falls upon the Jewish schools and right into the

heart of a youth, who straightway abandons
the Talmud folios, and goes out into the world
to proclaim to wondering mankind the evangel
of a new philosophy. The youth is Baruch
Spinoza.

In Germany a mixture of German and Hebrew
had come into use, about this time, amongst
the Jews as the medium of daily intercourse,

called " Yuedisch-Teutsch," now known as " Yid-
dish."A large literature had developed in this
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language before Luther's time. It possessed

two fine translations of the Bible, besides

numerous writings of ethical, poetical and his-

torical character, amongst which particular men-
tion should be made of those on the German
legend-cycles of the Middle Ages. At the same
time the Talmud receives its due attention,

effort, and talent. New life comes only with the

era of emancipation and enlightenment. For
want of time we have to overlook a number of

German scholars and poets, until we reach
Moses Mendelssohn. That philosopher has
done much to open up a new era for our people.

The " Gottesdienstliche Vortraege" by Zunz
(published in 1832), was the pioneer work of

the new Jewish science, whose present develop-

ment, despite its wide range, has not yet ex-

hausted the suggestion made by the author.

Other equally important works from the same
pen followed. Then came the researches of

Rappaport, Z. Frankel, I. M. Jost, M. Sachs,

S. D. Luzzatto, S. Munk, A. Geiger, L. Herzfield,

H. Graetz, J. Furst, L. Dukes, M. Steinschneider,

D. Cassel, S. Holdheim, and a host of minor
investigators and teachers. Their loving devo-
tion aroused Jewish science and literature from
their secular sleep to vigorous intellectual life.

The moulders of the new literature are such men
as the celebrated preachers Jellink, Solomon,
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Kley and Mannheimer ; the able thinkers

Steinheim, Hirsch, Krochmal, M. Lazarus, H.
Steinthal, G. Riesser and L. Philipson.

Of our own time we find such men as: the
French, Cremieux and James Darmestetter;
the English, George Jessel and Moses Monte-
fiore; the Dutch, Godefroie and Josef Israels;

the German, Edward Lasker and Berthold Auer-
bach; the Russian, Rubmstein and Antokolski.

George Brandes, in Denmark; Luigi Luzzatti,

in Italy; Emma Lazarus and Emil G. Hirsch,

in America; who are but successors, in various

fields, to illustrious leaders of centuries ago.

We must not overlook that philosopher Ahad-
Ha-Am, of our time, whose philosophy of the

Jewish problems is unique and should be studied

by all. The literature we have described has
contributed its share to every spiritual and
secular result achieved by humanity, and it

still has a vast unexplored treasury of Poetry
and Philosophy, of Experience and Knowledge.
To recapitulate: We have followed out the

course of a literary development, beginning in

gray antiquity with Bibical narratives; assimi-

lating Persian Doctrines, Greek Wisdom, and
Roman Law; later, Arabian Poetry and Phi-

losophy and finally the whole of European
Science in all its ramifications.
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CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TALMUD
AND ITS PERSECUTION

Reason rules the body. Wisdom is the pilot;

Law is the light. Might is the lion's portion;

burden is the Ox's; spinning, the Spider's;

building, the Bee's; gathering stores, the Ant's;

and wisdom is Man's.
In three cases, the sages say: Lying is per-

missible: in war, in reconciling man to man, in

appeasing one's wife. Aristotle says: "He who
says 'I do not know' has already attained the
half of knowledge." It was given to man
through his wisdom to differ one from the other,

therefore, we find so many opinions in the dif-

ferent times and in the different colleges. For
instance, we find Maimonides, who "philoso-
phized the Talmud and talmudized Philosophy."
From the eleventh century to 1905 we find

160 commentaries, and 225 different treatises on
the Talmud and Bible—all more or less differing
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in their visionary opinions. So we too ought to

have a right to an opinion.

Historically, as far back as the first century
B. C, we find Shemaia and Abtalion at the head
of an Academy at Jerusalem. At the end of

the first century of the Christian era, we find

Hillel, their pupil, who developed into one of

our greatest Sages. Shammai, also, was likely

a pupil of the same Academy. The Rabbinical
literature consists of the Talmud and the Mid-
rashim. The earliest date associated with the

former is that of the pre-Tannaite or "Zekenim
Ha-Rishonim," starting withAntigonus of Socho,

who flourished about the first half of the third

century B.C., and was, according to the Mishna,
the disciple and successor of Simon the Just.

The last of these were Hillel and Shammai.
Following on the demise of these, there com-
menced the period of the Tannaim, lasting from
the commencement of the Christian era until

about the first quarter of the third century A. D.
Hillel and Shammai belonged to the last pre-

Christian century. As the reference to the pre-

Tannaites in the Talmud are rare, in all prob-
ability their influence upon their successors was
small. Hillel and Shammai, however, stand out
as real forces in the religious development of

their age. With them, and the band of Tan-
naim that succeeded to their teachings, the
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Talmudic age proper may be said to have com-
menced. Hence, Talmudic literature must be
assigned roughly to the opening years of the

first Christian century, and according to the

famous letter of R. Sherira, it would appear to

close toward the end of the second half of the

sixth century. The Talmud, therefore, gen-

erally speaking, covers a period of six hun-
dred years,of literary activity.

The authorities mentioned in the Mishna as

having transmitted and developed the oral law,

belong to three different periods: First, The
Sopherim; second, The Zugot; and third, The
Tannaim. The first generation of the Tannaim
lasted about seventy years; the second gen-

eration, about forty years; the third, about
nineteen years; the fourth, about twenty-six;

and the fifth, about thirty-five years. The sixth

and last generation of Tannaim belongs to the
younger contemporaries and disciples of R. Juda
Hanasi, and are not mentioned in the Mishna.
They form a connecting link between the Tan-
naim and the Amoraim periods. We find, also,

six generations of Amoraim, covering a period
from the death of R. Jehuda Hanasi to the com-
pilation of the Babylonian Talmud—from the
beginning of the third to the end of the fifth

century. The number of Amoraim mentioned
in the Talmud amounts to several hundred.
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We find that liberty had been given to every
learned man to construe the biblical texts at
his pleasure; the differences of opinions multi-

plied, and the disciples of Hillel and Shammai,
whose master's characters differed to the utmost,
split into two factions and studied henceforth
in separate colleges.

Thus the teachings of the Talmud were dif-

ferently interpreted by two parties, and what
the one permitted, the other forbade. This
circumstance was of more danger to the Talmud
than any external foe, for when there is no
internal union, the whole fabric will go to pieces,

and its influence will, of course, diminish. There-
fore the Sages of Jamnia, with R. Gamaliel at

their head, strove not only to decide the law
according to the school of Hillel, but also to

decree that the words of Shammai's school, in

the place of Hillers had no value at all. And
what a world of difficulty these sages had to

surmount before they succeeded! R. Simeon
ben Gamaliel rightly said: "If we proceeded to

record all the troubles and calamities we had
endured, time would not suffice." But in the

long run they did succeed in widening and
increasing the sphere of influence of the Talmud.
At the end of the first century, it was to the

Jewish people a substitute for their destroyed

Temple,- it was their stronghold; their enter-
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tainment by day and by night; it was only
when they were occupied with it that they for-

got all their calamities past and present; it was
the sole bond which strengthened them to bear
the yoke of the Romans, to hope for brighter

days and to be patient unto the end. The first

complete edition of the Babylonian Talmud was
printed at Venice, 1520-1523 A. D., by Daniel
Bamberg. The real Talmud, however, on which
the entire structure was built, are the questions,

comments and discussions of the Academicians,
based on individual paragraphs of the Mishna.
The work has resulted from the united activity

of the members of the Academy, who have
devoted themselves to it generation after gen-

eration, and kept its tradition alive. The work
itself contains neither statements nor allusions

to show that any complete or incomplete copy
of the work compiled by Ashi and Rabina had
been made in their day, and the same lack of

information characterizes both Talmud Jeru-
shalmi and the Mishna.

It is questionable whether R. Jehuda Hanasi
actually committed the Mishna to writing or

not. Scholars of ancient as well as modern
times express different opinions. In accordance
with the principle mentioned in the Talmud,
Gittin and the Themura, some of the teachers
held that the oral law ought not to be written
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down. A number of authorities claim that

R. Jehuda compiled the great Mishna work in

his mind, without writing it down, and that it

was transmitted only orally during many genera-

tions, until circumstances in the sixth century
made it necessary to commit it to writing. This
view is accepted and defended even by such
modern scholars as Luzzatto, Rappaport, Jost

Graetz, Leapold Loew and others. More plausi-

ble is the opposite opinion, holding that R.
Jehuda Hanasi wrote out the Mishna in full.

This opinion is shared in the Middle Ages by
Samuel Hanagid, R. Nissim, R. Abraham ben
David, Maimonides, and in modern times by
Geiger, Frankel, Lebrecht, I. H. Weis, and others.

The beginnings of the Babylonian Talmud
are associated with Nehardea, where the study
of the tradition had flourished even before the

close of the Tannaitic period. It is also asso-

ciated with Sura, where Rab founded a new
Academy which soon surpassed Nehardea in

importance. Rab and Samuel, who respectively

presided with equal distinction over the two
schools, laid the foundation of the Babylonian
Talmud through their comments on the Mishna
and their other teachings. The pupils of Rab
and Samuel,—Huna, Hisda, Nahman ben Jacob,

Sheshet and Judah, mentioned above—were the

leading Amoraim of the second half of the third
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century. Judah is especially prominent as a
transmitter of the sayings of his two teachers,

and he also added a mass of material to the

Talmud. He and the others mentioned founded
the Academy of Pumbaditha. Here, as at Sura,

the development of the Talmud was continued.

Pumbaditha was likewise the birth-place of that

hair-splitting method of interpreting and cri-

ticising Halachah passages, which forms the

special characteristic of the Babylonian Talmud.
The date at which the Talmud was committed

to writing is purely conjectural. As mentioned
above, the work itself contains no information

on this point, and there is the same lack of in-

formation in the Jerushalmi and the Mishna,
which is the basis of both Talmuds, as well as

the other works of the Tannaitic period. There
are allusions that the Halachah and the Agada
were committed to writing, for copies were
described as being in the possession of individual

scholars, who were occasionally criticized for

owning them. This censure was based on an
interdiction issued in the third century, which
forbade any one to commit the teachings of

tradition to writing, or to use a manuscript of

such a character in lecturing. Scholars believed

it to be their duty to recite them from memory,
and not from written copies. We find state-

ments that the Exilarch Natronia—Prince of
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Captivity—in the eight century emigrated to

Spain and wrote a copy of the Talmud from
memory. This would show that the scholars of

the Gaonic period actually knew the work by
heart, although this is contradicted by many
scholars.

Among the absurd notions, given credence
during the Middle Ages, as to what the Talmud
was, is one that it was a man! The mediaeval
priest, or peasant, who made this statement,

was perhaps wiser than he knew. Almost, might
we say, the Talmud was man, for it is a record

of the doings, the beliefs, the usages, the hopes,

the sufferings, the patience, the humor, the men-
tality and the morality of the Jewisi people for

half a millennium. What is the Talmud? There
is more than one answer. Ostensibly, it is the

Jewish jurisprudence, but we shall see as we
proceed that the Talmud was much more than
this. The very word "Law" in Hebrew—Torah
—means more than its translation would imply.

The Jew interpreted his whole religion in terms
of law. It is his name, in fact, for the Bible's

first five books—the Pentateuch. To explain

what the Talmud is, we must first explain the

theory of its growth, more remarkable perhaps
than the work itself. What was that theory?

The Divine Law was revealed to Moses, not
only through the commands that were found
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written in the Bible, but also through all the

later rules and regulations of post-exilic days.

These additional laws, it was presumed, were
handed down orally from Moses to Joshua,

thence to the Prophets, and later still trans-

mitted to the Scribes, and eventually to the

Rabbis of the great Synagogue. The reason

why the Rabbis ascribed to Moses the laws that

they later evolved, was due to their intense

reverence for Scripture, and their modest sense

of their own authority and qualification
—"If

the men of old were giants, then we are pigmies.

"

said they. They felt and believed that all duty
for the guidance of man was found in the Bible

either directly or inferentially. Their motto
was then "Search the Scriptures," and they
did search them with a literalness and pains-

taking thoroughness never since repeated. Every
expression was freighted with meaning, every
repetition was made to give birth to new truth.

Some of the inferences were logical and natural,

some artificial and far-fetched. Occasionally a
needed law was promulgated by the Jewish
Sanhedrin, and then its authority sought in

the Scriptures, or the Scripture would be sought
in the first instance to reveal the new law. So
while the Jewish code, religious and civil, con-
tinued to grow during the era of the Restoration
of the second Temple, to meet the more complex
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conditions of later times, still the theory was
maintained that all was evolved from original

Scriptures, and always transmitted, either writ-

ten or orally, from Mount Sinai by Moses.
The Mishnah, which was divided into six

sedarim, orders or series, and subdivided into

thirty-six treatises, became now in the Acade-
mies of Palestine, and later in Babylonia, the
text of further legal elaboration, with the theory
of deduction from Scripture still maintained.
Although the life of denationalized Israel was
much narrower and more circumscribed, with
fewer outlets to their capacities, nevertheless,

the new laws deducted from the Mishna code in

the academies grew far larger than the original

source, while the discussions which grew around
each Halacha, as the final decision was termed,
and which was usually transmitted with the

decision, grew so voluminous that it became
gradually impossible to retain the complex tradi-

tion in the memory—remarkable as the Oriental

memory was and is. While the Palastinian

school evolved a Gemera from the Mishna which
is called the " Palastinian Talmud/ ' it was the

tradition of the Babylonian academies, far

vaster because they continued for so many more
centuries—that is, the Talmud par excellence,

that great work of 2,947 folio leaves. Were we
to continue the tradition further, we might show
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how often this vast legal compilation was the

subject of further commentary, discussion and
deduction by yet later scholars.

In forming an estimate of these laws we must
first remember that they belonged to the days
when religion and state were one. So we shall

find priestly laws mixed up with police laws,

sanitary regulations side by side with regulations

of sanctity; the injunctions, teachings, political

economy and morality almost in the same line.

It should then rather be compared to codes of

law than to religious scriptures, though often the

comparison would be incomplete, since the re-

ligious atmosphere pervaded even the most
secular circumstance of the life of the Jew. In
fact nothing was secular. The meanest function

in life must be brought in relation to the great

Divine. This must be understood in studying
the Talmud ; this must be understood in studying
the Jew. As law, it compares favorably with
the Roman code—its contemporary in part. In
the treatment of a criminal it is extremely hu-
mane. It abhors the shedding of blood, and no
man can be put to death on circumstantial
evidence.

The Palastinian and the Babylonian Talmuds
differ from each other in language and style,

as well as in material and the method of treat-

ing the same; also in arrangement. As regards
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the language, the Palestinian Talmud is com-
posed in the West Aramaic dialect which pre-

vailed in Palestine at the time of the Amoraim.
The language of the Babylonian Talmud is a
mixture of Hebrew and East Aramaic with an
occasional sprinkling of Persian words. Quota-
tions from Mishna and Baraitha and sayings of

the elder Amoraim are given in the original;

that is, the New Hebrew (Mishnic) language,

while forms of judicial and notary documents
and popular legends of later origin are often

given in the Aramaic idiom. The Palestinian

Talmud's total material amounts only to about
one-third of the Babylonian Talmud. Its dis-

cussions are generally very brief and condensed,
and do not exhibit that dialectic acumen for

which the Babylonian Talmud is noted. The
Agada in the Palestinian Talmud includes more
reliable and valuable historical records and
references, and is, on the whole, more rational

and sober, though less attractive than the Baby-
lonian Agada, which generally appeals more to

the heart and imagination. But the latter, on
many occasions, indulges too much in gross

exaggerations, and its popular sayings, especially

those evidently interpolated by later hands,

have often an admixture of superstitious views
borrowed from the Persian surroundings. The
two Talmud collections make no direct mention
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of each other as literary works, but the names
and opinions of the Palestinian authorities are

very often quoted in the Babylonian Talmud;
and in a similar way, though not to the same
extent, the Palestinian Talmud mentions the

views of the Babylonian authorities. This
exchange of opinions was effected by the numer-
ous teachers who are known to have emigrated,

or frequently traveled from the one country to

the other.

The study of the Babylonian Talmud, having
been transplanted from its native soil to North
Africa, and the European countries (especially

Spain, France, Germany and Poland), was there

most religiously cultivated in the Jewish com-
munities and gave rise to an immense Rabbinical
literature. The Palestinian Talmud never en-

joyed such general veneration and attention.

Eminent Rabbis alone were thoroughly con-

versant with its contents, and referred to it in

their writings. It is only in modern times that
Jewish scholars have come to devote more atten-

tion to this Talmud, for the purpose of historical

and literary investigation.

The wit and wisdom of the Talmud may be
gathered from the following quotations:

—

"A single light answers as well for a hundred as

for one."
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"The ass complains of cold even in July."

"A myrtle in the desert remains a myrtle."

"Teach thy tongue to say: 'I do not know.'"

"Hospitality is an expression of Divine worship."

"Thy friend has a friend, and thy friend's friend has

a friend; be discreet."

"Attend no auction if thou hast no money."

"Rather flay a carcass, than be idly dependent on

charity."

"The place honors not the man, 'tis the man who
gives honor to the place."

"Drain not the waters of thy well while other people

may desire them."

"The rose grows among thorns."

"Two pieces of coin in one bag make more noise

than a hundred."

"The rivalry of scholars advance science."

"Truth is heavy, therefore few care to carry it."

"He who is loved by man is loved by God."

"Use thy noble vase to-day; to-morrow it may
break."

"The soldiers fight and the kings are the heroes."

"Commit a sin twice and it will seem a sin no longer."

"The world is saved by the breath of the school

children."

"A miser is as wicked as an idolater."

"Do not make woman weep, for God counts her

tears."
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"The best preacher is the heart; the best teacher,

time; the best book, the world; the best friend,

God."

The Agada tells us that when Father Noah
was about to plant the first grape, Satan stepped
up to him leading a lamb, a lion, a pig, and an
ape, to teach him that so long as man does not
drink wine, he is innocent as a lamb; if he
drinks temperately, he is as strong as a lion; if

he drinks too much he is a pig; and as for the

ape, his place in poetry of wine is as well known
to us as to the Rabbis of old.

A fair specimen of Rabbinical fancy is the

following:
—

" The world contains ten hard things.

The mountain is hard; iron pierces it. Iron is

hard; fire melts it. Fire is hard; water extin-

guishes it. Water is hard; the cloud carries it.

The cloud is hard; the air disperses it. The
air is hard; man endures it. Man is hard; care

bends him. Care is hard; wine banishes it.

Wine is hard; sleep conquers it. But death is

harder than all things, and still King Solomon
maintains :

—

1 Benevolence rescues from death.'"
In the Yalkut, we find the following:

—

" As God fills the world, so the soul fills the body.
God resides in the innermost recesses, so does
the soul. God judges the world, so the soul
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judges the body. The soul bears the body, so

God bears the world. The soul is set on high in

the body, so God is on high in the world. The
soul does not know its place, but God does, as

it is said, ' Blessed be the glory of the Lord from
his place.

'"

A certain man once asked R. Gamliel where
God was. The Rabbi replied "I do not know."
"Is this a specimen of your wisdom?" replied the
questioner, "You pray to God every day, and
do not know where His place is!" "Ah!" replied

Gamliel, "You are asking me of something
which is a journey of three thousand five hun-
dred years' distance from here. Let me see, if

you could tell me the location of a certain some-
thing which you have with you by day and by
night. Tell me, where is your soul?" "I do
not know," replied he. "Well," answered the

Rabbi, "if you do not know of that which you
carry about with you at all times, how can you
expect me to know of that which is a journey of

three thousand five hundred years' distance

hence?" "If this is so, then," retorted the

interrogator, "we idolators do the right thing

in worshiping the work of our own hands, our
idols, whom we see at all moments, rather than
the distant God of yours." " No !" replied Gam-
liel, "the work of your hands cannot see you;

but God sees the work of his hands." It is
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unnecessary, after all that has already been
said, to enter into an analysis of this pregnant
saying. It demonstrates the truth of the point

of view, for which we are here contending.

Now the philosophy in the Talmud, rather

than the philosophy of it, has been made the

subject of separate treatment, just as the whole
of the Agada has been drawn out of the Talmud
and published as a separate work.
What is the Talmud to the Jew to-day? It

is literature rather than law. He no longer goes

to the voluminous Talmud to find specific in-

junction for specific need. Search in that vast

sea would be tedious and unfruitful. Its legal

portion has long been codified in separate digest.

Maimonides was the first to classify Talmudic
law. Still later, one Ascheri prepared a digest

called the "Four Rows," in which the decisions

of later Rabbis were incorporated. But it was
the famous Shulchan Aruch (a prepared table)

written by Joseph Caro in the sixteenth century,

that formed the most complete code of Talmudic
law enlarged to date, and accepted as religious

authority by the Orthodox Jews to-day.
Like the Jew, the Talmud has a history al-

most as checkered as that of its creator. Like
him it was singled out for persecution. Louis
the Ninth burned twenty-four cartloads of

Talmuds in Paris. Its right of survival had
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often been wrested through church synods and
councils. It has been burned, it has been ex-

communicated, it has been made the subject of

popish bulls; but it was in the sixteenth cen-

tury that the Benedictine Monks made a par-

ticularly determined effort to destroy it. For-
tunately they knew not the times. It was the

age of Humanism, the forerunner of the Refor-
mation, and the Talmud found its ablest de-

fender in the great Christian humanist, John
Reuchlin. He was the first one to tell his co-

religionists, "Do not condemn the Talmud
before you understand it. Burning is no argu-

ment. Instead of burning all Jewish literature,

it were better to found chairs in the universities

for its exposition." The cause of liberality and
light gained the day, and the printing-press

decided the perpetuation of the Talmud. But
the latest stage of its persecution belongs to more
modern days, when inquisitions were out of date
and monkish claws were cut. The traducers

would spitefully engage the services of some
renegade Jew, to gather from the Talmud all

portions and passages that might seem ridicu-

lous, so that the world might form an unfavor-
able impression of the Talmud and of the people

who treasure it. To the world at large it has
great value. Here are preserved ancient laws,

glint lights on past history, forgotten forms in
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the classic tongues, and pictures of an old

civilization. No one criticism can cover the

whole work. It is so many-sided. It includes

so many different standards of worth and value.

To use the words of Maurice H. Harris, D. D.:
"If we take it as a whole, it is good, it is bad
and indifferent; it is trash and it is treasure;

it is dust and it is diamonds; it is potsherd
and it is pearls; and in the hands of impartial

scholars, it is one of the great monuments of

mental achievement, one of the world's wonders "
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CHAPTER VI

THE MIDRASHIM, LEGENDS,
FANCIES AND FABLES

In Babylonia the Jews enjoyed, to a certain

extent, political independence. While they were
under the control of the Babylonian Govern-
ment, they had, at their head, an "Exilarch,"
known by the Aramaic title "Resh Gelutah."
This dignitary, descendant as he was of the
Davidic family, enjoyed the respect and ac-

knowledgment of the State authorities.

The Gaonim constituted, in regular order of

succession, the fourth class of savants, whose
lives were devoted to the study, teaching and
interpretation, not only of the law of Moses,
but of the entire Bible. The four classes here

referred to are the following: First, the Tannaim,
the teachers of the Mishna; second, the Amo-
raim, the teachers of the Talmud; the third

are the Saboraim, who edited the Talmud, and
the fourth are the Gaonim, who, in turn, inter-
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preted the Talmud and based their religio-legal

decisions on the Talmudic teachings. Before
men could rise to the promnient position of

Gaon, they had to be elected by the Academy.
Occasionally, however, they were appointed by
the Exilarch, who communably stood above the

Gaonim, whenever so appointed. They, never-

theless, remained altogether independent of

him. While both Sura and Pumbaditha had
their Gaonim, the Gaon of Sura, in every single

instance, occupied a higher position than the

Gaon of Pumbaditha; in fact, if the Exilarch

died, during the administration of a Gaon at

Sura, the latter enjoyed the official income of

the Exilarch, until another Exilarch was ap-
pointed. The Gaon of Sura undoubtedly owed
his superior rank over his colleague in Pumba-
ditha, to the superiority of the school of Sura,

and it was only when the school of Sura closed

its doors for all time to come, in the middle of

the eleventh century, that the office of Gaon
went out of existence.

Now about the development of the Midra-
shim. Their beginning, as far as known, dates
back to the first century of the Christian era,

and continues down to the fourteenth century.

The matter of dates is rather complicated.
Account must be taken of the great length of

time intervening between the year, or century,
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when a particular Midrash assumed final shape
and redaction as a whole, and the year, or cen-

tury, when several independent passages con-
tained in that Midrash were orally handed down
by their particular authors. Thus, take a
Midrash like the Tanhuma. The researches of

Buber have shown that three different and
independent collections are comprised in it.

R. Tanhuma (an Amora of the fourth century)

was only responsible for a small portion of the

material; the work was not edited till the fifth

century. It was formerly the opinion, judging
from internal evidence, that R. Hoshiah (an

Amora of the third century) was the author of

the Bereshit Rabba. Modern research, however,
has proved conclusively, that only the general

outline of the Midrash can be traced to Hoshiah;
the greater portion belongs to the sixth century,

or even later. In the case, again, of such a work
as the Tanna debe Eliyahu, it is comparatively
easy to distinguish the early sections belonging

to the Amoraic period, from the later additions

which were written by an anonymous author
who edited the whole work in the tenth century.

And so with several other works belonging to

the Midrashic literature. The researches of

Zunz, Hoffman, Bacher and others would lead

us to stretch back the origin of Midrash to the age
of the "Sopherim." These "Sopherim", besides
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orally translating the Law into the vernacular,

added interpretations of their own, which after

being orally handled by successive generations

became finally written down in the earliest

Midrashim, such as Sifra, Mechilta, Bereshit

Rabba, etc. Indeed, the early origin of much
Midrashic literature is seen from the fact that

traces of it are to be found in many of the pre-

Christian Apocalypses, as well as in the Apoc-
rypha, the works of Josephus and Philo, and in

some of the lesser-known specimens of Jewish-
Hellenistic literature. As regards the written

Midrash, it is impossible to fix a precise date.

One can only speak of periods, or centuries, or

schools. The oldest are the schools of R. Akiba
and R. Ishmael, both of whom belong to the
Tannaim of the first and second centuries, A. D.
The Mechilta, part of Sifra, and Sifri belong to

this age, and that there are Tannaitic elements
in Genesis Rabba is undoubted. Midrashic lit-

erature brings us from the first century, A. D.,

right into the Middle Ages, as Jellinek in his

Beth-Ha-Midrash has proven. But many of

these late Midrashim are of little critical value
for purposes of tracing development of ideas,

seeing that they are mere excerpts, condensed
forms or repetitions of the earlier Midrashim.
Many of them have been quoted or drawn upon
in the present treatise. Their survey ends
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chronologically with the Yalkut {%. e. Yalkut
Shimoni) ,whichA . Epsteinhasshown conclusively

(in Ha-Hoker) , to belong to the thirteenth centu-
ry. But the Yalkut is also no criterion as to de-

velopment of thought, seeing that it is a mere
compilation from very nearly the whole mass
of preceding Misrashic literature. We are there-

fore thrown back to the following conclusion:

That the output of Midrashic literature extended
from the first century A. D., right down to the

thirteenth or fourteenth century; but that

after the tenth century which saw the compila-
tion of the Pirke De R. Eliezer and the Tanna
debe Eliyahu, the products in this field contained
little originality, being chiefly reproductions and
condensations of preceding teachings. But of

the evolution or advancement of the Agada,
during these centuries, down to the eleventh

century (the last Gaon of Pumbeditha, Rai,
having died in 1038), we know nothing. More-
over, real originality in Midrashic output
ceased even before the tenth century. The
high-water mark of Midrashic exegesis was
reached in the sixth century; from the sixth to

the tenth century such originality as there was,

consisted in revising or collecting, condensing
or editing the materials at hand ; no new schools

of interpretation were established, no new
exegetical methods were devised; there was
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nothing that drew the attention, or answered

in any way, to the changed religious demands,
of the Diaspora. Even the Pirke De R. Eliezer

or the Tanna debe Eliyahu, although they un-

doubtedly present features which are absent

from their earlier predecessors, nevertheless, do
not exhibit any of that richness of development,

such as is noticed in the contemporary Halacha,
and their significance for the Judaism of their

epoch or succeeding epochs was, in comparison,

small. But secondly, as has already been hinted,

the men who left their mark on the Rabbinic
period were primarily Halachists. The ever-

lasting debt which the Talmud owes to a man
like Akiba, rests on his contributions to Halacha,
his genius in systematization of the floating

body or oral laws, his originality in devising new
principles for deduction of certain truths from
the words of Scripture, by means of which he
gave to the Halacha the possibility of continuous
development. Akiba shines, too, in the sphere
of Aagda. But his teachings here are spasmodic
and fragmentary. They do not form a system
or a philosophy. They were never taken up as

a body, or worked upon or developed by suc-

ceeding thinkers. The same is true of a famous
Amora like Rab (Abba Arika, third century
A. D.). His disputes with Samuel, his distin-

guished contemporary, are perhaps the most
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forcible illustrations we can find of the Rabbini-
cal dialectic method; they are most intricate

and puzzling; they are to be found in all parts

of the Talmud. But they are all focused round
the Halacha. Rab was fertile in Aagada too;

but it was only a subsidiary subject with him.
Every student of Rabbinics knows of the Ha-
wayoth de Abaye ve Rabba, the debates of

Abaye (Amora, fourth century A. D.), and
Rabba. For the Halacha these knotty disquisi-

tions are of the highest import. They do not
touch the Aagada. The philosophical Aagadist,

the Amora who first endeavored to reduce the

Rabbinical sayings on ethics and theology to

an ordered and reasoned system, which would
have lent itself to considerable development
and ramification at future hands, was Simlai

(third century A. D.). His resolution of the 613
precepts into the one all-embracing fundamental
principle of Faith, as stated by the prophet,

Habakkuk: "And the just shall live by his

faith," offered a useful starting-point for a
logical and definite study of theology. But it

was never taken up. Simlai is only one among
the crowd of Amoraim; he is quite eclipsed by
the Halachists. While we have a massive lit-

erature of Halacha, Responsa, and Codifications

dealing with and developing these ritual institu-

tions—a literature belonging to both Talmudic
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and post-Talmudic centuries—the development,
elucidation and attempted systematization of

theological themes had to wait until the rise of

the Arabic-Jewish philosophy with Sa'adia Gaon
in the tenth century. And even after Sa'adia,

there was no continuous stream of development.
Sa'adia's successors worked out matters inde-

pendently of him and of one another. Each
thinker gave his own individual views. Bahya
Ibn Pakuda, Jehuda Ha-Levi, Abraham Ibn
David, Maimonides, Gersonides and Hisdai
Crescas—all have one, and one only, point of

affinity, viz., that they model themselves on
their common teacher Aristotle. (Ibn Gabriol
is throughout a Platonist.) In all other respects,

each man speaks only for himself, decides the

theological problem entirely according to his

own individual opinion. Taken all in all, we find

that the Midrashim are ancient Rabinical expo-
sitions of Holy Writ. The term Midrash occurs
twice in the Hebrew Bible (II Chron. 13-22 and
24-27); and in both passages, it is represented
in the Angelican version by the word " story,"

but the more correct translation, " commentary/

'

gives the fuller meaning of the word Midrash.
The Midrashim, for the most part, originated
in a praiseworthy desire to familiarize the people
with Holy Writ. These Midrashim have little

or nothing to do with the legal decisions of the
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Talmud, except in aim, which is that of illus-

tration and explanation. They are not literal

interpretations, but figurative and allegorical.

They are, however, to be received as utterances
of the sages.

To illustrate some of the Midrashic sayings,
I will quote a few of them. Rabbi Jacob teaches
that "he who has no wife abideth without good,
without help, without joy, without blessing or
atonement;" to which Rabbi Yehoshua ben
Levi adds: "(yea), also without peace or life."

Rabbi Cheya says that he is not a perfect man,
for it is said, "and blessed them and called

their name man," where both are spoken of

together as one. Midrash tlabba Bereshit,
Chap. 17, "There are four cardinal points in

the world, the north point God created but left

unfinished; for said He, Whoever claims to be
God, let him come and finish this corner which I

have left, and thus all will know that he is God/ "

"This unfinished corner is the dwelling-place of

the harmful demons, ghosts, devils and storms."
Pirke de Rab, Eliezer (Chap. 3,) : A man once
asked Rabbi Akiba, "Who created this world?"
"The Holy One—blessed be He," was the reply.

"Give me positive proof of this," begged the
other. " Come to-morrow," answered the Rabbi.
On coming the next day the Rabbi asked, "What
are you dressed in?" "In a garment," was the
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reply. "Who made it?" asked the Rabbi. "A
weaver," said the other. "I don't believe thee,"

said the Rabbi, 'Give me a positive proof of

this." "I need not demonstrate this," said the

man; "it stands to reason that a weaver made
it." "And so thou mayest know that God
created the world," observed the Rabbi. When
the man had departed, the Rabbi's disciples

asked him, "What is proof positive?" He said,

"My children, as a house implies a builder, and
a garment a weaver, and a door a carpenter; so

likewise the existence of the world implies that
the Holy One—blessed be He!—created it."

Midrash Tanhuma, Rabbi Ishmael, saith: "all

the five fingers of the right hand of the Holy
One of Israel—blessed be He—point severally

the efficient causes of redemption. (1) With
His little finger He points out to Noah how to
construct the Ark; "and thus thou shalt make
it. (2) With the finger next to the little one He
smote the Egyptians: "This is the finger of

God." (3) With the third finger from the little

one He wrought the tablets, as it is said "Tablets
of stone written by the finger of God." (4) With
the fourth finger, that which is next the thumb,
the Holy One—blessed be He—pointed out to
Moses^how much the Israelites should give as
a ransom for their souls, as it is said "This shall

they^'give." (5) With the thumb and the whole
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hand, the Holy One—blessed be He— will in

the future destroy the children of Esau, for they
oppress the children of Israel, also the children

of Ishmael, for they too are the enemies of Israel;

as it is said " Thine hand shall be uplifted upon
thy adversaries, and all thy enemies shall be
cut off." Pirke de Rabbi Eliezer (Chap. 48).

So you may see how they philosophized, ^ake

it in all, they were admirable story-tellers. 1

cannot refrain from giving you some samples
from the Talmud: "As God fills the whole world,

so does the soul fill the whole body; as God sees

and is not seen, so the soul sees and is not seen;

as God nourishes the whole world, so does the

soul nourish the whole body; as God is pure, so

also is the soul pure; as God dwelleth in secret,

so does the soul dwell in secret. (Berachoth,

Fol. 10, 1.) Five things have in them a sixtieth

part of five other things— Fire, honey, the

Sabbath, sleep and dreams. Fire is a sixtieth of

hell; honey a sixtieth of manna; the Sabbath a

sixtieth of the rest in the world to come; sleep

the sixtieth of death; and a dream the sixtieth

of prophecy. (Berachoth, Fol. 57, 2.) The
mysteries of the law are not to be communicated
except to those who possess the faculties of these

five in combination:
—"The captain of fifty;

and the honorable man; and the counselor; and
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the cunning artificer; and the eloquent orator.

"

(Chaggiga, Fol. 13, 1.)

It will be seen that in another sense the Mid-
rash is also a poetical literature, using folklore,

the parable, the proverb, the allegory, and the

fable, and often using them in the language of

poetry. The oldest Midrash is the actual report

of sermons and addresses of the Tannaitic age;

the latest is a mediaeval compilation from all

extant sources. The works to which the name
Midrash is applied are the Mechilta (to Exodus)

;

the Sifra (to Leviticus); the Sifre (to Numbers
and Deuteronomy); the Pesikta (to various

sections of the Bible); the Tanchuma (to the
Pentateuch); the Midrash Rabbah ("the Great
Midrash"); to the Pentateuch and the Five
Scrolls (Esther, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesi-

astes, and the Song of Songs); and the Mid-
rash Haggadol, together with a large number of

collected Midrashim, such as the Yalkut, and a
host of smaller works, several of which no longer
exist.

The Rabbinical proverbs all show poetical

qualities, combined with a depth of meaning,
which the following will illustrate:

"Charity is the salt of wealth."

"Silence is a fence about wisdom."

"He who steals from a thief smells of theft."
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"Many old camels carry the skins of their young."

"Two dry sticks and one green burn together."

"If the priest steals the God, on what can one take

an oath?"

"All the dyers cannot bleach a raven's wing."

"Into a well from which you have drunk, cast no

stone."

"Alas for the bread which the baker calls bad."

"Slander is a snake that stings in Syria, and slays in

Rome."
"The dove escaped from the eagle and found a ser-

pent in her nest."

"Tell no secrets for the wall has ears."

The following is a parable of Hillel, whose
pure spirit breathes through the pages of the

Talmud and Midrash:

—

Hillel, the gentle, the beloved sage,

Expounded day by day the sacred page

To his diciples in the house of learning;

And day by day, when home at eve returning,

They lingered, clustering 'round him; loath to

part

From him whose gentle rule won every heart.

But evermore, when they were wont to plead

For longer converse, forth he went with speed,

Saying each day: "I go—the hour is late

—

To tend the guest who doth my coming wait."
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Until at last they said: "The Rabbi jests,

When telling us thus daily of his guests

That wait for him." The Rabbi paused awhile

And answered then: " Think you I beguile

You with an idle tale? Not so, forsooth!

I have a guest whom I must tend in truth,

Is not the soul of man indeed a guest,

Who in this body deigns a while to rest,

And dwells with me all peacefully to-day;

To-morrow—may it not have fled away?

Finally, there are the Beast Fables of the

Talmud and the Midrash. Most of these were
borrowed, directly or indirectly, from India. We
are told in the Talmud that Rabbi Meir knew
three hundred Fox Fables, and that with his

death (about 290 C. E.), "fabulists ceased to be."

Very few of Meir's fables are extant, so that it

is impossible to gather whether or not they were
original. There are only thirty fables in the

Talmud and the Midrash, and of these several

cannot be paralleled in other literatures. Some
of the Talmudic fables are found in the classics,

the earliest Hindu collections, some also in the
later collections; but not in the Latin and Greek
authors. Among the latter is the well-known
fable of the Fox and the Fishes, used so dramat-
ically by Rabbi Akiba. The original Talmudic
fable is, according to Mr. J. Jacobs, on the fol-
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lowing subject: Chaff, straw and wheat, who
argue the question for which of them the seed

had been sown. Parables, on the other hand,
were an essential and characteristic branch of

Midrashic literature. By analyzing these Mid-
rashim and Fables, we can see the strength and
wisdom of the Rabbinical mind of those long-

past ages. They teach lessons which could be
learned with great profit to ourselves to-day.



CHAPTER VII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
KABBALA

What is the Kabbala? Who was its author?
What are its sub-divisions? What are its gen-

eral teachings?

Were the real and sublime philosophy of the

Bible better known, there would be fewer
fanatics and sectarians, and who can calculate

the vastness of the harm done to impressionable
and excitable persons by the bigoted enthusiasts

who ever come forward as teachers of the people?
How many suicides are the result of religious

mania and depression! It has long been felt

that the Bible has been probably more miscon-
strued than any other book ever written; it

contains numberless obscure and mysterious
passages, which are utterly unintelligible without
some key wherewith to unlock their meaning.
That key is given in the Kabbalah.
Who were the teachers of the Kabbalah?
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They say the frequent meetings between Elijah
and the teachers of the law of the Talmudic
times were invested with personal interest only.

Upon the development of the Torah, they had
no influence whatever. Elijah's relation to the
Mystic Science was of quite another character.

It is safe to say that what Moses was to the
Torah, Elijah was to the Kabbala. His earliest

relation to it was established through Rabbi
Simeon ben Johai and his son Rabbi Eliezer.

For thirteen years he visited them twice daily

in their subterranean hiding place, and imparted
the secrets of the Torah to them. A thousand
years later, Elijah again gave the impetus to

the development of the Kabbala, for it was he
who revealed mysteries; first, to the Nazarite
Rabbi Jacob, then to his disciple Abraham ben
Isaac Al Bet Din, and finally, to the disciple of

the latter, Abraham ben David. The mysteries
in the books "Peliah" and "Kanah," the author
Elkanah, owed wholly to Elijah. He had
appeared to him in the form of a venerable old

man, and had imparted to him the secret lore

taught in the heavenly academy. Besides, he
led him to a fiery rock whereon mysterious
characters were engraved, which were deciphered

by Elkanah. After his disciple had thus become
thoroughly impregnated with mystical teachings,

Elijah took him to the tomb of the Patriarchs,
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and thence to the heavenly academy. But the

angels, little pleased by the intrusion of one
"born of woman," inspired him with such terror

that he besought Elijah to carry him back to

earth. His mentor allayed his fears, and long
continued to instruct him in the mystical science,

according to the system his disciple has recorded
in his two works. According to the philosophy
of the Hebrew alphabet, twenty-two sounds of

the letters were connected with the air by speech,

and it points out the uses of those letters to form
words— the signs of ideas, and the symbols of

material substances. It corresponds almost to

the Theosophic doctrine. The Hebrew letters

can be placed in pairs in 242 different positions;

here, again, we have the three-fold attribution
of the numbers and letters to the Universe, to

the year, and to man, days and weeks, human
attributes and organs of the senses. These
numbers have been a source of difference be-
tween the various authors, nearly all of whom
hold a different opinion on the subject. The
Sepher Yetzirah should be studied for more
information on this matter. The following inter-

esting comment is from Rabbi Moses Bartarel

:

"It was Abraham our Father who wrote this

book, ' Sepher Yetzirah'." It was also the opinion
of Saadiah Gaon, as written in the first chapter
of his book, "The Philosopher's Stone." These
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are his words: "The sages of Babylon attacked
Abraham on account of his faith; for they were
all against him, although themselves separated
into three sects, and differing in their beliefs."

Rabbi Judah Ra-Levi, in his critical description

of this treatise, wrote: "The 'Sepher Yetzirah
teaches us the existence of a single Divine Power,
by showing us that in the bosom of variety and
multiplicity, there is a Unity and Harmony, and
that such universal concord could only arise

from the rule of a Supreme Unity." Eliphas
Levi, the famous French occultist, thus wrote of

the "Sepher Yetzirah," in his "Histoire de la

Magie," p. 54. "The 'Zohar' is a Genesis of

illumination, the ' Sepher Yetzirah ' is a ladder

formed of truths. Therein are explained the

thirty-two absolute signs of sounds, numbers
and letters, each letter reproducing a number,
an idea and a form." On another page Eliphas
Levi writes: "The Sepher Yetzirah and the

Apocalypse are master-pieces of Occultism; they
contain more wisdom than words; their expres-

sion is as figurative as poetry, and at the same
time it is as exact as mathematics." Another
French scholar, Adolphe Franck, writes as fol-

lows: "The book of Formation contains, I will

not say a system of physics, but of cosmology,
such as could be conceived in an age and in a

country where the habit of explaining all phe-
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nomena by the immediate action of the First

Cause, tended to check the spirit of observation,

and where in consequence certain general and
superficial relations perceived in the natural

world passed for the science of Nature.' '
" Every

element has its source from a higher form, and
all things have their common origin from the

word Logas, the Holy One. So God is at once,

in the highest sense, both the matter and the

form of the universe. Yet He is not only that

form, for nothing can or does exist outside of

himself. His substance is the foundation of all,

and all things bear His imprint and are symbols
of His intelligence."

Hebrew tradition assigns the doctrines of the

oldest portions of the "Zohar" to a date ante-

cedent to the building of the Second Temple,
but Rabbi Simeon ben Johai, who lived in the
reign of the Emperor Titus, A. D. 70-80, is

considered to have been the first to commit
these to writing, and Rabbi Moses de Leon of

Guadalajara, in Spain, who died in 1305, cer-

tainly reproduced and published the "Zohar."
Ginsburg, speaking of the Zoharic doctrines of

the Ain Soph, the Limitless One, says that they
were unknown until the thirteenth century, but
he does not deny the great antiquity of the
"Sepher Yetzirah", in which it will be noticed
the "Ain Soph Or" and "Ain Soph" did not
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then exist, because it is a reasonable supposition
that the "Sepher Yetzirah" was the volume
assigned to the Yetziratic World. Both the
Babylonian and the Jerusalem Talmuds refer to

the "Sepher Yetzirah." Their treatise, named
"Sanhedrin," certainly mentions the "Book of

Formation," and another similar work; and
Rashi in his commentary on the treatise "Eru-
bin/' considers this a reliable historical notice.

This work then, or a similar predecessor, is at

least as old as A. D. 200. Other positive his-

torical notices are those of Saadjah Gaon, who
died A. D. 940, and Judah Halevi, A. D. 1150;
both these Hebrew classics speak of it as a very
ancient work. The most generally accepted
modern opinion is that the author was Rabbi
Akiba, who lived in the time of the Emperor
Hadrian, A. D. 120. Graetz, however, assigns

it to early Gnostic times, third or fourth century,

and Zunz speaks of it as post-Talmudical, and
belonging to the Gaonic period, 700 to 800 A. D.
Rubinsohn, in the "Bibliotheca Sacra," speaks
of this latter idea as having no real basis.

Both Talmuds were printed in Mantua in

1558, again in 1560, and at Lublin, 1623, and a

fourth edition by Knor van Rosenroth, at Sulz-

bach, in 1684. Some parts are not very ancient,

since some versions mention the Crusades. Six

extant Hebrew editions of the "Sepher Yet-
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zirah" were collected and printed at Lemberg
in 1680. The oldest of these six recensions was
that of Saadiah Gaon. Commentaries by Judah
Halevi, and by Eben Ezra, of the twelfth cen-

tury are also known. The "Sepher Yetzirah"

consists of six chapters, having thirty-three

paragraphs distributed among them in this man-
ner: The first has twelve, then follow five,

five, four, three and four. The oldest title has,

as an addition the words, "The letters of our
Father Abraham/' or " ascribed to the patriarch

Abraham," and it is spoken of as such by many
mediaeval authorities.

The question is asked, what is the doctrine of

the "Kabbala?" It is a system of religious

philosophy, or, more properly, of theosophy,
which has not only exercised for hundreds of

years an extraordinary influence on the mental
development of so shrewd a people as the Jews,

but has captivated the minds of some of the

greatest thinkers of the world in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

It has claimed the attention of both the

philosopher and the theologian, not only
among the Jews, but also the non-Jews, as

Raymond Luly, the celebrated scholastic

metaphysician and chemist (died 1315); John
Reuchlin, the renowned scholar and reviser of

Oriental literature in Europe (born 1455, died
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1520); John Pico de Mirandola, the famous
philosopher and classical scholar (1463-1494);
Cornelius Henry Agrippa, the distinguished

philosopher, divine and physician (1486-1535);
John Baptist Van Helmont, a remarkable chem-
ist and physician (1577-1644). Robert Fludd,
the famous physician and philosopher (1574-

1637); and Dr. Henry More (1614-1687); and
in the face of the fact that these men, after rest-

lessly searching for a scientific system which
should disclose to them "the deepest depths" of

the divine nature, and show them the real tie

which binds all things together, found the crav-

ings of their minds satisfied by this theosophy,
the claims of the Kabbala on the attention of

students in literature and philosophy must be
readily admitted. The poet, too, finds in it ample
material for the exercise of his lofty genius. How
can it be otherwise with a theosophy which we
are assured was born of God in Paradise, was
nursed and reared by the choicest of the angelic

hosts in heaven, and only held converse with the
holiest of man's children upon earth?

The belief is that the Kabbalah was first

taught by God himself to a select company of

angels, who formed a theosophic school in

Paradise. After the fall, the angels most gra-

ciously communicated this heavenly doctrine to

the disobedient child of earth. From Adam it
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passed over to Noah, and then to Abraham, the

friend of God, who emigrated with it to Egypt,
where the patriarch allowed a portion of this mys-
terious doctrine to become known to others. It

was in this way that the Egyptians obtained

some knowledge of it, and the other Eastern na -

tions could introduce it into their philosophical

system. Moses, who was learned in all the wisdom
of Egypt, was first initiated into the Kabbala in

the land of his birth, but became most proficient

in it during his wanderings in the wilderness,

when he not only devoted to it the leisure hours
of the whole forty years, but received lessons

in it from one of the angels. By the aid of this

mysterious science the law-giver was enabled to

solve the difficulties which arose during his

management of the Israelites. Moses also initi-

ated the seventy elders into the secrets of this

doctrine, and they again transmitted them from
hand to hand. David and Solomon were the

most deeply initiated into the Kabbala. No
one, however, dared to write it down, till Simeon
Ben Johai, who lived at the time of the destruc-

tion of the second temple. After his death, his

son, Rabbi Eleazar, and his secretary, Rabbi
Abba, as well as his disciples, collated Rabbi
Simeon Ben Johai's treatises, and out of these

composed the celebrated work called the "Zo-
har," splendor, which is the grand storehouse of
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Kabbalism. The Kabbala is usually classed

under four heads:

The practical Kabbala.

The literal Kabbala.

The unwritten Kabbala.

The dogmatic Kabbala.

According to certain rules, one letter is sub-

stituted for another letter preceding or following

it in the alphabet, and thus from one word
another word of totally different orthography
may be formed. Thus, the alphabet is bent
exactly in half, in the middle, and one-half is

put over the other; and then by changing
alternately the first letter or the first two letters

at the beginning of the second line, twenty-two
commutations are produced. Time will not
permit me to go on further in explaining this

wonderful system of pairs of letters, being the
grand work of the whole, as either letter in a
pair is substituted for the other letter. Such a
philosophical system of speculation is incon-

ceivable for the ordinary brain of mankind.
Besides all these rules, there are certain mean-

ings hidden in the shape of the letters of the

Hebrew alphabet; in the form of a particular

letter at the end of a word, being different

from that which it generally bears when it is
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a final letter, or in a letter being written in

the middle of a word, in a character gen-

erally used only at the end; in any letter or

letters being written in a size smaller or larger

than the rest of the manuscript, or in a letter

being written upside down; in the variations

found in the spelling of certain words, which
have a letter more in some places than they have
in others; in peculiarities observed in the posi-

tion of any of the points or accents, and in

certain expressions supposed to be elliptic or

redundant.

The Dogmatic Kabbala contains the doc-

trinal portion. There are a large number of

treatises of various dates and merits, which go

to make up the written Kabbala.
The principal doctrines of the Kabbala are

designated to solve the following problems:

The Supreme Being, His Nature and Attributes.

The Cosmogony.

The Creation of Angels and Man.

The Destiny of Man and Angels.

The Nature of the Soul.

The Nature of Angels, Demons and Elementals.

The Import of the Revealed Law.

The Transcendental Symbolism of Numerals.
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The Peculiar Mysteries Contained in the Hebrew
Letters.

The Equilibrium of Contraries.

The Book of Concealed Mystery opens with
the following words:
"The Book of Concealed Mystery is the Book

of the equilibrium of balance."

What is here meant by the term "equilibrium
of balance?" Equilbrium is that harmony which
results from the analogy of contraries; it is the
dead center where, the opposition of opposing
forces, being equal in strength, rest succeeds

motion; it is the central point; it is the "point
within the circle" of ancient symbolism; it is

the living synthesis of center balanced power.
Thus, form may be described as the equilibrium

of light and shade ; take away either factor, and
form is viewless. The term "balance" is applied

to the two opposite natures in each triad of the

Sephirath, their equilibrium forming the third

Sephira in each ternary. Eliphaz Livi Zahed,
that great philosopher, and Kabbalist of the

present century, says in his "Historie de la

Magie:"

"The Kabbalists have a horror of everything that

resembles idolatry; they, however, ascribe the human
form to God, but it is a purely hieroglyphical figure.
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They consider God as the intelligent, living and loving

Infinite One. He is for them neither the collection of

other beings, nor the abstraction of existence, nor a

philosophically definable being. He is in all, distinct

from all, and greater than all. His very name is infal-

lible. What God is in Himself it is not given to man
to know. God is the absolute of faith; existence is the

absolute of reason; existence exists by itself, and

because it exists. The reason of the existence of exist-

ence is existence itself. We may ask, 'Why does any

particular thing exist?'—that is, 'Why does such or

such a thing exist?' But, we cannot ask without its

being absurd to do so, 'Why does existence exist?' For

this would be to suppose existence prior to existence.
,,

Again, the same author says:

"To say, 'I will believe when the truth of the dogma
shall be scientifically proved to me,' is the same as to

say, 'I will believe when I have nothing more to believe,

and when the dogma shall be destroyed as dogma by
becoming a scientific theorem,'—that is to say, in other

words, 'I will only admit the Infinite when it shall have

been explained, determined, circumscribed, and defined

for my benefit: in one word, when it has become finite.

I will then believe in the Infinite when I am sure that

the Infinite does not exist. I will believe in the vast-

ness of the ocean when I shall have seen it put into

bottles.' But when a thing has bee n clearly proved and
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made comprehensible to you, you will no longer believe

it—you will know it."

There are three Kabbalistical veils of the

negative existence, and in themselves they for-

mulate the hidden ideas of the Sephirath not yet
called into being, and they are concentrated in

Kether, which in this sense is the Malkuth of

the hidden Sephiroth. I will explain this.

The first veil of the negative existence is Ain-
Negativity. This word consists of three letters,

which thus shadow forth the first three Sephiroth
or numbers. The second veil is theAin-Soph—the

Limitless. This title consists of six letters, and
shadows forth the idea of the first six Sephrioth
or numbers. The third veil is the Ain Soph Or
the Limitless Light. This again consists of nine

letters, and symbolizes the first nine Sephiroth;

but, of course, in their hidden idea only. But
when we reach the number nine, we cannot
progress farther without returning to the Unity,
or the number one, for the number ten is but a
repetition of unity, freshly derived from the

negative, as is evident from a glance at its

ordinary representation in Arabic numerals,
where the circle represents the Negative, and
the 1 the Unity. Thus, then, the limitless ocean
of negative light does proceed from a center, for

it is centerless; but it concentrates a center,
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which is the number one of the manifested

Sphiroth, Kether, the Crown, the first Sephira;

which, therefore, may be said to be the Malkuth
or number ten of the hidden Sephiroth. This

first Sephira contained the other nine, and
produced them in succession, thus: The num-
ber 2 or the Dual. The name of the second

Sephira is Chokmah, Wisdom. The third

Sephira, or Triad, is a feminine, passive potency,

called Binah, the Understanding. The number
4. This union of the second and third Sephiroth

produced Chesed, Mercy or Love, also called

Gedulah, Greatness or Magnificence. The num-
ber 5. From this emanated the feminine, >assive

potency, Geburah, Strength or Fortitude. The
number 6. And from these two issued the

Sephira, meaning Tiphereth, Beauty or Mild-

ness. The number 7. The Seventh Sephira is

Netzach, or Firmness and Victory. The number
8. Thence proceeded the feminine, passive

potency, Hod, Splendor. The number 9. These
two produced Yesod, the Foundation or Basis,

represented by El Chai, the Mighty Living One,
the number 10. From this ninth Sephira came
the tenth and last, thus completing the decade
of the numbers. It is called Malkuth, the

Kingdom, and also the Queen.
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Now, in the world the Sephiroth are repre-

sented by:

1.—Reshith Ha-Galgalim, the commencement of

whirling motions.

2.—Mazoloth, the Sphere of the Zodiac.

3.—Shabathai, rest, Saturn.

4.—Tzedeq, righteousness, Jupiter.

5.—Madim, vehement strength, Mars.

6.—Shemesh, the solar light, the Sun.

7.—Nogah, glittering splendor, Venus.

8.—Kokab, the stellar light, Mercury.

9.—Levanah, the lunar flame, the Moon.
10.—Olam Yesodath, the foundations, the elements.

The Sephiroth are further divided into three

pillars—the right-hand Pillar of Mercy, con-

sisting of the second, fourth and seventh emana-
tions; the left-hand Pillar of Judgment, consist-

ing of the third, fifth and eighth; and the middle
Pillar of Mildness, consisting of the first, sixth,

ninth and tenth emanations. In their totality

and unity the ten Sephiroth represent the

archetypal man.
Now the Sephiroth are also called the World

of Emanations. The name of the Deity, which
we call Jehovah, is in Hebrew a name of four

letters, I H V H ; and the true pronunciation of

it is known to very few. The true pronuncia-
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tion is a most secret arcanum, and is a secret of

secrets. "He who can rightly pronounce it,

causeth heaven and earth to tremble, for it is

the name which rusheth through the universe/
'

Therefore, when a devout Jew comes upon it in

reading the Scripture, he either does not attempt
to pronounce it, but instead makes a short pause,

or else he substitutes for it the name Adonai,
Lord. The radical meaning of the word is "to
be," like " Ehyeh." It is capable of twelve trans-

positions, which all convey the meaning of "to
be;" it is the only word that will bear so many
transpositions without its meaning being altered.

They are called the "twelve banners of the

mighty name." These names operate together

with the Sephiroth through the "231 gates," as

the various combinations of the alphabet are

called. But would take too much space to go
fully into the subject here. I select the following

Kabbalistical teachings, regarding the nature of

the soul, from Eliphaz Levi's "Clef des Mysteres."
This gives the chief heads of the ideas of Rabbi
Moses Karduero and Rabbi Yitzchaq Luria:

"The soul is a veiled light. This light is triple:

—

"Neschamah—the pure spirit;

"Ruach—the soul or spirit;

"Nephesch—the plastic mediator.

"The veil of the soul is the shell of the image. The
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image is double because it reflects alike the good and
the evil angel of the soul.

"Nephesch is immortal by renewal of itself through

the destruction of forms;
" Ruach is progressive through the evolution of ideas;

" Neschamah is progressive without forgetfulness and

without destruction.

"There are three habitations of souls:

—

"The Abyss of Life;

"The Superior Eden;

"The Inferior Eden."

The following is Dr. Jellinek's analysis of the
Sephirotic ideas, according to the ethics of

Spinoza:

1.—Definition—By the Being who is the cause and

Governor of all things I understand the Ain Soph:

—

Being infinite, boundless, absolutely identical with itself,

united in itself, without attributes, will, intention, de-

sire, thought, word, or deed.

2.

—

Definition—By Sephiroth I understand the

potencies which emanated from the Absolute, Ain Soph,

all entities limited by quantity, which, like the will,

without changing its nature, wills diverse objects that

are the possibilities of multifarious things,

1.

—

Proposition—The primary cause and governor

of the world is the Ain Soph, who is both immanent

and transcendent.
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a.

—

Proof—Each effect has a cause, and everything

which has order and design has a governor.

b.—Proof—Everything visible has a limit ; what is

limited is finite; what is finite is not absolutely iden-

tical; the primary cause of the world is invisible, there-

fore unlimited, infinite, absolutely identical—he is the

Ain Soph.

c.

—

Proof—As the primary cause of the world is

infinite, nothing can exist without Him; hence, He is

immanent. As the Ain Soph is invisible and exalted
f

it is the root of both faith and unbelief.

2.

—

Proposition—The Sephiroth are the medium
between the absolute Ain Soph and the real world.

Proof—As the real world is limited and not per-

fect, it cannot directly proceed from the Ain Soph;

still the Ain Soph must exercise his influence over it, or

his perfection would cease. Hence the Sephiroth,

which, in their intimate connection with the Ain Soph

are perfect, and in their severance are imperfect, must
be the medium. Since all existing things originated by
means of the Sephiroth, there are a higher, a middle

and a lower degree of the real world.

3.

—

Proposition—There are ten intermediate Sephi-

roth.

Proof—All bodies have three dimensions, each of

which repeats the other (3x3); and by adding thereto

space generally, we obtain the number ten. As the

Sephiroth are the potencies of all that is limited, they

must be ten.
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a.—The number ten does not contradict the absolute

unity of the Ain Soph; as one is the basis of all num-
bers, plurality proceeds from unity, the germs contain

the development, just as fire, flame, sparks and color

have one basis; though they differ from one another.

b.—Just as cogitation or thought, and even the

mind as a cogitated object, is limited, becomes con-

crete, and has a measure, although pure thought

proceeds from the Ain Soph; so limit, measure and

concretion are the attributes of the Sephiroth.

4.

—

Proposition—The Sephiroth are emanations

and not creations.

a.—Proof—As the absolute Ain Soph is perfect,

the Sephiroth proceeding therefrom must also be per-

fect; hence, they are not created.

b.

—

Proof—All created objects diminish by abstrac-

tion; the Sephiroth do not lessen, as their activity

never ceases; hence, they cannot be created.

The first Sephira was in Ain Soph as a power
before it became a reality; then the second
Sephira emanated as a potency for the intel-

lectual world; and afterwards the other Sephi-

roth emanated for the moral and material worlds.

This, however, does not imply a gradation in

the Ain Soph, but just as a light whose kindled

lights shine sooner and later and variously, so

it embraces all in a unity.

Now a word about Magic, and its influence on
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some great minds. It so happened that some in-

quisitive man, living in Kairanan in the north of

Africa, should have addressed a letter to the

then head of the great school in Babylon, Hai
Gaon (A. D. 1037), asking him for information

on various topics connected with magic rites,

and the miraculous powers ascribed to the

Ineffable Name. I give here the gist of some of

their questions, which date, therefore, from the

second half of the tenth, or the commencement
of the eleventh century. They ask first, what
it is about that Ineffable Name and other similar,

mysterious names of Angels through the means
of which people can make themselves invisible,

or tie the hand of robbers, as they had heard
from pious men from Palestine and Byzantium
that if written upon leaves of reeds (Papyri) or

of olive trees, and thrown in the face of robbers
would produce that effect; and if written on a
potsherd and thrown into the sea, calms it; or

placed upon a corpse, quickens it to life; and,
further, that it shortens the way, so that man
can travel immense distances in no time. They
have also books with these terrible, awe-inspiring

Names, and with the seals of those celestial

powers of which they are terrified; as they
know that the use of these mysterious Names,
without due and careful preparation, brings with
it calamity, and premature death. To these and
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other questions the Gaon gives a sensible and
philosophic reply, warning them, in the first in-

stance, not to put too much credence in the
statements of people who pretend to have seen,

but to try and see with their own eyes. He
goes on to tell them that such books with mys-
tical names are also to be found in his college,

and that one of his predecessors was known to

have been addicted to these studies, and to the
writing of amulets and the knowledge of incan-

tations; but, he adds, "only a fool believes every-
thing/' As for the books with formulas, he goes
on to say:

"We have a number of them, such as the book called

'Sefer ha-yashar,' and the book called 'The Sword of

Moses,' which commences with the words, ' Four angels

are appointed to the Sword,' and there are in it exalted

and miraculous things; there is, further, the book called

* The Great Mystery,' besides the minor treatises, which

are innumerable. And many have labored in vain to

find out the truth of these things."

In the course of his reply, Hai touches also

upon the Ineffable Name and the name of

seventy-two (elements), which, according to him
was the result of the combination of three

biblical verses, where reference is made to

Exodus, but he neither knows which they are
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nor how they were uttered; as to the other of

forty-two, he says that it consisted of forty-two

letters, the pronunciation of which was, how-
ever, doubtful, resting merely upon tradition.

This name commenced, according to him, with

the letters Abgits, and finished with Skusit. He
mentions further the books, "The Great and the

Small Heavenly Halls" and "The Lord of the

Law," full of such terrifying names and seals,

which have had that dreaded effect upon the

uncalled, and from the use of which those before

them had shrunk, lest they be punished for

incautious use. These abstracts suffice to show
that the mystical literature had not come to an
end with the third or fourth century, but had
continued to grow and to exercise its influence

throughout the whole intervening period. The
reason why so little is mentioned in the con-

temporary literature is, that each period has its

own predilections, subjects which absorb almost
exclusively the general interest, and are there-

fore prominently represented by the literature

of the time, whilst other things, though in exist-

ence, are relegated to an obscure place. The
best example we have is the modern folk-lore

literature, that has assumed such large propor-
tions, no one pretending that the subject did not
exist throughout the centuries, although neg-
lected by scholars. It must also not be forgotten
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that we have only fragments of the literature

that flourished in Palestine and among Jews in

the Byzantine empire, to which countries this

mystical literature belongs.

You can form your own opinion about this

legend. They tell us that R. Akiba asked
R. Elieser, the great:

"How can one make the Angel of the Presence

descend upon earth to reveal to man the mysteries from

above and beneath, and the speculations of the founda-

tions of heavenly and earthly things, and the treasures

of wisdom, cunning and help?"

He said thereupon

:

"My son! I once made him come down, and he

nearly destroyed the whole world, for he is a mighty

prince and greater than any in the heavenly cohort, and
he ministers continually before the King of the Uni-

verse, with purity and separation, and with fear and
dread of the glory of his Master, because the Shekinah

is always with him."

And he said to him:

"My master, by the glory which thou hast be-

stowed upon me, I conjure thee to instruct me how to

attach him to me."
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And he replied:

"In that hour when I wish to attach him to me and

to employ him, I sit and fast on that very day; but

prior to it one must keep oneself free for seven days

from any nocturnal impurity, and must bathe in the

fountain of water, and not speak at all during those

seven days, and at the end of this purification, on the

day of the fast, he must sit in the water up to his

throat, and before he utters the conjuration he must

first say, 'I conjure you, angels of dread, fear and

shaking, who are appointed to hurt those who are not

pure and clean, and desire the services of my heavenly

servants—I conjure you in the name of X., who is

mighty over all, and rules over all, and everything is

in His hands, that you do not hurt me, nor terrify me,

nor frighten me; verily, in the name of the powerful,

the head of * * * .After this he may commence his

conjuration, for now he has fortified himself and has

sealed himself with the name of God of forty-two let-

ters, before which all who hear it tremble and are fright-

ened, and the heavenly host are terror-struck. He
must then again conjure, and say: 'X. chief, who of all

the destroying angels is most hurtful and burning, with

this Name and in this way I call thee AVZHIA, angel

of the Presence, youthful minister before the King of

the Universe, who art a prince and chief of the heavenly

hosts; I conjure thee and decree upon thee that thou

attachest thyself to me to fulfil my wish and to accept
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the decree of my conjuration and to accomplish my
desires and fulfil my wishes, and do not frighten me,

nor terrify me, nor over-awe me, and do not my frame

shake and my feet vacillate, nor cause my speech to be

perverted; but may I be fortified and strengthened,

and may the conjuration be effective and the (sacred)

Name uttered properly by my throat, and may no vacil-

lation take hold of me and no trembling of the feet by

the ministering angels confuse me and over-awe me,

and weaken my hands, and may I not be overcome by

the fire and flame of the storm and whirlwind which

precede thee, wonderful and exalted one, whose

Ineffable Name is X., of whose wrath the earth trembles,

and nothing can withstand his anger, twice blessed.

Again I conjure thee by thy (fourteen) names by which

thou didst reveal thyself to thy prophets and seers, to

place in their mouths sweet words of prophecy and to

utter pleasant words; and these are the Ineffable

Names and their surnames (Kunya) : Spirit Piskannit

Kunya, X; Atiman, Kunya, X; Piskan; Hugron,

Kunya, X; Samigran, Kunya, X; Msi, Kunya, X;
Mokan, Kunya, X; Astm, Kunya, X; Sktm, Kunya,
X; Ihoaiel, Kunya, X; Iofiel, Kunya, X; Isnialiah,

Kunya, X; Kugieliah, Kunya, X; Zabdiel, Kunya, X.
I conjure thee with these fourteen names, by which all

the secrets and mysteries and signs are sealed and
accomplished, and which are the foundations of heaven
and earth. Four of these are engraved upon the heads

of the Hayath (Holy Creatures), namely—X, the Lord
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of Powers; X, Master of Miracles; X, Master of Purity;

and X, Master of the Yoke. And four are engraved

upon the four sides of the Throne, namely—X, three

times holy; X, Adir, Adiri, Aidran, etc., the King of

Kings. And four are engraved upon the four crowns

of the Ofanim (wheels) that stand against the Holy

Creatures, as it is said: 'When those went, these went;

and when those stood, these stood;' and these they are

X, who is the mightiest over all ; X, who rules over all

the inhabitants of the heights, and in whose hands

everything is. And two are engraved upon the crown

of the most exalted high King, and these they are—X,
before whom every knee bends and every mouth utters

praise; X, besides Him there is no God and helper. With

these names I conjure thee, and firmly decree upon

thee to descend quickly to me, N, Son of N, thou and

not thy messenger. And when thou comest down, do

not turn my mind, but reveal unto me all the secret

mysteries from above and beneath, and the hidden

secrets from above and beneath, and all the secrets of

wisdom and the cunning of helpfulness, just as a man
speaks to his neighbor. For I have conjured thee with

these Names, that are great and mighty and wonderful

and awe-inspiring, and proved and arranged in proper

order, through which the glorious throne has been

established and the beautiful seat of the Most High,

which has been wonderfully wrought, long before thou

and the heavenly hosts had been created, 'While as
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yet He had not made the earth nor the fields, and the

inhabitants of the earth and the creatures therein." '
"

I could go on much further, but I think it

sufficient for the reader to have his own opinion

of this fanaticism. How men's minds can be so

enslaved as to believe such nonsense is utterly

beyond my comprehension. To truly explain this

Kabbalistic philosophy in a more explicit way, I

can only refer the reader to the Sepher Yetzirah,

the philosophical writings ofSolomonBenYehuda
Ibn Gabirol, on the Kabbalah and Sepher ha-
Zohar, and to the Kabbalah unveiled, hoping
that by perusal of these works you may be better

informed and understand the Kabbalistic teach-

ings and its philosophy.
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CHAPTER VIII

MODERN JUDAISM

The Universe is a Book of Riddles, which
God seems to have presented to humanity in

order to keep it busy. And mankind, indeed,

has ever busied itself in solving them one after

the other. No sooner had it deciphered one of

the problems contained therein, than it would
joyfully clap its hands in a child-like manner
and look proudly around as if to say, "Now,
am I not a clever fellow?" and with new
energy, and without a moment's rest, it would
turn to the next enigma. The more of these

riddles which are solved, the higher will the

standard of civilization arise, and not until a
solution shall have been found for the last

problem, not until the last law of nature shall

have been discovered, will humanity come to

rest and to peace with itself.

It is indeed both gratifying and encouraging
to peruse the many pages full of riddles which
mankind has deciphered so far. It is a pleasure
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to read all the answers so carefully and indelibly

marked after each of these problems, which
before had puzzled the human mind. But must
we not be astonished the more, when we find

that one riddle which occurs in endless variety,

on almost every page of the world's history, has
been left unanswered? Has this one riddle been
overlooked, or has it been intentionally dis-

regarded?
For three thousand years a Nation has been

living upon earth; it has lived and prospered in

every zone; it has associated with every other

nation; its life has been open to research; but
even to-day, as three thousand years ago, this

nation has still remained a mystery to the

world. To-day, as three thousand years ago,

the Jew is an unsolved riddle to friend and foe.

The mystery of his existence has never been
cleared up. The secret of his endurance has
never been discovered. The importance of his

mission has never been understood. When
Abraham, the first of the Hebrews, appeared in

Canaan, he was a riddle to the people of that

country. They transacted business with him;
they allied themselves to him in peace and in

war, but they never understood him. The an-

cient Egyptians never understood the Children
of Israel, who are said to have sojourned
among them for more than three hundred
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years. The Jew was a mystery to the Persians,

the Greeks and the Romans, and he has remained
an unsolved riddle with all the modern nations

to this very day. Our enlightened contempo-
raries do not know us; they have no measure-
ment of our character; they are ignorant of

our best qialities. They do not know how we
live, how we act, how we feel. They know
nothing of our true sentiments, of our hopes and
aspirations. They gauge the nation by the
individual with whom chance brings them in

contact. Whenever they find a noble specimen
of our race, they imagine all the rest are like

him; when their acquaintance is low-bred, they
consider the rest no better than he. There
stands the Jew; with his grand history; with
his immense literature—still an enigma, an in-

terrogation point to human society. There has
never been an author or an actor who has been
able to represent the Jew as he is. They either

lionize him or make a caricature of him.
Neither Shakespeare's Shylock nor Dickens'
description is a true representation of a Jew, nor
is Lessing's Nathan. They all are creations of

fancy, to which never a true prototype was
found among our race.

The very same mystery enshrouds our Religion.

Judaism, too, is a riddle to the world. It im-
pressed Melchizedeck with the same awe as it
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did "afterwards Darius, Alexander the Great and
the Roman Caesars. It gave birth to the

religions of to-day—to Christianity and to

Islamism, but these children were never able

to comprehend their mother. They gazed on
her with awe, but even at their most advanced
age they failed to understand her stern grandeur.

There it stands after an existence of three

thousand years! After a continuous struggle

of three thousand years, still as youthful and
vigorous as ever—but still the same mystery to

the world as before.

A still greater mystery surrounds what we call

" Modern Judaism. " It is a term which defies

interpretation. " Modern Judaism" is still less

known to our Christian friends than ancient

Judaism. The most liberal, the most advanced,
the most learned of our contemporaries do not
know what to make of Modern Judaism. One
thinks it is an approach to Christianity;

another claims that it is the death-rattle of

Judaism and a third that it is a transition to

Atheism, and not one of these versions is correct.

Even to our own people " Modern Judaism"
is a term the meaning of which is beclouded.
Even the Jews of to-day do not know what to

make of it, and we leet generally with the most
absurd conception of it. To many it seems as
if Modern Judaism has no essentials, no con-
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sistency whatever, and is trifling and playing

with outward forms merely. They feel attracted

to or repelled by it in the measure in which their

personal inclinations favor indifferentialism and
liberality. But they, too, are mistaken. I think

the mystery begins with the adjective "modern".
We speak of modern improvements and mean
by them all those contrivances which have been
invented during the past few years to save
time and labor, to make our surroundings more
comfortable and pleasant. We speak of modern
languages, and mean by them all those languages
which at present are spoken by nations. We
speak of modern sciences, and mean by them
all those branches of knowledge which lately

have risen into prominence. In one word, the

term "modern" implies something that is new,
and is always used in opposition to the term
"ancient". But "modern" does not qualify

Judaism in this sense—Modern Judaism is not
a new kind of Judaism lately invented. Judaism
has always been modern, Judaism has always
been in advance of its time. When Abraham
entered Canaan and proclaimed "El Shaddai"
(the All-Powerful), his religion was surely a
modern one. When Moses appeared before the
people of Israel proclaiming the great "I Am",
his religion was modern Judaism. When King
Solomon built and endowed the Temple and
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assumed duties which formerly had been the

privilege of the Priesthood, his Judaism was
Modern Judasim. When the Prophets thun-
dered against the custom of offering sacrifices,

their religion surely was the Modern Judaism of

their age. When Ezra introduced the reading

of the law and when Rabbi Jochannan Ben
Sacci, after the destruction of the Temple,
substituted prayers for sacrifices, they were by
all means advocates of Modern Judaism. In
fact, Judaism has changed with every generation,
and consequently has always been, so to say,

" Modern". Judaism, therefore, begins with the

proposition that there is a God and starts with
disclosing the veiled secret of existence, which
is : To love God above all, and our neighbor as

ourselves, and, while walking in the pure sun-

light of this fact, it dispels, step by step, degres

by degree, the darkness which overshadows the

world.

Judaism has therefore been the only religion

which could cast off one garment after another,

which could adapt - itself to the customs, the

usages and opinions of each century; which
could absorb every new philosophy and accom-
modate itself to every new theory, without harm-
ing or endangering its essentials. All the other
religions lost their identity as soon as they came
in contact with a new truth, and each of their
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sects were split in two as soon as a difference of

opinion arose between them. Judaism always
remained intact; in Persia, it became Persian;

in Greece, Grecian; in Italy, Roman; in Ger-
many, German; in Russia, Russian; and here

it has become American, but it remained
everywhere strictly Judaism. Thousands of

years ago it absorbed with the same ease the

Philosophy of Aristotle, as to-day if absorbs the

theories of Darwin and Huxley. It remains
always the same Ancient—or, better, the same
Modern Judaism.
As I cannot define what Modern Judasim is,

I will at least direct your attention to some great

changes which have expanded the body of

Judaism, and have, therefore, conceded the

demand for a new garb. One is the change of

opinion in regard to the origin of the Bible.

For centuries the belief had been current, and
seemed to have been the backbone of our
religion, that the Bible was the direct word of

God; that He had dictated every word literally

to the authors of the different books, and that,

consequently, no error or mistake could have
occurred therein. If a passage would not agree

with our common sense, we would spare no
trouble to interpret it so as to make it fit. If our
efforts were unsuccessful we would simply bewail
human blindness and our inability to see the true
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light, but we would never harbor the least doubt
as to the literal truth of the Bible. All our
ceremonies, therefore, adapted themselves to

this belief; the reading and expounding of the

Law became the center of Divine service. The
very place where the Scroll of the Law was kept,

the very parchment on which it was written,

were held sacred. When a fire occurred in a
Synagogue, people would risk their lives to save
the scrolls; not because it was a great expense
to replace them, but because they were con-

sidered Holy. The Rabbi would discuss dark
passages contained therein, and quotations from
the Good Book would form the foundation of

his arguments. No human power could shake
that evidence, and from it there was no appeal.

This belief has now vanished; the body of

Judaism has assumed an entirely different form.

We believe to-day that, in a certain degree, all

literature is inspired by the Divine Being. We
know thatno authorcould write a line unlessunder
Divine inspiration. All that we call invention,

discovery, progress, advancement, is a revelation.

The new idea which flashes upon the mind of a
great thinker, of an inventor or discoverer, the
light which he perceives while humanity does
not yet see it, is a revelation of God. God
speaks to man today as he formerly spoke to

them! He speaks louder and more distinct to
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one person than to the other, but he speaks
always in the language of their time, in order to

be understood by them. The truth of a revela-

tion remains the same, though the wording of it

may become erroneous on account of the medium
through which it had to pass. Thus the Bible is

an inspired book! On account of this change in

the body of our Religion, our present ceremonial
will not fit any longer. The whole system of our
public worship has ceased to give satisfaction on
account of it. A new garment is making. A
hundred years from now our ceremonies will have
been changed to fit the new condition of things.

Should we live to see that time we would prob-
ably feel quite uncomfortable; we should pos-

sibly not call the new creation Judaism, but,

Judaism it will be as long as the soul remains
intact, which soul is: "Hear, Israel, the Lord
thy God is one God!" Judaism existed before

a letter of the Bible was written. Israel's

mission is indeed not written upon combustible
parchment and with a perishable pen! It is

written with the finger of God upon the inde-

structible pages of human history! Modern
Judaism is by no means indifferentialism. It

means work; it acknowledges the historic mis-
sion of Israel, to be a banner-bearer of truth,

and to proclaim to the world the doctrine of

"One God, and One Humanity." It claims that
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he worships God, the heavenly Father, best who
bears in his heart the greatest love for God's
children, and manifests the same by deeds of

charity. Modern Judaism endeavors to foster

in the heart of the rising generation the pride of

being Israelites, by removing all such empty
customs which would lower us in the estimation

of intelligent men, without profiting our Religion.

Only he who believes in the immortality of

Judaism, and is proud of being a Son of Israel,

can enter with enthusiasm upon the noble work
in store for us. In a word, all those who love

Judaism are Modern Israelites. All those who
join in the glorious mission of Israel are believers

in Modern Judaism.
This is what Governor John A. Dix of New

York said in a speech delivered in Brooklyn, at

the anniversary banquet of the Federated Jewish
Charities, to emphasize a fact which is not
generally known: "It has been the special

distinction of the Jew in this country that,

while contributing liberally to charitable and
benevolent objects favored by his fellow citizens

of different faith and race, he asked from them
nothing for the objects that appeal primarily
to his own. And such is the absolute truth of

the situation. The men and women of Jewish
faith not only respond most generously to the
general appeals for benevolence, but they reserve
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to themselves alone the responsibility of caring

for the orphan, the aged, the poor, the afflicted

and the unfortunate of their own faith. Each
family does its part in benevolence and the

results which are thus accomplished stand forth

in the world commanding the admiration of all

who appreciate nobility of human impulse.

"And this is but one element of the type of

citizenship that the people of Jewish faith have
brought into American life. The Jew has ever

commanded a foremost place in every movement
pertaining to the development and progress of

the nation. He is one of the best citizens be-

cause he loves and cherishes the home and the

family tie with a deep devotion, thereby fostering

that unit of national life upon which the whole
fabric of the nation rests. He has responded
upon every occasion of national need or danger,

with his purse and his services. He stands
foremost in the professions. He has led in the
expansion and development of trade and com-
merce. He not only fosters and most liberally

supports art but he has impressed it here as else-

where with his remarkable genius. He loves

education and stands for every movement de-

signed to increase its efficiency. He is the good
citizen in the broadest conception of the term
and the solicitude and care which he demon-
strates in looking after the temporal wants of the
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people of his own race typifies the practical

endeavors which he makes in the interest of his

fellow man."
In conclusion, I will say: Judaism can only be

enriched by contact with the world, which at

the same time means faithful clinging to our
own; to our own ideals; to our own customs;
to our own cermonies; to our own Sabbath and
festivals; to our own method of doing charity

and executing Justice; to our own way of walk-
ing with God. Let all good Jews and Jewesses
rally to this standard of the Jew and subscribe

with a whole heart, mind and energy to our
programme which is our creed: God is One and
Israel is His servant on earth. Believe that
Israel will not die and you have a body of doc-
trine distinctively and unquestionably Jewish.
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CHAPTER IX

THE CONSECRATED LIFE OF THE LATE
BARONESS DEHIRSCH

We have happily lived to see the day when the

civilized nations of the world have instituted

homes, schools and asylums for the amelioration

and education of the poor and afflicted of man-
kind. In proportion to the increase of the popu-
lation of the world, we see, unfortunately, a
corresponding increase of poverty and suffering.

Whether this depressing state of affairs should
exist and whether it is due to the social and
economic principles that regulate the ebb and
flow of humanity in these progressive times, it

cannot be denied that the development of civil-

ization, while sharpening and strengthening the

intellect, the strengthening or reinforcement of

one class, seems to tend to produce a correspond-
ing weakness or deficiency in another. And
thus the truth of the Bible is herein borne out,

"that the poor shall never cease from the land."
And it is for those whom the wheel of fickle
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fortune has placed in this category, for those who
have struck against the reefs and shoals of misery

and misfortune in the whirling terrific race for

existence, that the laws of charity proclaimed in

the Mosaic Legislation were intended. Civil-

ization can no longer afford to disregard and
shut its ears from listening to the cries and moans
of the ever-increasing multitude of men, women
and children, who look up to the more fortunate

of their fellow creatures for bread, their pale

faces betokening poverty, wretchedness and
starvation.

Civilization no longer closes its eyes from
beholding the myriads of outstretched hands
awaiting the pittance that may perchance be
thrust to them by the rich. The cry of the poor
has swelled to such alarming proportions that it

has resounded like some weird echo from the

grave throughout the length and breadth of the

land. These wretched people cannot be wiped
off the face of the earth. They have to be recog-

nized. The difficulty of the problem was becom-
ing greater and greater until men saw the advisa-

bility, nay, the imperative necessity, of coping
with it manfully not to say sympathetically.
And now that the world has grown older and

withal wiser, the blessed elements of love and
mercy entered into the charitable schemes that
were set on foot by one or another noble-minded
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man or woman whose heart bled for the anguish

and suffering of those whose hearts and souls

were equally part of God's creation as their own.
As in the times when Israel smarted beneath
the lashes of their persecutors in almost every

European and Asiatic country, salvation arose

from some unexpected quarter, in the same man-
ner have men or women arisen from time to time
that have consecrated their lives and their wealth
for the noble purpose of uplifting their fallen

brothers and sisters, to lead gently by the hand
those who have wandered away from the path of

honesty and virtue or to bring back those who,
perhaps, through pernicious environment, over
which they had little control, have dissipated

the best years of their life in crime or immorality.

Now stately buildings rear their lofty heads
on high, dumbly bespeaking the goodness, the
charity, the love and mercy that are scattered

within and without their walls. Surprising as

it may seem in this age of gross materialism,

there have been and still are manifold instances

of men and women, who have actually conse-

crated their whole life to uplift the fallen of man-
kind, whose self-imposed work lies in bringing
the light of comfort and consolation to the
lonely and forlorn widow, in relieving a family,

the breadwinner of which is perchance lying on
a bed of sickness, with perhaps little food and
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less medical attention, in visiting the slums of

wealthy cities where one's eyes become riveted

upon scenes that almost shake one's faith in the

ultimate salvation of mankind, there to deal out
coal, blankets or the mere necessities of life, to

keep out the cold or to drive the wolf from the

door.

Enter one of those dirt-begrimed hovels, and
whatmeets our gaze? In one corner of thewretched
den we see a solitary woman, young and per-

haps displaying some traces of former beauty,
though almost effaced through the troubles and
bitterness of life. We see her bending over some
heavy sewing-machine, apparently oblivious of

our very presence, working and working, without
pause, as if it were a very waste of time to

breathe, as if she were struggling to prolong the
last hour of her life upon earth. She is blessed

with children, doubtful though the blessing be,

and where are these little ones? The youngest
is lying in a small cradle by her side, crying with
feeble voice, as if it were railing at the mother
that dared bring it into such a world. And the
others? These other haggard-looking, emaciated
little souls are either playing, though somewhat
mournfully, unwashed, unfed and almost naked,
with faces that seem to tell a tale of inexpressible

misery and woe, or clamoring for food or lying

huddled up together in one so-called bed, that
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could it speak, it might a tale unfold that would
harrow up the soul and freeze the blood.

I have by no means colored this description

for the sake of dramatic or oratorical effect. I

wish, indeed, it were exaggerated. Nor is this

very inferno upon earth an exceptional instance

of such befouled misery and utter destitution.

This little world of ours teems with it, despite

the millions that are expended in the humane
endeavor to lessen it. These are the dens that

must be visited if one wishes to convince himself

of the seamy side of life, or at least one phase of

it. If the Ghetto of old bore any comparison
with such a scene, why, then, Ghettos, unsec-
tarian, as I may call them, are by no means
wanting in the world. The cries of the poor fill

the air, rising to heaven. What nobler, what
holier life can be conceived than the life of those
who have consecrated their whole career to the
merciful consideration of the myriads whose lot

has fallen in evil days. Is it not inspiring to
think of those who, favored by fortune, abandon
the life of luxury and interminable pleasure to

go among the lowly of their brethren, like angels
of mercy scattering countless blessings upon the
poor, suffering children of God? " Blessed is he
that considereth the poor," says the Psalmist.
"The Lord will preserve him and keep him alive,

and he shall be blessed upon the earth." My
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friends, there is not a superfluity of these human
angels of mercy in the world, and when one is

taken away, the angels of heaven may indeed
shed tears.

The poor cannot afford to lose them, and yet,

sooner or later, those lovely souls that have per-

meated the very atmosphere of these Ghettos
with the fragrance of their acts of charity and
benevolence, must also, alas! return whence they
came, the way of all flesh. One of these large-

hearted spirits has but recently winged her
flight from this earth to the world beyond the
heights. She has left a gap that cannot easily be
filled. This angel of mercy in the person of

Baroness de Hirsch, the whole nation of Israel

mourns, aye, the whole world. Her soul has
traversed the heights to enter the world of ever-

lasting bliss. That gentle and graceful figure is

no longer to be seen wandering along the narrow
streets inhabited by those whom she loved and to

whom she devoted her whole life. She is no more,
but she is not forgotten. The pure and holy life

she pursued, crowned with her countless acts of

charity, of kindness, of love, has impressed itself

indelibly upon the hearts and minds of tens of

thousands of those she has relieved through all

parts of the globe.

Of her, it may truly be said, "Many daughters
have done valiantly, but she excelled them all.
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She spread out her hands to the poor, yea, she

reached forth her hands to the needy." For
forty long years of married life had she worked
and watched in the sacred cause of charity, a
worthy assistant to her loving and beloved hus-
band. For forty long years had they united
their efforts for the one and only aspiration of

their joint lives, the succoring of the needy, the

uplifting of the world of poverty. She was the

inspiration, the guiding star of her husband's
life. Through her blessed influence, through her
womanly wisdom and gentle counsel, did Baron
de Hirsch become the great philanthropist he
was. Through her did the name of Hirsch ring

out from one end of the world to the other.

Through her influence mainly did her home
become the center of refinement and culture.

Through her chaste influence as through her

womanly position was the problem of the Rus-
sian refugee brought into the light of practical

and timely consideration. Although born to

millions, this grand exemplary specimen of ex-

alted womanhood regarded wealth not as a
means wherewith to gratify her vanity and pride

among her acquaintances, nor even as a dead
mass to which she must continually add more,
but rather as God's bountiful gift involving a
care and responsibility as great as her wealth.

She looked upon it as merely a means for
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doing good, for promoting the duty of her life:

"Thou shalt surely give, and thine heart shall

not be grieved when thou givest." She did not
bestow her millions for the purpose of mere show
and advertisement. No motive so base entered

her heart. It was the high conception of stern

duty that prompted such lavish distribution of

her wealth; aye, it was this austere conception

of life and of the duties pertaining to this life

that made Baroness de Hirsch what she was,

not a mere dispenser of charity, but the real

philanthropist. She patronized and encouraged
the pursuit of literature, of arts, of sciences, of

trades and industry in all its manifold branches;
in fact, her home was the center of statesmen,
of princes, of literateurs, of scientists and artists.

This during the life of her husband. When,
however, she was deprived of her only son and
heir, and then cruel destiny snatched from her

embrace her devoted and affectionate husband,
the sun of her life on earth seemed to have paled;

nay, more, it seemed to have set. She was now
a lonely widow, a humble woman among women.
And yet through the inherent force of her
dignity, her modesty, her sweet disposition, her
charming character, she was a princess among
women.
Nor did she "bate one jot of heart or hope"

in fulfillment of what she termed her duty, the
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mission of her lovely life. I need not recount

the long list of charitable institutions, sectarian

and non-sectarian, which she and her husband
have either erected or munificently endowed, for

most of them are household words as the very
name of Hirsch itself. What Judith, Lady
Montefiore, was to her husband, Sir Moses, the
stimulus, the bright sunshine that penetrated
his whole inner being, in like manner was Clara
de Hirsch to her husband. She has accomplished
more for the down-trodden and oppressed Rus-
sian and Roumanian exiles than with one ex-

ception any other man or woman, living or dead.

Nor was this all the work she consummated.
Since the death of the loving partner of her life,

she has devoted her wealth, her time and her
vigorous energy to the destitute of her own
sex. Again, as the veritable angel of mercy, her
personal efforts among her poor sisters were
colossal. She now pursued the holy path of

what she again considered her bounden duty,

to raise to a higher level those young girls whom
the temptations of poverty and the absence of

home-life were leading astray to disgrace and
degradation.

She directly or indirectly impressed upon them
in her well-known, fascinating and motherly way,
the dignity and the sacredness of womanhood,
and thus became the means of averting the sad
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fate that was hanging like a black cloud over the

heads of thousands of her sisters in faith. The
many homes for working girls she has erected,

wherein every conceivable inducement is held

out to lead them in the path of virtue and chast-

ity, proclaim to the world the blessings which
this Jewish heroine has unstintingly showered
upon the poor and the unfortunate of her sex.

A visit to one of these homes is in itself a
practical moral lesson that will produce an im-
pression so great, so lasting that time will never
be able to remove it from the seat of memory.
The good effected by such object lesson may be
imagined. To witness the brightness, the joy,

the cheerful excitement, the purity of sentiment,

I may almost say, the holiness that manifest
themselves, that seem to shine out from the very
walls, must move the heart of every man and
woman who have but a spark of human feeling

within their breast, aye must bring tears to the

eyes of many and many a parent, to whom life

is not altogether a bed of roses, a world of sun-

shine and happiness. A pathetic joy seems to

pass through one's whole being, on entering the
precincts of these homes. Everything is so full

of light, so cheery, happy and comfortable, that
one almost forgets the outside world of vice and
crime and misery, and seems to be transported to

some world of innocence, of happiness, of good-
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ness—a living dream of sweetness and enchant-

ment. And this is the work of one who has

lived her life and, alas, is no more. Indeed, we
feel inclined to say that the angel of death seemed
more than cruel to rob the world, to rob the poor,

of that great soul, that genial and pathetic face,

the presence of which seemed to radiate its

beams of sunshine and joy and to strike through
the very fibres of those with whom she came
into contact, inspiring them with courage, with

energy, with manliness, with hope. But we
must, like Job of old, put our fingers to our

mouth and bow in silence and in submission to

the fiat of the Almighty. The work of her hands
will indeed be blessed. Her sacred memory will

remain enshrined in the hearts of all Israel. The
good work she has accomplished will live on
after her for generations, aye, for centuries yet

to come.
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CHAPTER X

THE CASE OF MENDEL BEILIS

WILL THE POOR KIEV BRICKMAKER CAUSE
A CHANGE IN POLITICAL CONDITIONS
IN RUSSIA AS THE FRENCH CAPTAIN

DID IN HIS LAND?

Is the name of Mendel Beilis, a poor insignifi-

cant Jew of Kiev, Russia, destined to go down
in history side by side with that of the " Martyr
of France," Captain Dreyfus, as the rescuer of

his country from medievalism? Does the ac-

quittal of the "Brickmaker of Kiev" augur the

collapse of despotic rule and the birth of an era

of constitutional government in Russia?
This is the story of the trial of Mendel Beilis,

charged with " Ritual Murder."

A MURDER COMMITTED
The mutilated body of Andrew Yushinsky, a

thirteen-year-old boy, was discovered on March
25, 1911, in a small cave just outside of Kiev.
The hands were tied behind the back and an
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examination showed no fewer than forty-seven

knife wounds.
The cave was one of a hundred excavations

which were cut in the rock ten centuries or more
ago, when Kiev was the principal city of Russia.

The city, which is situated in southwest Russia,

on the Dnieper, has to-day a popjulation of

250,000 and is the seat of the University of St.

Vladimir, which has 2,500 students.

The discovery of the murder made a sensation

in Kiev, which soon spread throughout Russia.

The hatred of the Jews at once prompted the

suggestion that it was a " ritual murder." The
investigation made by Chief of Police Krassev-
sky, however, threw suspicion on Vera Tche-
beriak, a notorious woman, who was associated

with a band of criminals. Krassevsky's belief

was that the boy was tortured to make him
confess that he had given evidence to the police

against the gang of criminals, many of whom
were then in jail.

There were strong reasons, however, why the
Russian Government might wish to put the
crime upon a Jew and to increase the hatred
against the Jews in Russia, by attempting to

fix the stain of a " ritual murder" case on the
race.

The reason was that one month after the mur-
der of Yushinsky, 166 members of the Duma
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had united in favor of a bill which would abolish

the Jewish Pale and give Jews the right to enter

any city they wished in Russia. By a vote of

208 to 138 the bill was referred to a committee.
The proceeding was regarded by Government

officials as a dangerous symptom of disaffection,

and the charge has been universally made that

the Russian Government determined to seize the

opportunity presented at Kiev by supporting
the " ritual murder" charge to justify its anti-

Semitic policy. This meant the revival of the

charge that has figured for centuries in trials in

Russia that the Jews use Christian blood in the

preparation of their Passover bread, and kill

Christian children to obtain it.

BEILIS THE SELECTED VICTIM

Two months had passed after the murder of

Yushinsky before a man was selected to be
charged with the murder. He was Mendel
Beilis, a brick-maker, who lived near the mur-
dered boy's family.

He was not arrested at the wish of the local

authorities. Chief of Police Krassevsky resigned

shortly after his arrest, saying that the Tche-
beriak woman and her gang were guilty, and
that he could find no evidence against Beilis.

Misshcuk, Chief of the Kiev Detective Bureau,
asserted the innocence of Beilis and produced
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proofs. Misshcuk was thereupon arrested on
the charge of manufacturing evidence in favor

of Beilis. He was acquitted on one trial. Then
he was taken before the Supreme Court of Kiev,

tried the second time, convicted and sentenced

to a year's imprisonment.
Two years passed before the indictment of

Beilis was made public. The document in large

part is a treatise by Russian Professors, repre-

senting the Government, skilfully intended to

prove that the Jews practice " ritual murder,"
and that Yushinsky was a victim of that practice.

Little attention is given to Beilis in the indict-

ment, and the evidence against him that it does

contain was torn to shreds on the trial.

Prof. Sikorsky of Kiev University and a priest

named Pranaites were the men principally relied

upon by the prosecution to draw up an indict-

ment against the Jewish people. Prof. Sikorsky

asserted that the crime must have been com-
mitted by several persons and that it was carried

out according to plan with the greatest technical

skill. He argued then that persons of weak
intellect could not have committed such a mur-
der because, owing to differences in the nature

of mental diseases, combination for a common
purpose is impossible.
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CONTRADICTED BY THE POLICE
Sikorsky's assumptions in regard to the man-

ner in which the boy was killed were founded on
autopsy reports and were contradicted in every
detail by the police who were imprisoned and
forced to resign and by scientists called by the
defense. The indictment itself, which purports
to give both sides, contains the opinions of other

professors, who deny Sikorsky's theories and
arguments.
The other important witness of the prosecution

stood forth in the indictment as a witness, not
against Beilis, but against the Jewish race.

This was the priest Pranaites, who charged that
the " blood dogma" existed among the Jews.

"The feeling of hostility and hatred which
the Jews, actuated by their religious law, enter-

tain against persons of other races and creeds

attains its greatest severity against the Chris-

tians," said the priest. "From this feeling orig-

inates the permission, nay, the command, to

kill non-Jews. The prohibition to take human
life, which finds expression in the command,
Thou shalt not kill', relates only to the killing

of Jews."
During the trial and for months before it the

Russian Government had all its machinery in

operation to create sentiment against Beilis and
against the Jews. Policemen who could find
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nothing against the prisoner were sent to jail.

Newspapers which attacked the prosecution of

Beilis were suppressed.

All the semi-official Russian organs carried

articles condemning Beilis and taxing the Jewish

race with the " blood dogma.' ' The Russian
Government refused to entertain any of the flood

of petitions against the trial, which came in from
every part of the civilized world.

On October 8, a large detachment of Russian
soldiery was stationed around the Court House
in Kiev and the trial started before four Judges
in the Supreme Court. The jury, which was
selected the first day, consisted of six peasants,

three minor Government officials, two tradesmen
and one professional man. Since being sworn in

the jurors have slept at the Court House under
guard and have been denied the newspapers and
all communications with the outside world by
conversation or letters.

On the following day Beilis stood up to plead
not guilty to the indictment. He said:

" Your Excellency, I am an ex-soldier. During
my whole life I have worked honestly, filling

orders for bricks. My only thought has been
for my family, for my wife and children. I was
arrested and have been in custody for twenty-
six months, though I do not know why."
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HOW GOVERNMENT'S CASE CRUMBLED
The case against Beilis crumbled to dust at

the very outset. The first witness, mother of

the murdered boy, said that she had never seen

Beilis before. Two of the dead boy's school-

mates testified that the police had threatened

to imprison them if they did not swear that they
had seen Beilis giving chase to Yushinsky a few
days before the murdered boy's body had been
discovered. Several criminals who appeared on
the stand in their prison clothes broke down
under cross-examination and said they remem-
bered nothing, though they had made deposi-

tions that they had seen Beilis and the Yushin-
sky boy together in the brickyard in which
Beilis worked a few days before the murder.
Vera Tcheberiak testified that a position in the

Post Office had been promised to her husband,
on condition that he and she would find evidence
against Beilis. Witnesses told of overhearing the

Tcheberiak woman coaching her children to take
the stand against the prisoner.

The evidence introduced by the prosecution
took a tremendous range, and the major part of

it related in no way to the prisoner. Among the
exhibits of the State were two rare volumes
from the Library of Vilna, one dated 1648 and
the other 1702, both on the subject of ritual

murder. Archimandrite Ambrosius, an ecclesi-
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astic of the Greek Catholic Church, was called

to the stand to tell what he had been told by
convert Jews about ritual murder. An effort

was made to introduce the minutes of ancient

ritual murder trials, but this was ruled out.

Prof. Sikorsky took the stand and repeated the

arguments in the indictment. The defense sum-
moned numerous professors to refute him. For
many days the jury heard nothing but learned

discussions. It was noted by the defense that

during a whole day's session the name of Beilis

had not been spoken once.

Counsel for Beilis relied largely on the testi-

mony of the police, who had been punished for

considering him guiltless. Many other witnesses,

however, were summoned to prove his good
character and the impossibility of his committing
the crime.

The conduct of the Judges throughout the
trial received general praise. Of the Presiding

Judge, a New York " Times" correspondent
wrote:

"The President of the court, Judge BodiriefT, dis-

plays punctilious impartiality and patience, the latter

especially when children and peasants are giving

evidence. He explains in the simplest language ques-

tions put by counsel that might appear obscure to

witnesses."
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"NOT GUILTY"
The acquittal of Mendel Beilis of the charge

of " ritual murder" is a most encouraging event.

It is true that his conviction on the evidence as

it reached the world outside Russia would have
been practically impossible in any modern civil-

ized country. Not only was there no evidence

of the slightest value that the accused was
guilty, but there was much evidence that the
murder had been committed by a gang of crim-

inals, as two police investigators in succession

had concluded. But the conduct of the Govern-
ment made it extremely probable that convic-

tion was desired and would be secured. The
police officers referred to had been imprisoned
or otherwise punished for defeating the ends of

" justice." The accused, Beilis, had been kept
in confinement over two years. The prosecution

concentrated its efforts on establishing a fanat-

ical motive for the murder. The official organs
in the press clamored for conviction, and the

Black Hundred used every means to arouse

popular passion against the prisoner, in order to

influence the jury, which was a body of appar-
ently ignorant peasants. In these circumstances,
the doom of the unfortunate prisoner, despite

the reported impartiality of the trial Judge,
seemed only too certain.

The significant element in the acquittal is the

conduct of the peasant jurymen. Evidently
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they resisted the baleful influences that were
brought to bear upon them. Their sense of

justice was stronger than their prejudices, and
enough stronger to induce them to defy the

manifest desire of the officials of the Imperial
Government. That is a cheerful sign. It de-

monstrates that the fair temper that has been
shown during the trial by the more educated
classes has permeated the lower. It is lamenta-
ble and disgraceful that there should have been
found men in high office and members of the

official press to serve the base ends of those

immediately in power. But it is highly credita-

ble to the Russian nation as a whole that these

ends have been frustrated as they have been.

The acquittal of Beilis ought practically to put
an end to the horrible invention and superstition

of " ritual murder." It ought also to do much
toward suppressingthe stupid anti-Semitic feeling

that has prevailed in Russia and has found ex-

pression in such cruel outrages.

It is not easy to estimate accurately the in-

fluence of the multitudinous and fervent pro-

tests that have arisen throughout the civilized

world against the prosecution resting on this

absurd and outrageous charge. Undoubtedly,
these have stirred the more intelligent public

opinion in Russia and have aroused indignation

toward the Government that exposed Russia
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and the Russians to such merited condemnation.
It is not beyond possibility also that the Govern-
ment itself has been affected, in spite of its

refusal formally to receive the protests proffered.

The advisers of the Czar may tardily have
determined that the universal execration of

civilized nations was a price too high to pay for

the temporary advantage expected from the
success of the prosecution. Probably some
outbreaks of violence will follow the acquittal.

If the Government effectually restrains and
suppresses them, it will do much to redeem the

reputation and to strengthen the position of the

empire.

RABBI ISAAC LANDMAN'S VIEW
" Russia does not want to be convinced that the

blood accusation is a vile outrage, an insult to science,

a blasphemy on religion; because, in reality, Mendel

Beiliss is not on trial.'

'

said Rabbi Isaac Landman, who is associated

with Dr. Jos. Krauskopf, in Kenesseth Israel

Congregation, in a stirring discourse at the

Broad Street Temple, Philadelphia, on " Russian
Jews—the World's Problem/ '

"It doesn't matter," said the rabbi, "whether Beiliss

is convicted or acquitted, the monstrous charge is
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aimed, not at the poor, five-dollar-a-week brickyard

clerk, but against the Jews and Judaism. The out-

rageous slander was perpetrated, not to discover and

punish the murderer of the Christian boy, but to bol-

ster up and justify the further and more violent perse-

cution of the Jews contemplated by the anti-Semitic

government of the Czar, which desires to turn the

minds of the population from the political wrongs of

which they are daily being made the victims."

After giving a resume of the Beilis case from
the time of the discovery of the murdered boy
to the present day, Rabbi Landman said that

out of the whole miserable situation, two ques-
tions stood out clear and pertinent:

"How long will the civilized world permit Russia to

use its six million Jewish subjects as the plaything, with

which to cover up its savagery and barbarism? How
long will the civilized Christianity permit Russia to use

the cross as a symbol of persecution, murder and rapine?

RUSSIA'S SOLUTION
"Russia maintains that the solution of the Jewish

question in her dominion is purely an internal problem,

with which foreign nations must not interfere and which

she will solve in her own way. What is Russia's solu-

tion? Is it equal rights and religious liberty, in accord-

ance with the present Emperor's Manifesto, of October,

1905? No! Daily are the persecutions increased and
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the chains of slavery tightened; daily are the restric-

tions of rights of residence being drawn tighter; daily

are the privileges of life and the pursuit of happiness,

miserable and inhuman as they are, being diminished;

daily are the possibilities of education and the mere

finding of a livelihood being curtailed. If ever the Pale

of Settlement was a living hell, of the lurid, orthodox

type, for the Russian Jews, it is so now, even more so.

"Is Russia's solution conversion? No! The
restrictive laws against the Jews, who were free men
in the provinces in which they now live, long before

the Romanoff's cruel hand possessed them, are now
applied even to the second generation of converts to

the Orthodox Church, over which the Little Father

presides in all his smug piety.

" Is Russia's solution expulsion? No ! For Nicholas,

like Pharaoh of old, will not let the people go. Emigra-

tion from Russia is prohibited. Every Jew who leaves

the cursed land in search of freedom, must steal his

way out, like a thief in the night. The United States

has abrogated our treaty with Russia for this very

reason. Russia does not recognize the right of expa-

triation. Children of Russian Jews in this or any other

country belong to Russia, to endless generations. If

the descendant of a Russian Jew born in this country,

the tenth descendant of an immigrant from Russia,

should be elected to the Presidency, the President of

these United States, according to Russia's solution of

her Jewish problem, would be subject to the same laws
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and restrictions under which the Jews in the Pale suffer

to-day, and to the same persecutions and inhumanities.

IS IT EXTERMINATION?
"Is Russia's solution extermination? Perhaps so!

Russia will not let her Jews live and will not let them

go ! What are the civilized nations, who hold civilized

intercourse with Russia, going to do about it? Are

they going to sit idly by, while the Russian beaurocracy

incites the slaughter of six million helpless and hopeless

men, women and children, as a means for perpetuating

its despotic and inhuman rule? Is civilized Christianity,

that cast nations into war when its missionaries were

killed in China and its brethren in Armenia, merely to

continue its ineffectual protest against the extermina-

tion of six millions of people, simply because they are

Jews? Is civilized humanity going to wait until its

nostrils smell the blood of the murdered men and its

ears split with the cry of outraged women and children,

before it acts effectually?

"There is but one means of reaching the Czar, whose

ear is open only to his reactionary advisers and the

Jew-baiting beaurocrats. His Government will not

permit petitions and protests to come to his notice, as

we know. The same fate that was meted out to the

American-wide protest after the Kishineff and the

nearly three hundred and fifty other pogroms, in 1903?

awaits the protest of the American Bishops against the

Beiliss trial, now in the Russian Embassy in Washing-
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ton. But from the date of the Kishineff protest to this

the massacres have ceased. Russia's feeling of security

as a civilized nation among the other nations, in the

face of that organized and universal protestation

against and condemnation of the pogroms, was shaken

,

and that method of employing the Jews to blind the

Russian people to their misery was discontinued.

" Nicholas Tschaikovsky, the great Russian Liberal,

long ago pointed out this fact, and made so clear after

the pogrom of 1903, and now, that 'as long as Russia

enjoys a sense of security in regard to other nations,

her policy of oppression will continue.' This is the only

weapon in the hand of civilized humanity against the

savage Bear. Russia must be made to understand

what civilization thinks of her and to feel the contempt

and disgust in which every civilized being holds her for

her treatment of the Jews in her Empire.

HAPHAZARD PROTESTS FUTILE
"This cannot be accomplished by haphazard pro-

tests, no matter how keenly felt or sympathetically

expressed. These cannot reach the ear of the Czar

through the wall of self-interested officialdom that

surrounds him. Only a world-wide, carefully organized

protest, so clear and so ringing that it will penetrate

to the very throne of Nicholas, will avail. He holds the

solution of the problem of the Russian Jews in his hand,

but he will never solve it until the cilivized world forces

the solution upon him, until civilization makes him
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conscious of the enormity of his sins and the sins of

his fathers against the Jews.

"Civilized Christianity is to-day given the oppor-

tunity to put into practice its oft-preached doctrines

of brotherly love, inherited from its mother, Judaism,

in behalf of Judaism's persecuted sons. The protest of

the bishops of America shows that the different denom-

inations can unite in an act of brotherhood and hu-

manity. It remains for these leaders now to organize

their followers to observe a great fast day the world

over; to gather on that day in all their houses of wor-

ship, to plead for God's help and His guidance of the

Czar's hand, to restore to his Jewish subjects the right

and liberties of which despotism has robbed them-

Such a protest the Czar will hear. Upon such a pro

"

test the Czar will act, to his own honor, to the glory o

the Christian Church, and to the glory of God."

As reported by a correspondent:

Kiev, Nov. 11.—At half-past 5 o'clock this

morning a big Russian prison van lumbered up
the road and stopped outside a small one-story
frame house, situated in a lonely spot two miles
out of Kiev. Two Russian soldiers, who were
seated beside the driver, jumped to the ground
and unlocked the door of the van. Half a dozen
soldiers clambered from the vehicle, followed by
a medium-sized, middle-aged man. This man
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had stooping shoulders, his face was pallid, and
he gave every sign of being in poor health.

As he stepped to the ground, this man lifted

his eyes to Heaven, drew in a long breath of the
morning air, which had in it the nip of Russian
winter, and then turned toward the little house.

It was still dark, but there were lights in the

windows, lights furnished by lamps and many
candles which had been kept burning all night.

The noise of the van and the soldiers caused
a stir within the house. Several little faces were
pressed against the window-panes. There was
heard a soft cry from within. The door was
flung open and a woman and five small children

came forth with outstretched arms. It was the

reunion of Mendel Beilis and his family, after

two and a half years of separation, during which
time the husband and father had experienced all

the horrors which a Russian prison holds for a
Jew.
The father had no opportunity to greet his

loved ones, for he was immediately surrounded
by a crowd of newspaper correspondents, who
had kept an all-night vigil at the house in antici-

pation of the return of the freed man to his home.
Fortunately for Beilis and his family, he was
rescued from the reporters by the police and
escorted to his home. The last view of the fam-
ily showed the husband supporting his wife and
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the children clinging to her skirts. All were
weeping for joy.

Later in the day I called at the Beilis home
and had a short interview with the man about
whom the whole world has been talking for

months. I found the house surrounded by the

soldiers, who were there by order of the Govern-
ment, because of threats of the Black Hundred
that Beilis would be killed.

There was also another reason for the soldiers

being on guard. Beilis is not yet clear of all

danger, for the prosecutor has still fourteen days
in which he may appeal the verdict of the court,

in which case Beilis will be rearrested. I am able

to say, on excellent authority, however, that
there will be no appeal.

When I entered the little house, I found three

tidy rooms literally packed with friends and
relatives, who had come to offer congratulations.

The famous Jew looked much as he did when
he appeared in the dock, except that he had
trimmed his black beard and had changed his

clothing. He was in a highly nervous state and
showed signs of suffering and exhaustion. De-
spite the joy of being free and at home with his

wife and family and friends, the seal of sadness
was set deep on his countenance.
"The two and a half years of my life in prison

have left me weak," he said, and there was a
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note of pathos in his voice that could not be
eliminated by the short hours of joy that he had
been permitted since the trial ended. "Now
that I am free I shall be able to get some good
food and I feel sure I shall soon feel well again.'

'

It was very simple talk, but Beilis is a simple
man.

"I don't like to talk much about my life in

prison/' he continued. "I was treated most
abominably. They kicked me and beat me and
seemed anxious for me to die. I wonder how I

stood it all. But I was helped by one thought,
and that was that my suffering was the suffering

of all the Jews. I knew that I must not die,

but must live to prove my innocence. I am very
weak and I feel that I am not the same man that
I was when they put me in prison."

Beilis said that while the verdict was being
given, he was in a dazed condition and did not
realize until some time after it had been an-

nounced that he had been acquitted. As to

his future plans, he said he had not decided,

except that he was determined to leave Russia
at the earliest possible moment, in view of the

threats of revenge which had been made against

him.

"I must get well first," he said. " Thirty-four

days of sitting on the same bench under a strain,

to say nothing about the two and a half years
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in prison, have made me very weak. I am very
tired, I am very weak. Two and a half years— "

he looked at his wife and children. "Two and
a half years—it is terrible."

An air of tranquility pervades the city. The
Government has decreed that there shall be no
disturbances. Armed Cossacks patrol the streets.
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CHAPTER XI

REFLECTIONS
ON SOCIETY

In speaking of society, it is not my intention

to speak of friendship; altho they have some
connection, they are nevertheless very different;

of the two, the second has more elevation and
humility, and the greatest merit of the other is

to resemble it.

I shall speak, then, at present only of the
particular intercourse which well-bred people
ought to have with each other. It would be
useless to say how necessary society is to man.
All desire it, and all seek it; but few make use
of the means to render it pleasant and to make
it lasting. Every one may wish to render it pleas-

ant and to make it lasting, but every one tries

to find his own pleasures and advantages at

the expense of others; we always prefer our-
selves to those we propose to live with; and we
almost always make them feel this preference;

it is this which disturbs and breaks up society.
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We ought at least to know how to conceal this

preference, since it is too much a part of our
nature for us to be able to conquer it. We
ought to derive our pleasure from that of others,

to spare their self-love, and never to wound it.

The mind has a large part in so great a work;
but alone, it does not suffice to lead us in the
various roads we must travel. The harmony
which is met with between minds would not
long preserve society if it were not for the
support it receives from good sense, and from
the regard which exists between people who wish
to live together. If it sometimes happens that
persons opposed in temper and in mind appear
to be united, they doubtless hold together from
extraneous causes, which do not last long. We
may also be in society with persons to whom we
are superior by birth or by personal qualities,

but those who have this advantage ought not
to abuse it; they ought seldom make it felt, and
only make use of it for the instruction of others.

They ought to make them see that they need
to be guided, and lead them by reason, adapting
themselves as much as possible to their feeling

and their interests.

To make society agreeable, all its members
should preserve their liberty. They should
either not see each other, or should see each
other without constraint, and with a view to
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mutual enjoyment. They should be able to

part without causing a change. They should be
able to do without each other, if they would
not expose themselves to being in the way, and
they should remember that they often bore
others when they think it impossible ever to

bore them. They should contribute as much
as possible to the amusement of those with whom
they desire to live, but they should not always
burden themselves with the care of contributing

to it. In society, compliance with the wishes
of others is necessary, but it ought to have lim-

its; it becomes a slavery when it is excessive.

It should at least appear to be free; and that in

following the sentiments of our friends they
should believe we are also following our own.

It should be easy to find excuses for our
friends when their faults are born with them,
and when they are fewer then their good quali-

ties. We should often avoid letting them see

that we have observed them and are shocked
at them. We should endeavor so to manage
that they may see them themselves, and leave

them the merit of correcting them.
There is a kind of politeness which is necessary

in the intercourse of well-bred people; it makes
them familiar with raillery, and prevents them
from taking or giving offense by sharp and hard
forms of speech, which often escapes us without
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our thinking of it when we support our opinion

with warmth.
Intercourse between well-bred people cannot

exist without a certain sort of confidence; it

ought to be common among them; everyone
should have an air of security and discretion

which never gives rise to fear that anything could

be said imprudently.
There should be variety in the mind; those

who have only one kind of mind can not please

long. We may take various roads, not having
the same talents, provided that we contribute

to the pleasure of society, and observe in it the

same propriety which different voices and dif-

ferent instruments ought to observe in music.
As it is not easy for several persons to have the

same interests, they must at least, for the com-
fort of society, have no conflicting ones. We
ought to anticipate what may please our friends,

seek the means of being useful to them, save
them from troubles, let them see that we share

them with them; we cannot turn them aside, ef-

face them insensibly, without pretending to pluck
them away at once, and replace them with
agreeable subjects, or at least with such as

engage their attention. We may talk to them of

our own concerns but only so far as they allow
us to do so, and in that we ought to observe
great discretion. There is politeness and some-
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times even humanity in not going too far into the

recesses of their heart; people often feel pain in

showing all they know of them, and still more
when we penetrate to what they do not know
well. Altho the intercourse which well-bred

people have together gives them familiarity

and supplies them with numberless topics for

frank conversation, scarcely any one has suffi-

cient docility and good sense to receive in good
part much of the advice that is necessary for

preserving society. We like to be advised up
to a certain point, but we do not like to be so

in all things; and we are afraid to know all

kinds of truths.

As we ought to preserve distances in order

to see objects, so we should preserve them also

for society. Every one has his point of view
from which he desires to be seen; we are gener-

ally right in not liking to be seen too closely,

and scarcely any man likes to be seen in all

things such as he is.

The reason why so few persons are agree-

able in conversation is, that everyone thinks

more of what he wishes to say than of what
others say. We should listen to those who
speak, if we would be listened to by them; we
should allow them to make themselves under-
stood, and even to say pointless things. In-

stead of contradicting or interrupting them, as
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we often do, we ought on the contrary to enter

into their mind and into their taste, show that

we understand them, praise what they say so

far as it deserves to be praised, and make them
see that it is rather from choice that we praise

them than from courtesy. We should avoid
disputing about different things, seldom ask
questions (which are almost always useless),

never let them think that we pretend to have
more sense than others, and easily cede the

advantage of deciding a question.

We ought to talk of things naturally, easily,

and more or less seriously, according to the tem-
per and inclination of the persons we entertain;

never press them to approve what we say,

nor even to reply to it. When we have thus
complied with the duties of politeness, we may
express our opinions, without prejudice or

obstinacy, in making it appear that we seek to

support them with the opinions of those who
are listening.

We should avoid talking much of ourselves,

and often giving ourselves as example. We
cannot take too much pains to understand the
bent and the compass of those we are talking

with, in order to link ourselves to the mind of

h ;m whose mind is the most highly endowed;
and to add his thoughts to our own, while mak-
ing him think as much as it is possible that it
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is from him we take them. There is cleverness

in not exhausting the subjects we treat, and in

always leaving to others something to think
of and say.

We ought never to talk with an air of author-
ity, nor make use of words and expressions

grander than the things. We may keep our
opinions, if they are reasonable; but in keeping
them, we should never wound the feelings of

others, or appear to be shocked at what they
have said. It is dangerous to wish to be always
master of the conversation, and to talk o: the
same thing too often; we ought to enter indiffer-

ently on all agreeable subjects which offer

themselves and never let it be seen that we
wish to draw the conversation to a subject we
wish to talk of.

It is necessary to observe that every kind of

conversation, however polite or however in-

telligent it may be, is not equally proper for

all kinds of well-bred people; we should choose
what is suited to each, and choose even the time
for saying it; but if there be much art in know-
ing how to talk to the purpose, there is not less

of it in knowing how to be silent. There is an
eloquent silence,—it serves sometimes to ap-
prove or to condemn ; there is a mocking silence

and there is a respectful silence. There are,

in short, airs, tones, and manners in conver-
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sation which often make up what is agreeable

or disagreeable, delicate or shocking; the secret

for making good use of them is given to few
persons, those even who make rules for them
mistake them sometimes; the surest way, in my
opinion, is to have none that we cannot change,
to let our conversation be careless rather than
affected, to listen, to speak seldom, and never
to force ourselves to talk.
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CHAPTER XII

PHILOSOPHY OF THE HISTORY
OF MAN

No sophistical argument can lead us to deny
that our earth has grown older in the course of

some thousands of years; and that this wanderer
round the sun is greatly altered since its origin.

In its bowels we perceive how it once was con-

stituted; and we need but look around us to

see its present condition. The ocean foams no
longer—it has subsided peaceably into its bed;
the wandering streams have found their shores;

and plants and animals have run through a
progressive series of years in their different

races. As not a sunbeam has been lost upon
our earth since its creation, so no falling leaf,

no wasted seed, no carcass of a decaying animal,

and still less an action of any living being, has
been without effect. Vegetation, for example,
has increased, and extended itself as far as it

could; every living race has spread within the

limits of nature assigned to it and even the
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senseless devastations of man, as well as his

industry, have been active implements in the

hand of Time. Fresh harvests have waved over

ruins of the cities he has destroyed; the elements

have strewed the dust of oblivion upon them;
and soon new generations have arisen, who have
created new buildings upon the old, and even
with their ancient remains. Omnipotence itself

cannot ordain that effects shall not be effects; it

cannot restore the earth to what it was thousands
of years ago, so that these thousands of years,

with all their consequences, shall not have been.

Already, therefore, a certain progress of the

human species is inseparable from the progress

of time, as far as man is included in the influence

of Time and Earth. Were the progenitor of

mankind now to appear and view his descendants
how would he be astonished! His body was
formed for a youthful earth; his frame, his

ideas, and his way of life, must have been
adapted to that constitution of the elements
which had then prevailed; but considerable

alterations must have taken place in the course
of six thousand years or upwards.
In many parts, America is no longer what it

was when discovered; two thousand years hence
its ancient history will have the air of romance.
Thus we read the history of the siege of Troy,
and seek in vain the spot where it stood; in vain
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do we seek the grave of Achilles, the godlike

hero. Were a collection of all the accounts that
have been given of the size and figure of the
ancients, of the kind and quality of their food,

of their daily occupations and amusements, and
of their notions of love and marriage, the virtues

and the passions, the purpose of life and the
belief in a future existence, made with discrim-

inating accuracy and with regard to time and
place, it would be of no small advantage toward
a true history of man. Even in this short period,

an advancement of the species would be suffi-

ciently conspicuous to evince both the con-

sistency of ever youthful nature and the pro-

gressive changes of our old mother earth. Earth
nurses not man alone, she presses all her children

to one bosom, embraces all in the same maternal
arms; and when one changes, all must undergo
change.

It is undeniable, also, that this progress of

time has influenced the mode of thinking of the

human species. Bid a man now invent, now
sing; bid him write like iEschylus, Sophocles,

like Plato—it is impossible. The childish sim-

plicity, the unprejudiced mode of seeing things

—

in short, the youthful period of the Greeks—is

gone by. It is the same with the Hebrews and
the Romans; while on the other hand, we of

this day are acquainted with a number of things
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of which the Romans and Hebrews of old were
ignorant. One day teaches another, one century
instructs another century; tradition is enriched;

the Muse of time, History sings with a hundred
voices, speaks with a hundred tongues. Be
there as much filth, as much confusion, as there

will, in the vast snow-ball rolled up by time, yet
this very confusion is the offspring of ages, which
could have arisen only from the unwearied rolling

on of one and the same thing. Thus every return

to the ancient times, even the celebrated year of

Plato, is a fiction and, from the idea of the
world and of time, an impossibility. We float

onward; but the stream that has once flowed
returns no more to its source.

Where are the times when people dwelt as

troglodytes, dispersed about in caves behind
their walls, and every stranger was an enemy?
Merely from the force of time, no cave, no wall,

afforded security. Men must learn to know one-

another. For, collectively, they are but one
family, on one planet of no great extent. It is a
melancholy reflection, that everywhere they
first learned to know oneanother as enemies, any
beheld each other with astonishment as so mand
wolves; but such was the order of nature. The
weak feared the strong; the deceived, the
deceiver; he who had been expelled, feared
him who could again expel him; the inexperi-
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enced child was afraid of every stranger. The
infantile fear, however, and all its abuses, could

not alter the course of nature; the bond of union
between nations was knit, though in a rude
manner, on account of the rough state of man.
Growing reason may burst the knots, but cannot
loosen the ban, and still less undo the discoveries

that have once been made. What is the commerce
of the Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans, com-
pared to the trade of Europe or America? Man
will not cease from wandering over this planet

until it is completely known to him; from this,

neither storm nor shipwreck, nor those vast

mountains of ice, nor all the perils of either Pole,

will deter him; no more than they have deterred

him from the first most difficult attempts, even
when navigation was very defective. The in-

centive to all these enterprises lies in his own
breast, lies in man's nature. Curiosity and the

insatiable desire for wealth, fame, discovery, and
increase of strength, and even new wants and
discontents, inseparable from the present course

of things, will impel him; and they whom dan-
gers have surrounded in former times, his cele-

brated and successful predecessors, will animate
him. Thus, the will of Providence will be pro-

moted by good and bad incentives, till man
knows and acts upon the whole of his species.

To him the earth is given; and he will not desist
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until it is wholly his own at least as far as regards

knowledge and use. Are we not ashamed that

one hemisphere of our planet remained for so

long a time unknown to us, as if it had been on
the other side of the moon? How vast the pro-

gress from the first raft that floated on the water
to a modern ship! Neither the inventor of the

former, not the many subsequent inventors of

the various arts and sciences that contribute to

navigation to-day ever formed the least concep-
tion of what would arise from the combination
of their discoveries; each obeyed his particular

impulse of want or curiosity; but it is inherent

in the nature of human intellect, and in the
general connection of all things, that no attempt,
no discovery, can be made in vain. The islanders

who had never seen a modern vessel, beheld the
monster with astonishment, as some prodigy of

another world; and were still more astonished
when they found that men like themselves could
guide it at pleasure over the trackless ocean.

Could their astonishment have been converted
into rational reflection on every great purpose,
and every little man of this floating world of

art, how much higher would their admiration of

the human mind have arisen! Whither do not
the hands of the Europeans at present reach, by
means of this single implement? Whither may
they not reach in years to come?
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Besides this art, others innumerable have been
invented within the space of a few years by man-
kind that extend their sway over air and water,

over earth and heaven. And when we reflect

that but few nations were engaged in this contest

of mental activity, while the rest slumbered in

the lap of ancient custom; when we reflect that

almost all our inventions were made at very
early periods, and scarcely any trace, scarcely

any ruin of an ancient structure or an ancient

institution exists, that is not connected with our
early history—what a prospect does this his-

torically demonstrated activity of the human
mind give us for the infinity of future ages! In
the few centuries during which Greece flourished,

in the few centuries of modern improvement,
how much has been perceived, invented, done,

reduced to order, and preserved for future ages,

in Europe, the least quarter of the globe, and
almost in all its smallest parts! How prolific

the seeds that art and science have sown.
But it may be asked, How have all these

arts and inventions been applied? Have prac-

tical reason and justice, and consequently the

true improvement and happiness of the human
species, been promoted by them? In reply, I

refer to what has recently been urged respecting

the progress of disorder throughout the whole
creation; that according to an intrinsic law of
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nature, nothing can attain durability, which is

the essential aim of all things, without disorder.

A sharp knife in the hand of a child may wound
it, yet the art that invented and sharpened the

knife is one of the most indispensable of arts.

All who use such a knife are not children; and
even the child will be taught by pain to use it

better. Artificial power in the hand of a despot,

foreign luxury in a nation without controlling

laws, are such pernicious implements; but the

very mischief that they do will render men wiser;

and sooner or later the art that created luxury
as well as despotism will first confine both within

due bonds, and then convert them into real

benefits. The heavy ploughshare wears itself out
by long use; the slight teeth of the new watch-
works gain merely by their revolution. Thus,
in human powers, abuses carried to excess wear
themselves down to good practices; extreme
oscillations from side to side necessarily settle

in the desirable man of lasting fitness in a regular

movement. Whatever is to take place among
mankind will be effected by man; we suffer un-
der our faults till we learn of ourselves the better

use of our faculties, without the assistance of

miracles from Heaven.
We have not the least reason, therefore, to

doubt that every good employment of the human
understanding necessarily must and will, at some
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time or other, promote humanity. Wherever
agriculture prevailed cannibalism ceased to exist.

Man found that he could live better, more
decently, and more humanely, on the pleasing

gifts of Nature, than on the flesh of his fellows,

and was compelled so to live by the laws of men
wiser than himself. After man had learned to

build houses and towns, they ceased to dwell in

caves; under the laws of a common weal, the
poor stranger was no longer liable to death.

Thus trade brought nations together; and the
more its advantages were generally understood,
the less murders, oppressions, and deceptions,

which are always signs of ignorance in commerce,
would necessarily be practiced. Every addition

to the useful arts secures man's property, dimin-
ishes their labor, extends their sphere of activity,

and necessarily lays therewith the foundations
of further cultivation and humanity. What
labor was saved, for example, by the single

invention of printing! What an extensive cir-

culation of men's ideas, arts, sciences, did it

promote! Were a European despot now to

attempt to eradicate the literature of this quar-
ter of the globe, he would find it impossible.

Had the Phoenicians and Carthagenians, the
Greeks and Romans, possessed this art, the

destruction of their literature would not have
been so easy to their spoilers, if it could by any
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means have been accomplished at all. Let
savage nations burst in upon Europe or America,
they could not withstand our tactics; and no
Atilla will again extend his march from the shores

of the Black Sea and the Caspian to the plains

of Catalonia. Let monks, sybarites, fanatics

and tyrants arise as they will, it is no longer in

their power to bring back the night of the
Middle Ages. Now as no greater benefit can be
conceived to arise from any art, Divine or

Human, then not merely to bestow on us light

and order, but from its very nature to extend
and secure them, let us thank the Creator that
he has conferred understanding on mankind, and
made art essential to it. In them, we possess

the secret and the means of securing order in

the world.

Neither need we in any way repine that many
excellently conceived theories, of morals not
excepted, have remained so long without being
carried into practice among mankind. The
child learns much which the man alone can
apply, but it has not therefore learned in vain.

The youth heedlessly forgets what at some
future period he must take pains to recollect, or

learn a second time. So no truth that is treas-

ured up, nay, no truth that is discovered,

among a race continually renovating, is wholly
in vain; future circumstances will render neces-
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sary what is now despised; and in the infinity

of things, every case must occur that can in any
way exercise the human species. As in the
creation, we first perceive the power that formed
chaos, and then disposing wisdom, and har-

monious goodness, so the natural order of man-
kind first develops rude powers; disorder itself

must guide them into the path of order, and
the further the understanding pursues its work,
the more it perceives that goodness alone can
bestow on it durability, perfection and beauty.
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CHAPTER XIII

PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Not only has the philosopher exalted human
reason to an independency of the senses and
organs, and the possession of an original and
simple power; but even the common man
imagines in the dream of life, that of himself he
has become everything that he is. This imag-
ination is easily explained. The sense of spon-
taneity given by the Creator excites him to

action, and rewards him with the pleasing recom-
pense of a deed performed in obedience to his

own will. The days of his childhood are for-

gotten; the seeds which he then received, and
still daily receives are dormant in his mind; he
sees and enjoys only the budding plant, and is

pleased with its flourishing growth, with its

youthful branches. The philosopher, however,
who studies the origin and progress of a man's
life in the book of experience, and can trace

through history the whole chain of the formation
of our species, must, I think, as everything
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brings dependence to his mind, soon quit his

ideal world, in which he feels himself alone and
all-sufficient, for our world of realization.

As a man at his natural birth springs not from
himself, equally is he remote from being self-

born in the use of his mental faculties. Not
only is the germ of our internal disposition

genetic, as well as our bodily frame, but every
development of this germ depends on fate, which
planted us in this place or that, and supplies us
with the means by which we are formed, accord-

ing to time and circumstances. Even the eye
must learn to see, the ear to hear; and no one
can fail to see with what art language, the
principal instrument of our thought, is acquired.

Nature has evidently calculated our whole
mechanism, with the condition and duration of

each period of our lives, for this foreign aid.

The brain of infants is soft and suspended from
the skull, its strata are slowly formed; it grows
firmer with increasing years and gradually hard-

ens until at length it will receive no more new
impressions. It is the same with the organs and
with the faculties of a child, these are tender

and formed for imitation, these imbibe what
they see and hear with wonderfully active atten-

tion and internal vital power. Thus man is an
artificial machine, endowed with a genetic dis-

position, it is true, and plentitude of life; but
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the machine does not work itself, and the ablest

of mankind must learn to work it. Reason is

an aggregate of the experiences and observations

of the mind; the sum of the education of man,
which the pupil ultimately finishes in himself,

as an extraneous artist, after certain extraneous
models.
In this lies the principle of the history of

mankind, without which no such history could
exist. Did man receive everything from himself

and develop everything independently of exter-

nal circumstances, we might have a history of

an individual indeed, but not of the species.

But as our specific character lies in this—that

born almost without instinct—we are formed to

manhood only by the practice of a whole life,

and both the perfectibility and corruptibility of

our species depend upon it—the history of the
mankind is necessarily a whole; that is, a chain
of socialness and plastic tradition, from the first

link to the last.

There is an education therefore of the human
species, since every one becomes a man only by
means of education, and the whole species lives

solely in this chain of individuals. It is true,

should anyone say that the species is educated,
not the individual, he would speak unintelligibly

to my comprehension; for species and genus
are only abstract ideas, except so far as they
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exist in individuals; and were I to ascribe to

this abstract idea all the perfections of human
nature—the highest cultivation and most en-

lightened intellect that an abstract idea will

admit—I should have advanced as far toward a
real history of our species as if I were to speak
of animal-kind, stone-kind, metal-kind, in gen-

eral, and decorate them with all the noblest

qualities, which could not subsist together in

one individual.

Our philosophy of history shall not wander in

this path of the system; according to which the

whole human species possesses but one mind, and
that, indeed, of a very low order, distributed to

individuals only piecemeal. On the other hand,
were I to confine everything to the individual,

and deny the existence of the chain that connects
each to others and to the whole, I should run
equally counter to the nature of man and his

evident history. For no one of us became man
of himself; the whole structure of his humanity
is connected by a spiritual birth, with education,

with his parents, teachers, friends; with all the

circumstances of his life, and consequently with
his countrymen and their forefathers; and,

lastly, with the whole chain of the human species,

some link or other of which is continually acting

on his mental faculties. Thus nations may be
traced up to families; families to their founders;
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the stream of history contracts itself as we ap-

proach its source, and all our habitable earth is

ultimately converted into the school of our
family, containing indeed many diversions,

classes, and chambers; but still with one plan
of instruction, which has been transmitted from
our ancestors, with various alterations and addi-

tions, to all their race. Now if we give the lim-

ited understanding of a teacher credit for not
having made a separate division of his scholars

without some grounds, and perceive that the

human species everywhere finds a kind of

artificial education, adapted to the wants of the

time and place—what man of understanding,

who contemplates the structure of our earth

and the relation man bears to it, would not
incline to think that the father of our race, who
has determined how far and wide nations should
spread, has also determined this, as the general

builder? And who that compares the artificial

frame of our nature with every climate of the
inhabitable earth, will reject the notion that the
climatic diversity of various men was an end of

the creation, for the purpose of educating his

mind? But as the place of abode alone does
not affect everything, since living beings like

ourselves contribute to instruct us, fashion us,

and form our habits, there appears to me an
education of the species and a philosophy of
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the history of man, as certainly and as truly as

there is a human nature; that is, a co-operation

of individuals, which alone makes us men.
Hence, the principles of this philosophy be-

come as evident, simple, and indubitable as the

natural history of man itself is. They are called

tradition and organic powers. All education must
spring from imitation and exercise, by means of

which the model passes into the copy; and how
can this be more aptly expressed than by the

term, " tradition?" But the imitator must have
powers to receive what is communicated or

communicable, and convert it into his own
nature, as the food by means of which he lives.

Accordingly, what and how much he receives,

whence he derives it, and how he uses it, applies

it, and makes it his own, must depend upon his

own receptive powers. So that the education
of our species is in a double sense genetic and
organic; genetic inasmuch as it is communi-
cated; organic, as what is communicated is

received and applied. Whether we name this

second genesis of man cultivation, from the cul-

ture of the ground; or enlightening, from the

action of light, is of little import; the chain of

light and cultivation reaches to the end of the

earth. Even the inhabitant of the wilderness

learns to make and use the bow and arrow; he
has language and ideas, practices, and arts,
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which he has learned as we learn them; so far,

therefore, he is actually cultivated and enlight-

ened, though in the lowest order. Thus the

difference between the enlightened and unen-
lightened, cultivated and uncultivated na-

tions, is not specific; it is only in degree.

This part of the picture of nations has infinite

shades changing with place and time; and like

other pictures, much depends upon the point

of view from which we examine them. If we
take the idea of European cultivation for our
standard, this is to be found only in Europe;
and if we establish arbitrary distinction between
the cultivation and the enlightening of the
mind—neither of which, if it be genuine, can
exist independently of the other—we are losing

ourselves still more in the clouds. But, if we
keep close to the earth and take a general view
of what nature—to whom the end and her
character of her creatures must be made known
—herself exhibits to our eyes as forming man,
this is no other than the tradition of an education

to some form or other of human happiness and the

economy of life. This is as general as the human
species; and often the most active among
savages, though in a narrower circle. If a man
remains among men, he cannot avoid this im-
proving of vitiating cultivation; tradition lays

hold of him, forms his head and fashions his
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limbs. As that is, and these are fashioned, so

is the man, so is he formed. Even children,

whom chance has thrown among beasts, have
acquired some human cultivation, when they
have lived for a time among men, as most known
instances show; while a child brought up from
the moment of his birth by a brute would be
the only uncultivated man upon earth.

What follows from this fixed point of view,

confirmed as it is by the whole history of our
species? First, a principle consolatory and ani-

mating to our lives, and inspiring this reflection:

namely, that as the human species has not arisen

of itself, and as there are dispositions in its

nature for which no admiration can be too high
the Creator must have appointed means, con-

ceived by his paternal goodness, for the develop-
ment of these dispositions. Is the corporal eye
so beautifully formed in vain? Does it not find

before it the golden beams of the sun, which
were created for it as the eye for them, and fulfil

the wisdom of its design? It is the same with
all the senses, with all the organs: They find

the means of their development, the medium
for which they are created. And can it be other-

wise with the spiritual senses and organs, on the

use of which the character of man, and the kind
and measure of his happiness depend? Shall

the Creator have failed here of attaining his
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purpose: the purpose too of all nature, as far

as it depends on the use of human powers?
Impossible! Every such conjecture must arise

from ourselves; either attributing erroneous

ends to the Creator, or endeavoring as much as

in us lies of frustrating his purposes. But as

this endeavor must have its limits, and no
design of the All-wise can be thwarted by a

creature of his thoughts, let us rest secure in

the certainty, that whatever is God's purpose
with regard to the human species upon earth

remains evident even in the most perplexing

parts of its history. All the works of God have
this property: that although they belong to a

whole which no eye can scan, each is in itself a
whole, and bears the Divine characters of its

destination. It is so with the brute and with
the plant: can it be otherwise with man? Can
it be that thousands are made for one? All the

generations that have passed away, merely for

the last? Every individual only for the species

—

that is, for the image of an abstract man? The
All-wise sports not in this manner; he invents

no fine-spun shadowy dreams; he lives and feels

in each of his children with paternal affection,

as though it were the only creature in the world.

All his means are ends; all his ends are means
to higher ends, in which the Infinite, filling all,

reveals himself. What every man therefore
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attains or can attain must be the end of the

species; and what is this? Humanity and hap-
piness, on this spot, in this degree, as this link

and no other of the chain of improvement that
extends through the whole kind. Whatever and
wherever thou wast born, man, there thou
art and there thou shouldst be; quit not the
chain, set not thyself above it, but adhere to it

firmly. Life and happiness exists for thee only
in its integrity, in what thou receivest or im-
partest, in thy activity in each.

Secondly. Much as it may flatter man that

the Deity has admitted him as an assistant, and
left the forming him here below to himself and
his fellow-creatures, the very choice of these

means shows the imperfection of our earthly

existence, inasmuch as we are not yet men, but
are daily becoming so. How poor must the

creature be who has nothing of himself, but re-

ceives everything from imitation, instruction,

and practice, by which he is molded like wax!
Let the man who is proud of his reason contem-
plate the theater of his fellow-beings throughout
the wide world, or listen to their many-toned
dissonant history. Is there any species of bar-

barity to which some man, some nation, nay,
frequently a number of nations, have not accus-

tomed themselves; so that many, perhaps most,
have even fed on the flesh of their fellow crea-
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tures? Is there a wild conception the mind can
frame, which has not been actually rendered

sacred by hereditary tradition in one place or

another? No creature, therefore, can stand
lower than man, for throughout his whole life

he is not only a child in reason, but a pupil of

the reason of others. Into whatever hands he
falls, by them he is formed. And I am per-

suaded, no form of human manners is possible

which some nation or some individual has not
adopted. In history every mode of vice and
cruelty is exhausted, while here and there only

a nobler train of human sentiments and virtues

appears. From the means chosen by the

Creator, that our species should be formed only
by our species, it could not possibly be otherwise;

follies must be inherited, as well as the race

treasures of wisdom : the way of man resembles

a labyrinth, abounding on all sides with diver-

gent passages, while but few footsteps lead to

the innermost chamber. Happy the mortal who
reaches it himself, or leads others to it; whose
thoughts, inclinations, and wishes, or even the
beams of whose silent example, have promoted
the humanity of his brethren! God acts upon
earth only by means of superior, chosen men;
religion and language, art and science, nay,
governments themselves, cannot be adorned
with a nobler crown, than the laurels gathered
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from the moral improvement of human minds.
Our body molders in the grave, and our name
soon becomes a shadow upon the earth; but
incorporated in the voice of God, in plastic

tradition, we shall live actively in the minds of

our posterity, even though our name be no more.
Thirdly: The philosophy of history, there-

fore, which follows the chain of tradition, is, to

speak properly, the true history of mankind,
without which all the outward occurrences of

this world are but clouds or revolting deform-
ities. It is a melancholy prospect to behold
nothing in the revolutions of our earth but wreck
upon wreck, eternal beginnings without end,

changes of circumstance without any fixed

purpose. The chain of improvement alone

forms a whole of these ruins, in which human
figures indeed vanish, but the spirit of mankind
lives and acts immortally. Glorious names that
shine in the history of cultivation of the human
species, as brilliant stars in the night of time.

Be it that with the lapse of ages many of your
edifices decay, and much of your gold is sunk in

the slough of forgetfulness; the labors of your
lives were not in vain, for such of your works
as Providence thought fit to save have been
saved in other forms. In any other way no
human monument can endure wholly and eter-

nally upon earth; being formed in the successions
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of generations by the hand of time for temporal
use, and evidently prejudicial to posterity as

soon as it renders unnecessary or retards their

further exertion. Thus the mutable form and
imperfection of all human operations entered
into the plan of the Creator. Folly must
appear, that wisdom might surround it; decay-
ing fragility even of the noblest work was an
essential property of their materials, that men
might have an opportunity of exerting fresh

labors in improving or building upon their ruins;

for we are all here in a state of exercise.
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CHAPTER XIV

DR. NORDAU'S ADDRESS AT THE
TENTH ZIONIST CONGRESS

The Jewish people is today experiencing the

most gloomy days of its history in the diaspora.

All our sentinels give us but one report: "Foes
on every hand!" The plague of anti-Semitism,

which everywhere always had an endemic hold,

is at present marching around the whole earth

as if it were an epidemic. Jew-hatred, which
even in the short intervals of deceptive quiet is

never completely extinguished, is now breaking
forth everywhere into white flame. Even in the

lands where we are best off, we need merely put
our ear to the ground in order to hear, beneath
the thing superficies of official, constitutional

equality of all citizens, the roaring of the wild

waters of Judeophobia. In the most emanci-
pated land of the world, in the land of the great

social justice, in the United States of North
America, the president is compelled personally

to administer the sharp rap over the knuckles to
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a colonel because, in approved fashion, he refused

to admit to commissioned rank a fully qualified

young man on the express and blunt ground that

he was a Jew.
I could cite similar incidents from many other

countries, even those where Jews are ministers

and Commanding Generals. I refrain. Such
narratives tell us nothing new, and among non-
Jews I have no desire to arouse the impression

of craven, effeminate whimpering which carefully

collects every small excuse for complaint, and in

tearful wails anent this or that injury indulges

in a species of self-torture. The little pinpricks,

which are maliciously if surreptitiously inflicted

upon us, the moral insults which we can evade
by proud reserve, perpetual self-restraint, by
caution in our social behavior and ambitions we
can afford to ignore with little loss of dignity and
little real injury.

But what are we to do in those lands where
no concealment is made of official prejudice

against us, where no attempt is made to perform
the comedy of constitutional equality? There,

with the wild energy of the thirst for blood our
complete annihilation is striven for. "The breed
must be rooted out! " is the dominant idea which
determines all the Goverment measures against

our unhappy brethren. The treatment to which
they are subjected is summarily characterized
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by the mote, ordre that the Jews must be
" outlawed and degraded." But these expres-

sions are far too weak. A cultured child of the

twentieth century would never attribute to

outlawry the terrible signifiance which it actu-

ally has in the lands concerned. The Jews are

not only not to have any civil rights: they are

actually denied even human rights, nay, even
the rights accorded to the very animals for the

safeguarding of which Animal Protection So-

cieties are everywhere active. TheJew is exposed
to all the four winds of heaven. He may be
abused, robbed, pillaged, even murdered, with-

out there being any protection for him under
the law or on the part of the authorities. If he
defends himself, then this expression of the

purest instinct of self-protection is punished as

the most violent revolution.

The Jew must humbly allow himself to be
plundered, and meekly present his throat to the

knife of the assassins. If the criminals are

officials, there is neither prosecutor nor judge. If

they are private persons, then, as a result of a
kind of automatism of the State institutions,

which work in a certain way if they are put in

motion, and in obedience to the driving power
of their own mechanism, they are condemned,
it is true, but only to be immediately pardoned.
Even if no violence is used against the Jews,
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there is, at least, extorted from them a capri-

ciously calculated and elastically expended ran-

som, the exaction of which keeps them, with all

the apparatus of the most refined terrorism, in a
perpetual state of fear and trembling in the face

of the possibilities borne by each succeeding
hour, which to the great satisfaction of their

torturers preys upon the brain and nervous sys-

tem of their victims. That is the real meaning
of the word outlawry, which to the unaccustomed
ear of a civilized member of society does not, at

first, sound too terrible.

PROLETARIAZATION OF THE MASSES

A similar state of affairs prevails in regard to

the so-called " proletariazation" of the Jewish
masses. By " proletariazation' ' is understood
simply the degradation of individuals and groups
to lower strata of society, their conversion into

dependent laborers without any economic se-

curity for the morrow, their exclusion from
higher vocations and superior education, with
the resulting inner moral satisfaction and exter-

nal honor and material success. Of a "prole-

tariasation" in this sense, in regard to the

treatment of the Jewish masses, there can be
no question. They are excluded from all higher

vocations: they are deprived of every form of

education—that is true. But they are not con-
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verted into laborers; on the contrary, they are

prevented from becoming laborers, by being
prohibited from residing in almost every indus-

trial district where they might be employed and
by their exclusion, in places where they are

tolerated, from almost every industrial occu-

pation. Things have gone so far that to-day
there are millions of Jews who desire nothing
better than to become laborers, but even that is

not possible to them. They may become pariahs

in culture and mental development, pariahs in

loss of dignity and general corruption; but
proletarians in the modern economic sense of the

word, they may not become.
What is aimed at is not mere outlawry, not

mere "proletariasation," but dishonor, brutali-

zation, slow asphyxiation. A crime is being
committed against millions of innocent men,
which even in a history so rich in massacres finds

no precedent. Where the conquerors of anti-

quity slaughtered whole populations and drove
them into slavery, more blood flowed. But these

misdeeds, which were brutal misuse of victories,

took place in the excitement of conflict and keen
hostility. They did not possess the horror of a

slow, persistent, deliberate, cold-blooded stran-

gulation, nor any advantage for the murderers
beyond the diabolical satisfaction in the horror

committed. The slaughter of the Albigenses
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did not affect as many as a twentieth to today's

victims of Jew-hatred. The exile of the Jews
from England by Edward I, from France by
Philip the Splendid, from the Rhine Provinces
at the time of the black death, from Spain by
the Catholic king, was a tolerable measure with
quite a weak admixture of mercy and conscience

compared with this methodical murder by the
deliberate withdrawal of the air of life.

Moreover, to the hunted Jew of former days
places of refuge were open—-the English in

France, the French in Loraine and Germany,
the German in the Poland of Casimir the Great,

the Spanish in the Turkey of Sultan Selim.

To-day, the Jews are not openly cast forth, their

persecutors prefer to let them gradually perish

on the spot. If, however, they seek by flight

en masse to save themselves from this persistent

martydom no door of escape is open for them
from their intolerable misery. Every frontier

gleams with bayonets, the points of which are

directed against their breasts. Everywhere they

tumble upon trenches and barriers. To-day
there is not a single land hospitable to the

poorest of the poor and even the educated, the

not completely poverty-stricken, have the great-

est difficulty in finding an entry anywhere. It

can be said that the scenes of the persecution of
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Jews to-day are becoming more and more a goal

in which they are immured.
We light upon the shameless lie of modern

civilization, we surprise the orators, the tub-
thumpers—-the official and ministerial ones even
more than the private ones—with their mouths
full of "progress," of "evolution," of "human
dignity," of "justice!" How they rattle about
our ears like beating hail, the lofty, inflated and
bombastic words "social sympathy," "brotherly
love," "human citizenship!" Solemn peace con-

gresses are held, at which declarations are

delivered against war, and long arbitration

treaties are concluded by dozens for its preven-
tion, while a great philanthropist has built for

them a splendid palace. Vast millions are con-

tributed in every land for the foundation of hero
funds, for the reward of brave deeds in the service

of humanity.
In numerous great cities rich libraries are

founded for the spread of culture. Very fine;

very beautiful! But the virtuous Governments
which work with such noble zeal for the spread
of eternal peace acquiesce in the downfall of

six million creatures, acquiesce, and no one,

except the victims, raise a voice against it, al-

though this is an incomparably greater crime
than any war, for no war has ever yet destroyed

six million human lives. The administration of
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hero funds and the distribution of the interest is

laid in the hands of authorities who favor the
massacre of Jews, even if they do not themselves
directly instigate them, and in the libraries

founded by great philanthropists, eager students
read with passionate energy the ritual murder
histories in ancient and modern times, written

by idiots, lunatics and rogues.

HYPOCRICY OF THE NATION
If one appeals to the wretched hypocrites of

"humanity," of " progress," of " justice," shows
them the crime committed against our brethren,

and asks them how they can quietly look on at

this wholesale oppression, they wearily shrug
their shoulders and murmur something like "We
cannot interfere in the internal affairs of sover-

eign states." Well-roared, ye lions—or, rather,

well-mumbled, well-lisped, ye smooth-tongued
hypocrites! True, this is the first and most holy
law in the intercourse of nations. The inde-

pendence of every sovereign state must be
respected; there can be no intervention in its

internal affairs. But this fundamental law has a

slight limitation. It only applies when the

sovereign state is strong. Should it be weak,
then indeed little consideration is shown for its

independence, its sovereignty is laughed at, its

internal affairs are interfered with at will, as
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often and as completely as may be regarded
advantageous. Advantageous! That is the
crucial point.

The only law which is recognized as deter-

minate in the relations of men and men, and
nation and nation, is advantage. If one appeals
to the " humanity," the "human citizenship" of

governments and peoples, and demands deeds
from them, they answer dryly: "A deed of

humanity? What shall we make out of it?"

Politics, diplomacy, international relations are a

system of double entry with debtor and creditor.

If governments and peoples have reckoned out
that a step in favor of millions of unscrupulously
ill-treated fellow-creatures will bring them not a

bit of profit, they deliberately reject this unprof-

itable business offered to them. Then they doff

their office coats, become idealists once more,
congratulate themselves on their noble senti-

ments, and urge us Jews, with our vulgar com-
mercial outlook, and our Semitic incapacity, to

elevate ourselves to lofty ideal unselfishness. I

do not know whether among the Jews there are

still any child-like souls reposing any hope in

an expression of the much-belauded conscience

of Europe, or from an interpellation in Parlia-

ment, a speech at a great public meeting, an
article in a great newspaper, expect an improve-
ment of the situation.
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The conscience of Europe! That is a highly
discreet personage who politely holds his tongue
when his voice is deemed disturbing to distin-

guished ears. We have always sought in vain
hitherto for the conscience of Europe in palaces,

Government offices, parliamentary chambers

—

we have never made its acquaintance! It was
obviously always too much taken up with deco-
rations and hymns of praise for great statesmen
who had devised some new mode of torture for

the Jewish masses. We have, therefore, struck
the conscience of Europe off our visiting-list. If

we call out for the world to hear the crime
committed against our brethren, it is not because
we expect any success to result. We do it be-

cause it is a dictate of morality to tear the mask
from the countenance of hypocrites and to accuse

ill-doers before the judgment-seat of history and
eternal morality, whether the indictment has
any practical effect or not. But by merely re-

lieving our own feelings, we have not brought
succor to our unhappy brethren. No one of us

can rejoice in his own existence so long as he
has not done everything he can to relieve their

sufferings. The smug, the indifferent, the craven
slaves, might seek to justify their inactivity to

themselves and others by the comfortable phrase

:

" Only have patience—the progress of civilization

will inevitably put an end to Jewish prosecution
!"
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We have closely scanned the progress of civiliza-

tion in the bright light of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries; we have gauged it carefully,

and we have ascertained that it is far tardier

than the desolation that Jew-hatred wreaks
among us. Our unfortunate brethren cannot
wait till the progress of civilization has reached
their executioners and torturers; they will have
long since succumbed to grief, misery, distress,

uncertainty, disease.

ONLY ONE SALVATION

There is only one salvation for them— emigra-
tion. And emigration, not as formerly to any
land that offers. They have unfortunately to-

day the choice no longer. One land after another
is shut to them and the old homcepathic treat-

ment of the philanthropic Jews, with their coun-
cilorships and Privy-Councilorships, and ribbons
in their button-holes, which consists of treating

the evil of dispersion with even greater disper-

sion, is to-day no longer applicable. Without
ignoring what the United States has done for

several decades on behalf of our brethren; with-

out overlooking the fact that individuals and
groups of foreign Jews have been able to seek

their fortune in England, France, Italy, Holland
and Scandinavia, I must still say, I can see only

one land that has not, on principle, shut its
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frontiers against the immigration en masse of

persecuted Jews and refused them agricultural

settlement—I mean Turkey. It is a peculiar

phenomenon that all the roads of wandering
Jewry lead to Turkey; all the motives of their

wandering point in this direction.

That we Zionists from the very first had kept
Turkey in our mind's eye goes without saying,

since Palestine is a province of the Ottoman
Empire; but even the non-Zionist Jews and the
Jews who are actually hostile to Zionism, who
will not admit that Palestine means more for

the Jewish people than any other conceivable

land that can still take in men and offer them a
livelihood, even non-Zionist Jews and the Jews
hostile to Zionism, insofar as they occupy
themselves with the problem point as we: to

Palestine or at least to Turkey. It would, there-

fore, appear natural to every ordinary right feel-

ing being, whether Jew or non-Jew, that all Jews,
of whatever shade of thought, if they had the

least trace of sympathy for their suffering

brethren, if they had any self-respect, or if they
were at all capable of humanitarian feelings,

would be anxious to keep the Government and
the peoples of the Ottman Empire well-disposed

towards us, or that they at least would refrain

from everything that would be detrimental to

the Jews.
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But now we reach the most outrageous fact in

modern conditions of the Jewish people, that it

is Jews who, with all the means of the most
refined mandacity, slander and insinuation, are

engaged in inciting authoritative circles in Tur-
key to hostility against us; it is Jews who with
diabolical zeal are employed in making the last

land which can yet come into consideration for

wholesale immigration of persecuted Jews, as it

is the first land to which their longing draws the
wandering Jews, and the only land which by
history, geography and economics is destined as

their ultimate refuge, it is Jews who are engaged
in making it impossible for their fellow-Jews.

The motive which animates these poisoners of

wells in their cowardly treachery to their people
is their fanatical hatred of Zionism. This hatred
ever since the first hour of the Zionist movement,
we have always found across our path. It

attempted to prevent the first Zionist Congress.

It abused Herzl as a swindler and a highwayman.
It publicly, and still more zealously privately,

spread the slander that the founders of the

Colonial Trust were peasant-exploiters, who
sought to rob the poor, ignorant Ghetto Jews of

fifty million francs. In Germany and Austria,

it represented to the Government that it was
their duty to deprive the Zionists of civil rights

and drive them out of the country.
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DIABOLICAL TACTICS USED
We found these combatants to be profoundly

contemptible, but we did not trouble ourselves

very much about them. We said to ourselves

that such miserable attacks must hurt us less

than the authors of them. If our opponents
meet us in the Jewish press or in public meetings
we do not think of complaining. We cross

swords with them, and meet them in open com-
bat, which we, on our part, carry on chivalrously.

But these tournaments before Impartial judges,

where steel meets steel, do not suit these knights
of straw. They come too badly out of the con-

test. They place more reliance upon night at-

tacks from behind with the highwaymen's mask
covering their eyes and the dagger thrust in

their victim's back. During the last few months
they have let loose against us non-Jewish liter-

ary hacks, whom they instructed to paint us in

black colors for the benefit of credulous readers

in the non-Jewish press, who know nothing of

our aspirations and take without question every-

thing that plausible dash of the pen scrawls

before them about us. We are denounced in

France, as agents of the German Government;
Zionism is described as a cunningly concealed
form of Gallophobia and its aim is characteristic

as the combatting and destruction of the political

and moral influences of France in the lands of
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Islam. In England it is proclaimed that the
Zionists are enemies of the British and are the
advance posts of Germany, whose power in

Turkey they seek to establish or strengthen at

England's expense. Whoever knows Zionism
and the Zionists ever so little laughs at all that
asinine talk. But it is intended for readers who
know nothing at all about us, and they speculate

with stupid cunning on their most sensitive feel-

ings, on the Germanophobia of the French, on
the mistrust of Germany in the popular mind of

the English.

The attempt to denounce us as agents of Ger-
many's policy of expansion has not quite failed.

I have melancholy proof of this. This foolish

fiction is actually here and there believed, and
an atmosphere of mistrust and prejudice has
been generated against us, which it will not be
easy for us to dispel. We set great store by the

good-will of public opinion in France and Eng-
land, and if we are slandered, we feel it very
much. Truly, it is not a vital matter. But the

infamous traducers have not been satisfied with
this. They have sought to drive the steel to

our heart. They have forced their way to the

Government, the influential politicians, and the

press of the Ottoman Empire, and poured their

poisonous draught into their ears. There they
have, of course, not denounced us as tools of
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Germany's Oriental policy. For this piece of

stupidity would not have been believed and no
harm would have resulted to us. No, they repre-

sented the Zionists as incorrigible revolution-

ists who wanted to worm their way into Turkey,
in order to seize Palestine, to unfurl the banner of

revolt, to tear the province away from the Otto-
man Empire and to proclaim in Jerusalem the
independent republic or Kingdom of the Jews.
These are the things which our Jewish enemies
have spread about in Turkey for over a year. We
are said to be in danger to the unity, nay the

territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire. It

is, of course, enough that that sort of gossip

should produce an indefinite anxiety and an only
too definite mistrust of us. How could it be
otherwise? We cannot take it amiss of the Turk-
ish statesmen, if they energetically wave us off.

They don't know us; they know nothing of us

and our aspirations; they do not worry about
us and our needs. They care indeed much less

than they really ought, much less than they
probably would if they had a clear idea of what
we seek to be and conceivably could be. The
unknown is always a little uncanny.
People in authority in Turkey always frowned

and became cold and reserved when they were
spoken to about Zionism. If, then, Jews come
who, they must assume, are well instructed and
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would certainly not spread slanderous lies con-
cerning their own brethren, and tell them that

Zionism is a revolt of Jewish swindlers against

the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, they have
no reason for not giving it credence. Even the
sober, the reflective among them naturally refuse

to take the trouble of conducting a thorough
examination of the matter, and rightly regard
it as the simplest solution to banish Zionism
from their purview and to keep it out of Turkish
politics. That the Jews who besmirch us in this

way to the authorities can have ruthlessly lied,

does not enter the mind of the Turkish states-

men. They themselves have no traitor to their

people among their ranks; it is, therefore, not
easy for them to imagine that a people can
produce men, who, with cunning trickery, seek

to frustrate a work of salvation for their unfortu-

nate brethren. For us, it is terribly difficult to

begin our work of enlightenment among the

Turkish politicians, by telling them that the

Jews who have pretended to instruct them, con-

cerning Judaism are liars, slanderers and traitors

to their people.

TURKEY'S PRESENT ATTITUDE
It needs no effort of the imagination to con-

ceive the effect of polemics of this sort on ill-

informed people. We can understand people in
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authority in Turkey, thinking to themselves:
"The enemies of the Zionists warn us against

them as criminals. The Zionists on their side

declare that their enemies are liars and traitors.

It might well be that both are right, and then
we should be dealing with a really fine lot of

fellows !" But we cannot adopt any other course.

We must place public opinion in the Ottoman
Empire in a position to form its own view of us
and our enemies. Let the disgrace that will

accrue thereby to the Jewish people fall on the
slanderers. It is our duty to make Turkish
statemen acquainted with the real facts and to

convince them that the longing for home of the

Zionist Jews as applied to Turkey may be a
source of incalculable benefit, that they possess

in the whole wide world no more geniune and
self-sacrificing friends than the Zionists, and that

they are robbing themselves of their most useful

collaborators in the salvation of their fatherland,

if they shut it against the Zionists. We do not
doubt that our efforts will be crowned with
success, and the slanderers of Zionism will have
committed their infamy in vain. But the final

failure of their conspiracy will not diminish

their guilt. They will remain accused before

the judgment-seat of history of having done
everything in their power to stupify the redemp-
tion of the Jewish people, and this unbribable
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tribunal will scorch the brand of Cain into their

brows for this fratricide.

If from my observation you have derived the
impression that I regard the present state of our
movement pessimistically, and am discouraged
by the onslaught of our opponents, you have
absolutely misunderstood me. Nothing is more
foreign to me than pessimism. I complain of

having to dissipate our resources in meeting ruth-

less attacks, resources which we so much need
for positive work, but there is no room in my
mind for a doubt of the greatness, the necessity,

and the final triumph of our work. I would not
be a Jew if I were not an optimist to the inner-

most fibers of my being. We not only hear on
the one hand our opponents, with glee, but also

on the other our adherents, with a deep sigh

proclaiming: "If Zionism is despised in Turkey,
too, then is its death-sentence pronounced.'

'

Certainly, if Zionism were eternally banished
from Turkey, then it would be hopeless; then
it would be a Zionism without a Zion. But I

do not believe for one moment in the perpetuity

of the severity of the Turkish Government
against us. We have nothing to reproach our-

selves with. We have never said a word, never
committed an action, whereby we may have
incurred the displeasure of the Turkish Govern-
ment, and justified its distrust of us.
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VICTIMS OF INSINUATIONS
We are the victims of base insinuation. We

shall leave no stone unturned to make the de-
luded Government and public opinion of the
Ottoman Empire acquainted with the real facts,

and we do not doubt the success of our efforts,

for we believe in the power of truth inducing a
right understanding of us by the Turkish states-

men. But the inevitable condition of this suc-

cess is that we resolve not to be condemned to

impotence by trivial, unfruitful, internal dis-

sension, by shameful lack of resources. There
emerge highly important, immediate tasks by
the happy solution of which this Congress will

acquire distinction that it will make one of the

most significant and fruitful of the series. The
Zionist organization is the framework of the

redeemed Jewish people of the future. This
framework cannot be strongly enough con-

structed. It must be so strong that no external

or internal concussion can disturb its joints, and
that every onlooker must derive the impression

of a solidity equal to all trials.

We must make efforts to place the organization

in a position to discharge its obligations. Expe-
rience has taught us that the Shekel alone does

not by a long way suffice for this purpose. Self-

sacrifice is the most useful form of enthusiasm
and conviction is only convincing when it puts
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its hand into its own pocket. Only by the adop-
tion of the new organization statutes and the
devising of fruitful resources for the needs of

the movement will this Congress fulfill the
expectations which Zionist Jewry reposes in it.

Honored Congress! An adequately equipped,
strong organization which can work quietly and
steadily, will be in a position to convince the

Jewish people, as the whole world, but in the

first instance Turkey, of the holy earnestness,

the undeviating persistence of the high moral
worth of the Zionist movement and its labors.

The Jewish people will live. Zionism is the

expression of this determination to live. If for

the present we are hindered from working for

the economic and cultural development of the

land in Palestine itself, we will, in the meantime,
prepare this development according to our
powers from outside. Our Zionist consciousness,

our undismayed Zionist activity, denote that

the Jewish people remains true to itself and its

two-thousand-year-old ideals. Such faith over-

comes every obstacle!
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CHAPTER XV

ITOISM

ADDRESS BY MR. ISRAEL ZANGWILL
ON APRIL 27, 1913

In London, England, at the South Place
Institute, Mr. Israel Zangwill delivered an
address on " Territorialism as Practical Politics."

The meeting was held under the auspices of the

Union of Jewish Literary Societies, and Sir Mat-
thew Nathan, G. C. M. G., President of the

Union, was in the Chair.

The chairman said that the subject of Mr.
Zangwill's address was obviously of a political

nature, whereas the Union had, as a body,

no politics. On the other hand, it was the

function of the Union to keep its constituent

societies and its members in touch with all direc-

tions of Jewish thought, and particularly when
that thought was embodied in literary form.

Of Mr. Zangwill's literary power, it was not neces-

sary for him to speak, as he was sure they had
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all at some time or another come under the
charm of Mr. ZangwnTs sometimes humorous,
sometimes pathetic, and always sympathetic
narrative. They would hear what he was sure

would prove a delightful literary essay by a
great master of English prose.

Mr. Zangwill, who was received with cheers,

then delivered the following address. He said:

When a man of affairs, like our distinguished

chairman, turns aside from the problems of

finance and administration to address a literary

society, he chooses an old-world subject removed
from the clash of to-day. "I stop," Sir Matthew
Nathan expressly told you, "at least two hun-
dred years before our complicated twentieth
century and its burning problems of race and
religion." Conversely, when a man of letters

addresses you, you must expect from him no
armchair discourse. The live world is what
draws him out of his study, drives him from his

beloved desk. The " burning problems of race

and religion" are his sole excuse for obtruding
his personality upon the public. He wishes to

stop not "at least two hundred years ago," but
at least two hundred years ahead. Nor must
you expect from him romance and rhetoric.

For these you must go to the great business

Jews. If you wish to hear Jewish affairs dis-

cussed from an unpractical standpoint, you must
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seek out some shrewd, successful commercial
organizer. It is from men of this stamp that

you will get all that poetic idealism which they
reserve for their handling of Jewish problems.

To these, when they are good enough to concern
themselves with them at all, they bring a pur-

blindness of vision, a feebleness of apprehension,

an incapacity for organization, and an incurable

optimism which, if applied to their own business,

would speedily land them in the Bankruptcy
Court. I once read in a South African paper a
description of myself as a great British patriot.

ENGAGED IN RECRUITING THE
TERRITORIAL ARMY

You will know that that is not my Territorial-

ism, that the Territorialism we are met to con-

sider is the proposal for solving the Jewish
problem, by acquiring territory upon an autono-
mous basis for those Jews who cannot or will

not remain in the lands in which they live at

present. To avoid confusion, we had better

call it Itoism, a word now common to many
languages and based in Hebraic fashion on the

initials of our Jewish Territorial Organization.

What, however, is this Jewish Problem? All

peoples have their problems, all peoples are in

travail, and we ought not to include in the

Jewish problem those social, economic and
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spiritual questions with which all the world is

wrestling. Even an Itoland willl not bring the
millennium—no more than England or France
brings it. We ought to limit the Jewish problem
to the peculiar troubles which arise from our
being a peculiar people. And these troubles are

twofold: (1) Religious or internal; (2) Social

and political or external. And they both have
the same root—-the fact that wherever Jews
exist—and they exist practically everywhere

—

they are in a minority. It is this being in a
minority that produces their peculiar religious

difficulties, the inability of orthodox Judaism,
for example, to survive in an environment where
Saturday is not the day of rest. And it is this

same numerical inferiority which is sufficient to

account for their political and social inequality.

There is no country in the world in which they
have full equality, both political and social,

except, perhaps, in Italy, and since Italy does
not stand in an isolation hospital it is always
liable to catch again the infection of anti-

Semitism from the rest of Europe. In fact, dur-

ing the recent war in Tripoli, there was a home-
born outbreak; virulent cries that Jews favored
Turks, or even—if the war was going ill—that

they had lured the Italians into it. The degree
of Jewish inequality varies with the degree of

civilization in each country. In some the in-
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equality is almost imperceptible, in some the
civilization. And in all, without exception, there

are
JEWS SO STEEPED IN SELFISH LUXURY

that one blushes to talk of persecution. But it

is unfortunate that half the Jews in the world
are penned in the most barbarous of all the
great countries. It will be my object throughout
this paper never to give my own opinion when
I can cite an outside authority. Of the Russian
persecution of the Jews, perhaps the best sum-
mary is that contained in the last published
report of the American Jewish Committee, which
says: "The barest recital of events fills more
than thirty pages of our Year Book; every page
contains item after item of expulsion, of perse-

cution, of restriction and of repression. This
melancholy record can be read only with feelings

of horror and dismay at the ultimate effect of

such inhuman and incessant hounding of a help-

less population." The ultimate effect, I might
add—to judge by what I hear from my unusual
sources of knowledge in Russia—is a demoraliza-

tion of Jewish life and the gradual disappearance
of its traditional virtues. We have in Russia
reached the breaking point. Even in Poland,
itself under persecution from Russia, the Jewish
situation is no better; in fact, at the moment, it

is worse, for because the Jews of Warsaw refused
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to vote for an anti-Semitic candidate at the gen-

eral election, a terrible boycott is in progress,

Lawyers, doctors, shop-keepers—all are boycot-
ted alike. The news agencies will not even sell

pro-Jewish papers. An exodus of ruined victims

has already begun. And this is Poland, the

aspirant for freedom.

"Big fleas have little fleas beneath their feet and

bite 'em.

Bitten fleas bite lesser fleas, and so ad infinitum."

But natural as it is that all efforts to solve the

Jewish problem should converge on Russia, the

problem touches us in England just as essentially.

It is a problem absolutely abnormal. There is no
other people, however savage, but has some habi-

tat within which it feels at home. TheRed Indian,

conquered though they be, have at least their Re-
servation. The Esquimaux live their own lives in

their own land. Only the gypsies share with the

Jews
THE QUALITY OF HOMELESSNESS

But then homelessness is the gypsies' essence.

They are nomads, wilfully desirous of remaining
outside civilization. The Jews are only too

desirous to penetrate into civilization, however
different it be from their own, however destruct-

ive to their own. The nearest approach to the

position of the Jews is that of the Armenians, the
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majority of whom are scattered outside Armenia
proper. Hence it is that when one thinks of

Armenia, one thinks of atrocities. Itoism or
Territorialism is the conception of a Jewish
territory in which this abnormal condition of

being in the minority would be replaced by the
normal condition of being in the majority. The
majority, mark you, not the totality. No
nation is made of one race, and the idea that
Itoism aims at the creation of a glorified Ghetto
is a caricature. Even Moses took a mixed mul-
titude up with him out of Egypt, and so did

Zerubbabel out of Babylon. Itoism is an ab-
stract conception. It does not specify the par-

ticular country. It says with Archimedes, dos

pou sto—give me a place where I may stand.

Give me a place and I will make myself again a

people. Unlike Zionism, it does not believe that

this rennaissance is possible only in Palestine.

During the Boer war, Kruger, who was lying in

a shunted railway carriage, was asked how the

Boers dared to continue the war when the

Capital was taken. "Our Capital?" he replied,

"Our Capital is where the President and his

Cabinet are." Similarly Itoism says, "Zion is

where the Jew lives as a Jew." It would be a
happy coincidence, of course, if the two ideals of

Itoism and Zionism could materialize in one and
the same territory. And this was the original
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aim of the founder of Modern Zionism, the
immortal Dr. Herzel. When this aim appeared
to be unrealizable, there were naturally two
alternatives to pursue. Either to give up Zion
or to give up Zionism. Dr. Herzl and myself
gave up Zion; the bulk of the movement gave
up Zionism. It was satisfied to develop the
existing colonies in Palestine, or talk vaguely of

a university in Jerusalem, of a spiritual center,

of Jewish culture. Such a programme may be a
valuable method of keeping the race together,

expecially when the religious bond has decayed,
but any method except the normal method of

numerical preponderance in Palestine is an alter-

native to Zionism; it is not Zionism. The rose

by any other name would smell as sweet, but

THE ONION OF AFFLICTION

is not sweetened by being called the Rose of

Sharon. In a paper on " Territorialism as

Practical Politics, " Zionism can only be regarded
as the Palestinian form of Territorialism, one
answer to the general problem : where to find terri-

tory in which the Jews could be preponderant and
enjoy at least local self-government. And wher-
ever this territorjr was found—be it in Palestine,

be it in Peru—Territorialism claims that it would
provide the Jew with higher status of citizen-

ship than in any other country whatsoever, that it
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would open up a new refuge for thousands, and
utlimately millions, of our race ; that there would
be a new hope on the Jewish horizon, a center

to which every self-respecting Jew would tend
to gravitate, or at least to send his son, and in

which a new and natural breed of Jews would
grow up at harmony with themselves, and
making a new and proud history. This is what
Territorialism claims. But this is all that it

claims. Absolute independence—whether in

Palestine or elsewhere—is of course out of the
question at the start for lack of an army, nor
even when developed could Itoland (for many
generations at least) hope for more than the
neutralized independence of a Belgium or the

precarious independence of Denmark, based on
the good will of her neighbors, or rather on their

mutual ill-will. And if we must acknowledge the

limits of the remedy, still more narrowly, alas!

must we define the measure of the evil which
it can cure. I have said

THE ARMENIAN PROBLEM
comes nearest to the Jewish. But although
Armenia is divided among the Turks, the Rus-
sians, and the Persians, yet nearly half the

Armenians continue to live together there, and
the other half are not far off; hence the possi-

bility of a re-united Armenia has never yet been
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extinguished. Even the recent encroachments
of Russia in Persia tend to unify Armenia again,

by eliminating one of its three masters, and it

is not impossible to imagine Turkey beaten back,
and finally, one day, Russia itself beaten off, and
the whole country regaining its independence.
Still more simple was it for Garibaldi and Maz-
zini to regain Italian independence. The Italians

were already in Italy; it was only necessary to
throw off the Austrian yoke. So, too, the con-
tinuance of the Irish in Ireland has kept open
the door for Home Rule. But even imagination
cannot see any way of completely solving the
Jewish question. The original exodus was child's

play to the modern problem. Moses had to do
with a people already collected together, only
600,000 in number, that had merely to march
out and train itself in the wilderness till it was
ready to conquer the tribes that held the nearest

country, which happened to be Palestine. But
to-day, with a race of twelve millions scattered

in every country on earth, with no convenient
wilderness to muster in, speaking no common
language, losing even their common religious

expression, often mutually hostile, and the mass
of them too poor to emigrate—or too rich—it is

scarcely possible even to conceive a plan for

their regathering, much less carry it out. No
wonder the folk-imagination looked to miracle
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for the solution. Even were a new Judea suc-

cessfully established, the great mass would long
remain scattered as to-day. Insofar as the
Jewish problem embraces the fate of all Jews,
an Itoland could not solve it. The regathering

of the Jews in any one country is, humanly
speaking, impossible, and least possible in Pales-

tine. The dispersion of the Jews can only be
remedied by dissolution. Nor would a new
Judea serve as a political protection for the

masses scattered everywhere else, as Zionists

cloudily imagine, Neither Servia nor Bulgaria
could protect its compatriots in Turkey, save

by the sword, nor could all the historic glories

of Greece guarantee the equality of the Greeks
in the Ottoman Empire. The notion, too, that

IF ITOLAND WERE IN ZION

all the Jews iri the world would rank as Zionists

citizens of a country which the overwhelming
majority had never seen, traveling, I suppose,

with passports issued in Palestine, and paying
their taxes in sheckels to the David Lloyd
George of Jerusalem, is so childish that its exist-

ence would be incredible were it not surpassed
in infantility by the Zionist notion of our existing

political relations to this yet uncreated State.

It is important, if we are to set to work as prac-

tical men and not as philanthropists or poets,
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that we should see the Jewish situation as it is,

though I am aware of the preference of the blind

for being led by the blind. Nothing indeed had
brought me more odium than the uncomfortable
habit of keeping my eyes open and trying to

learn. This is supposed to be inconsistent with
the career of a politician. Because, when I was
first won over to Zionism I was hypnotized by
the legend that Palestine was empty and dere-

lict, it was regarded as most disloyal that I

should discover and—still worse!—publish that

this little territory contained already 600,000
Arabs as against 100,000 Jews, and that over
98 per cent of its soil was in the hands of non-
Jews. Well, consistency may be a political

virtue, but I see no virtue in consistent lying.

An airy assumption that the Arabs will oblig-

ingly trek out of Palestine is the only answer I

can get from Zionists to this Colossal objection.

Dr. Macalister, the Palestine expert, writing in

the Encyclopedia Britannica, thinks it much
more in accordance with past history that

hordes of Arabs should sweep into Palestine

from the adjoining Arabia, "The Arab," he
prophesies, "will remain master at the end as

she was in the beginning." But the Zionists

keep on proclaiming that "only in Palestine"

is a Jewish rennaissance possible. But where out

of every seven men you meet six are Arabs—not
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to mention the all-pervasive atmosphere of

Christ and Christianity—it is not easy to see

where the Jewish atmosphere could come in.

You must surely get much more of it on the East
Side of New York, where nearly a half a million

Jews live within a single square mile. In
Palestine, you would expect Jews to be Arabized.

And, as a matter of fact, as Dr. J. Klausner, one
of the greatest modern Hebraists, reports in the
Jewish Review for November, the

ASSIMILATION TO THE ARABS

has already begun in Palestine. "The Hebrew
colony, Rosh-Pinah, and the Arabic village,

Dhuni," he tells us, " stand side by side. Yet
all the Hebrew children of Rosh-Pinah speak
Arabic as well as Hebrew, whereas among all

the Arab children of Dhuni, I saw only one who
spoke a little Hebrew." Moreover, the Jews of

Palestine, Dr. Klausner informs us, receive from
the Arabs their customs and manner of life, as

well as their language. Even when they speak
Yiddish or Hebrew, they use Arab words for the

necessaries of life or the things of the soil, and
some of the vaunted Jewish colonies have not
even a Hebrew, but only an Arabic name. There
are already four Arabic papers in Palestine.

What guarantee then is there that Palestine will

produce real Jews rather than Arabs of the
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Jewish persuasion. "Only in Palestine," for-

sooth! Life laughs at theories. Nor can I any-

longer claim that Itoland is an immediate prac-

tical necessity—to receive our emigrating masses,
against whom America is about to close her
doors. This was my original ground of appeal;

to prepare against the evil day when our brothers

would have no outlet of escape from the Pale of

persecution. When the Ito was founded, this

panic fear pervaded all Jewry, and was voiced

by the late Chief Rabbi in his historic question,

Wohin? Whither? To which I replied: Nach
Itoland. To Itoland. But this fear I now
believe to be a mere bogey. And if there is no
danger of America shutting her doors, there is

no need of an immediate land of refuge. And
if there were such a need, no new settlement

could possibly cope with even a tenth of the

emigrants who pour out of Russia into America,
though since needs must when the devil drives,

the herculean efforts that would be made in

Itoland under those circumstances might well

work miracles. But in the absence of such a

driving force, and with America remaining open,

not five percent of the emigrants would turn to

Itoland. The great bulk would still go to the

United States. As a propagandist, I am sorry

to part with
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THE BOGEY OF A CLOSING AMERICA
People are so much readier to consider the

needs of their brothers than their own. Were 1

a real politician 1 would hide away all that 1

have learned in the past six years; I prefer to

bury the bogey. Despite the late Chief Rabbi's
cry of despair, despite the ever-increasing anti-

Semitism of the Eastern States, despite the
endless attempts at restrictive legislation, and
the apprehensions of our American philan-

thropists, despite the annual alarms and per-

petual panic-mongering, a closer acquaintance
with the problem has convinced me that the
danger is imaginary. We hear a great outcry
about the rejection of Jews at the ports of

America; well let us look at the figures. For the

year ending June, 1902, 80,595 Jews were ad-
mitted and 1,064, rejected, or about one one-

fourth per cent. But against 31,566 Greeks
admitted, 1,396 were rejected, i. e., the per-

centage of Greeks rejected is about three and one
half times that of the Jews. The Irish with

33,922 admissions to 576 rejections, or nearly

one and three-fourths per cent, are treated

considerably worse than the Jews, despite the

immense Irish influence in the States. As for

the English, they fare almost twice as badly as

the Jews, with 1,117 rejections out of only

49,689 admissions! No, America will not close
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her ports to the Jew, because a continent cannot
behave like a country—-especially an empty
continent. Seventy times the size of Great
Britain, the United States have only double her
population. One State (Nevada) as large as

Britain has only the population of Brighton.
Without emigrants the empty States cannot
possibly develop at the rate they desire, and if

they shut out emigration, a great cry for labor

would soon go up to heaven and Washington.
Now they could not possibly shut out the Jew,
without shutting out all the other white races.

The two million votes of the Jews already in

possession would be solid against an injustice

like that. Nor is there any probable literacy

or health test that myriads of Jews could not
overleap. Moreover, if emigration were shut
out, a fatal blow would be struck at the shipping

interests. Without steerage passengers to Amer-
ica, the bulk of the steamers could not afford

to run; the first-class passengers would have
to pay far higher rates, and even the millionaires

would be seriously discommoded by the infre-

quency of steamers. Despite the most demo-
cratic of Presidents, the shipping interest will

have their influence in Congress. In short,

America will remain open to the Jew, because it

pays all round. You have no need to rely on
the Christian kindness of America, nor on
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THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
that dominates New York harbor and welcomes
the weary refugee. These count for something.
But there is a more solid basis—the almighty
dollar. In the wise words of Mr. Carnegie: "It
would pay to give a premium for every able-

bodied man and woman of good character that
could be induced to come here." It is precisely

because I soon discovered that Itoland could
not be an immediate practical refuge, if only
because of the years necessary to find it, that
the Ito, while making the quest of such a land
its central line of activity, established also a
branch line to America, in the shape of the
Galveston work. This, too, had behind it the
fear that America, provoked by the congestion
of Jews in New York and the Eastern cities,

would close her ports to them, and it was
thought that if the flow could be diverted inland,

west of the Mississippi, the arguments of the
restrictionists would be silenced. But quite

apart from its dubious tactical reasons, it was
a good move economically, in the small rising

towns of the West, life was healthier and labor

better paid than in the slums of the East, and a
new and vast region was thus opened up for the
Jewish emigration. The modus operandi con-

sisted mainly in teaching the Russian Jew that
Galveston was the best port of entry, and from
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Galveston, distributing him scientifically to

towns where work could be found for him. Now
not only is this branch line infinitely more im-
portant as immediate practical politics than the
central line—-not only will it become increasingly

important with the opening of the Panama Canal
—but it carries within itself a secondary solution

in the event of the primary proving impossible.

For
AMERICA HAS AMPLE ROOM FOR ALL

the six millions of the Pale; any one of her fifty

states could absorb them. And next to being
in a country of their own, there could be no
better fate for them than to be all together in

a land of civil and religious freedom, of whose
constitution Christianity forms no part, and
where their collective votes would practically

guarantee them against future persecution. The
drawback to this solution is that the masses
could not afford to emigrate from Russia, and
it is forbidden to pay their fares. But this very
Galveston work, with the experience it gave me
of the emigrants who must be the material of

Itoland made it clear to me why Itoland will

not attract any large number of Jews, while

America remains open. For despite the better

labor conditions in the great West, and al-

though a spontaneous movement westwards
has now set in from the Eastern seaboard as
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well as from Russia, New York remains the
giant magnet of the race. It is not merely be-
cause of its synagogs, Kosher restaurants, Yid-
dish journals and theaters, but because kinsman
goes to kinsman, and the million Jews already
there radiate out lines of communication all

over Russia. Only those without relatives or
have already failed in New York, will leave New
York and turn to the West, and I am compelled
to the conclusion that Itoland, which I had im-
agined would have all the Russian Pale to draw
upon, will in reality appeal only to that very
limited class which is without relatives or

kinsmen in New York, to which should even
be added Canada or the Argentine. The mi-
gration of the Jew follows, in short, what may
be called

THE FAMILY LINE

Another line it follows is the bread-line; in

the case of the wealthier or the more ambitious,

the gold-line. The line of idealism, though a
rare individual may travel on it, must be set

outside practical politics. Few Zionists go to

Palestine, fewer Itoists would go to Itoland.

The Yemen Jews, who are the most valuable

accession Palestine has had for centuries, are

now going there along the bread-line and to

escape the troubles in Arabia. They are not
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Zionists. They would as readily go to Itoland.

There is in our archives an appeal from a number
of Palestinian agriculturists asking to be sent to

our territory. Man cannot live by bread alone,

neither can he live without it. But, it will be
asked, if the branch line is more important
practically than the central line, why not close

up the central line? If the Ito is already in

process of solving the problem of Jewish emigra-
tion, which it started out to solve, why not
concentrate on that solution? If Itoland will

not at once attract the Jewish masses, and
could not receive and support them if it did,

why go on to build it? As well ask why Noah
should have built the Ark! Itoland is a prepara-
tion for the deluge.

All the Jews on the branch line are going
nowhere; it is only the Jews on the central line

that would be on the road back to a Jewish
policy. Immediate practical measures have
their advantages; but if they are immediate
they are not radical, and if they are to be
radical they cannot be immediate. The Jewish
people have been preserved almost exclusively

by its religion, as a tortoise is protected by its

shell. With the decay of the shell, the organism
it guarded must go. I do not say the Jews will

disappear in a day, or as at the wave of a con-

juror's wand. A people dies as slowly as it is
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born. But just as a tortoise turned three hun-
dred may be said to have seen its best days,
though a century of torpid existence be still

before it, we may say of ourselves that we are
at the beginning of the end. America is the land
of refuge, but it is also "The Melting Pot." No
people in history has ever been able to live

unmelted in the bosom of a bigger people, except
when safeguarded by a separate religion. Even
Palestine, we have seen, has no magic virtue

against the Arab majority. And the religion of

American Jewry is not strong and separate
enough to save the American Jews from Absorp-
tion. Even the East Side of New York speaks
Yiddish with a twang. And the bulk of Ameri-
can Jewry know more of Christian Science than
of the Talmud, or even the Mosaic code. Thou-
sands of the rising generation have never seen

phylacteries or carried a palm branch or sat in

a tabernacle. In the small new towns of the

West, the poor Jew drifts into the Church, as

easily as the rich Jew in the Eastern towns. In
the Yiddish Gazette of New York for March
7th there is an instructive answer given by an
emigrant to the reproach that he had joined an
Episcopalian congregation.

uWhy not?" he
said. " In the Church I am told to be good. In

the Temple I am told to be good. In the Church
the organ is playing. In the Temple the organ
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is playing. In the Church Christian choir-girls

are singing. In the Temple Christian choir-girls

are singing. Why should we not

ALL DAWAN TOGETHER?"

[Loud laughter.] Asked how he could believe

in Jesus, he replied that a Jewish Rabbi had
preached that Jesus was a great Hebrew prophet,

and the reassurance he had received from the

Episcopalian Rabbi that stress was no longer

laid on the immaculate conception had set his

conscience completely at rest. [Laughter.]

After some observations on the Sabbath ques-

tion, which Mr. Zangwill terms "our problem
of the Sphinx/' he proceeded: Only in Itoland

could the Jew be at one with himself, for Itoland

would naturally be established upon as orthodox
a basis as possible, leaving the religious develop-

ment of the new Judea to the natural prog-

ress of time and the lessons of the new environ-

ment. The case for an Itoland as for Zionism is

unanswerable. The enemies of both have wasted
whole arsenals of powder and shot in fighting the

theory underneath either. But it is only in the

realm of practice that they are assailable. The
abstract arguments against them are not logi-

cal but pathological ; the self-deception of a race

whose faculty of self-government has grown atro-

phied by disuse. And even the arguments of life,
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THE BRUTE LOGIC OF FACTS,

are not absolutely crushing. The Jewish prob-

lem could be solved were it not for the Jews.

When the ancient Greeks colonized, it was a

solemn religious proceeding. The colonists were
headed by priests from the mother-city, carrying

the sacred fire. Every class was represented.

When Jewish colonization is spoken of, though
it is the more sacred problem of getting a mother-
city, it is always conceived as something for the

poor. When our forefathers returned from
Babylon, it was to the sound of song, of stringed

instruments and cymbals. Even those who
preferred to take the waters of Babylon escorted

the patriots on the way and loaded them with
gifts. But the rich Jews of to-day not only
shrink from a Jewish soil; they will not let even
the poor acquire it. The Englishman, sailing

past Madeira, cried out, "What a beautiful

island ! Why haven't we taken it?" The English
Jew is so little Anglicized that when he was
offered a tract in British East Africa, he shrieked

aloud in agony. "Go to the French Jews, or to

the German Jews," cried one of our greatest

philanthropists, "and see how they would like

having a colony in their dominions." It is

A FRENZIED FEAR,

you see, that one's own status would be lowered,
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that the word Jew would be distinguished from
Englishman, Frenchman, or German, as, of

course, it nowhere is to-day. The Italian Jews,
too, would have shuddered had the Ito pursued
the colonization of Cyrenaica, though to obtain
Cyrenaica for the Italians called forth their

most ardent sacrifices—ill-requited by that out-

burst of anti-Semitism. The Jew who absorbs
everything from the environment absorbs also

its anti-Semitism. Jewish anti-Semitism is the

chief obstacle to Itoland. In Egypt no Jew had
any power except Moses, and he was fortunately

a Territorialist. To-day the Jewish power in

every country almost limits us to territories

belonging to countries that have no Jews. And
in these days of earth hunger, when great powers
are ready to go to war for any tract, however
tropical or derelict, it is difficult enough, at the

best, to find an undeveloped temperate territory

not politically ear-marked. Add that the land
must be sufficient of an earthly paradise to

attract the emigrating masses, and that an
opposition press exists to declare the Garden of

Eden itself

A MALARIOUS SWAMP OF POISONOUS
APPLE TREES

with a serpent that has set himself up to destroy

the hopes of Israel, and you will not wonder, if
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during the last six years, I have often repeated
to myself the old nursery rhyme

:

''Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.

All the King's horses and all the King's men
Couldn't put Humpty Dumpty together again."

In one sense, of course, I have already ad-
mitted, that Humpty Dumpty cannot be put
together again. But you can have a whole
Humpty Dumpty, because you can grow a new
one. You have a stock scattered everywhere,
but nowhere growing freely and beautifully,

and slips of this stock can be transplanted to a
more natural environment. Fortunately, it is a
prolific stock. The mid-wives of Egypt already

noted its liveliness. Large families may be
dying out in Christendom, not so in Judea.

The other day, I opened the " Jewish World"
and saw a picture of a Jewish colony; but on
closer inspection it was only our friend

DR. GASTER
in the bosom of his family.

Think what an asset a single family like that

would be to an Itoland; think of all the capac-

ities and talents it carries with its illustrious

heredity on both sides. A dozen such families

would suffice for the nucleus of a colony. The
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"Mayflower" carried only 102 passengers. Only
42,360 Judeans—-men, women and children

—

returned from Babylon. It is 1,843 years since

Humpty Dumpty fell from that wall, and if the
Jews had not wailed so much at that wall, they
could have had a country twenty times over.

Even within the nineteenth century they could
have Natal, which its native chief gave to

Nathaniel Isaacs, and that they could have
ruled it, our chairman has proved. Rome was
not built in a day, and the damage of 1,843

years cannot be repaired in a night. But if we
may think in centuries—in our dream of recon-

struction—and if we have all time before us, it

is only on condition that we begin to-day.

Manana—tomorrow—is the Spanish weakness,
and to judge from the creed of Maimonides,
" although the Messiah's coming be delayed,

yet will I daily hope for his coming"—Maimo-
nides, with true Jewish assimilativeness, had
caught the malady of his native Spain. If Jews
do not begin to-day, and in the right place, and
on the right plan, no power in heaven or earth

will save them from the consequences of their

own slackness. This theory is not so unortho-
dox as it sounds, for God himself, according to

the twenty-third chapter of Exodus, disclaims

the power of over-riding natural law. He will

drive out the inhabitants of Palestine, he prom-
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ises, the Hivite, the Canaanite, and the Hittite.

But not in one year, "lest the land become
desolate, and the beast of the field multiply
against thee." "By little and little," the text

repeats, "I will drive them out from before thee,

until thou be increased and inherit the land."

Obviously, it would have been easy enough for

Omnipotence to destroy the wild beasts or in-

crease the Jews by miracle. But such is not the

conception of Providence in the Bible—that
much-misunderstood thesaurus of our early

national literature. The laws of nature cannot
be set aside, even in giving the promised land to

the Chosen People. And it is not otherwise now;
and it never will be otherwise. If

THE FOUNDATION-STONE OF THE
NEW JUDEA

is not laid in our generation, it is less and not
more probable that it will be laid in any later

generation. All who object to its being laid

must instantly expunge any such hope from
their prayer-books and concentrate their atten-

tion upon some alternative method of solving

the Jewish problem. A prayer not accom-
panied by an effort is an impiety. One of these

alternative methods would be the readjustment
of Judaism to life, active missionary work, and
the disappearance of the Jews in a Judaised
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world. Even so, it would be no bad thing to

create an Itoland peopled with the original stock.

Two questions remain. Where is Itoland to be?
Who will go there, and will they be able to

colonize it? The first of these questions is the
real difficulty. There is literally no land on
earth, which has not been brought to our atten-

tion during our long quest. One gentleman
wrote to me that Spain was willing to sell one
of her colonies, and he could act as agent. All

he asked was two things: (1) The throne; (2)

Salary and expenses. [Loud laughter.] Another
man recommended an island that seemed,
indeed, large and empty; only it was in the

Antarctic—'and

THE MAN IN A LUNATIC ASYLUM
[Renewed laughter.] Our hopes and efforts,

while ubiquitous, have mainly hovered around
British East Africa, Australia, Canada, Cyrena-
ica, Mesopotamia (which I have not yet given

up), and Angola. As the report of our scientific

expedition to Angola is now in the press, it

would be premature to deal with that proposition

here, nor is this academic meeting a suitable

occasion for propaganda. I will pass, with your
permission, to the question of who would go
there, if there ever was a "There," and would
they be able to colonize? That the comfortable
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classes will not go we are told ad nauseum, and
it is indeed a sickening fact. But the answer is,

that they are not needed. With nearly 100,000
Jews already streaming out of Russia every year
—a number equal to the whole white population
of Natal—there is abundant material to hand,
even if, so long as America is open, Palestine

itself would not draw the bulk away. Those
unattached souls who do not go to Galveston
would be available for attracting to Itoland,

supplemented by agriculturists for whom Gal-
veston does not cater. Examining an average
list of a batch of 182 Jews who emigrated to

Galveston in the latter half of last year, and
whose average earnings are now ten dollars a
week, thanks to the guidance of Mr. Sheff and
his zealous co-workers, I find, as you may
expect, the majority more united for civilization

than for colonization; butchers and bakers, and
Menorah-makers, peddlers and merchants and
diamond-polishers, teachers and tanners and
tinners, barbers and hairdressers, and enough
tailors to dress all Central Africa. [Laughter].

There is even a confectioner and a collar-button

maker. But the more muscular callings—how
are they represented? Well, there is only one
farm laborer, but that I explained to you. But
there are four laborers who sound promisingly

stupid (although they get twelve dollars a week)

;
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there is a wine-presser, who sounds idyllic; and
among
OTHERS WHOM ROBINSON CRUSOE WOULD

HAVE FOUND USEFUL

are five blacksmiths, seven carpenters, eight

locksmiths and three drivers (even in America
they only drive cabs). A saddler, a turner, and
two electrical workers might also find work in

a colony, and so would the several painters,

assuming they are not artists. [Laughter.] The
cabinet-maker, too, would be welcome, provided
he did not try to govern. [Renewed laughter.]

No, I see no reason for doubting we have material
*—is not Russia full of old soldiers steeled and
tempered on the frozen fields of Manchuria?
And some of these emigrants are splendid fellows

—I once went to Bremen to receive a batch of

thirty rejected by the United States for poor
physique. There were seven Goliaths among
them. The "poor physique" was a poor excuse
for a political attempt to wreck our movement.
At Bremen, too, when I visited the emigrants'

lodging houses, I was told that the prevailing

discomfort was only what the steerage passenger
expects and would produce if he did not find it.

He washed, for instance, only at taps, but at

taps that would only run so long as pressed, so

that he must wash one-handed. Otherwise, it

was alleged he would
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NEVER TROUBLE TO TURN OFF THE TAP
And so in more delicate matters. He was
pictured to me by the local authorities as a mere
savage, with the dimmest notions of decency;
an animal whose transportation was profitable.

It is the conception which, I regret to say, deter-

mines the general treatment of the emigrant
throughout Europe, and on the Atlantic—for

police, sailors and officials of every kind he is

mere freight. But, however this conception
may be deserved by the general European
emigrant, it is not true of our Galveston emi-
grants, for we received the other day a petition

signed by eighty of them, complaining of the

gross abuses on the route, in the way of insult,

rough handling and trickery, and the sexes being
herded together; but also of such as soiled bed
linen, tapless boilers which dirty vessels are

dipped in, insipid tea, meals served without
order, and the absence of rubbish boxes for

orange peel. Hardly the manners of hooligans,

you see. No wonder that Dr. Jochelmann, our
Russian organizer, after his recent journey
through the area of immigration, reported that

emigrants of ours, whom he had known in Russia
as crushed, wornout,

HOPELESS AND PROSPECTLESS PARIAHS

he found again in America, holding up their
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heads, decently dressed, living in bright, clean

flats, their children at school, themselves often

attending evening classes, and invariably aspir-

ing to American citizenship. I say, this is as

good material for nation-building as exists any-
where in the world, and that a sufficient propor-
tion is suitable, even for the rough work of

building the foundations of a nation. And that
this material would be available for an Itoland
is not a mere theory. It happens that a state-

ment recently appeared in the Russo-Jewish
press that the Ito had obtained a concession in

Honduras. It is not true, but neither is it so

false as many newspaper reports. The Ito has
more than once considered Honduras. A Jewish
Consul in New Orleans has even offered me a
concession he professes to have acquired for

10,000 colonists, to be styled " Palestine." Dr.

Jochelmann visited him, on my behalf, at New
Orleans. But no decision has yet been taken,

and this premature publication, for which the

Consul seems responsible, has painfully fluttered

the Russian Pale. But incidentally it has re-

vealed the acute demand for an Itoland. I am
sorry that time does not permit me to read you
some of the applications in full, for they throw
such vivid side-lights upon the Jewish problem.
But a few samples I can give you. After reading

some applications and inquiries concerning a
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Jewish settlement from Jews, mainly in Russia,

Mr. Zangwill proceeded: The sceptic, however,

may still urge that there is no proof that the

Jew alone could succeed in creating a colony.

Fortunately, the days are past when this needed
proving. Time was when people could ask:

"Can the Jew be a farmer?" Now, as Dr.

Schechter wittily put it to me, the question is:

" Can the farmer be a Jew?" Twenty years ago,

before Baron de Hirsch commenced his epoch-

seeking experiments in the Argentine, the first

question may have been in order. To-day, the

second is the only serious question. M. Franz

Philippson, acting President of the lea, or Jewish

Colonization Association, which administers Ba-
ron de Hirseh's great legacy, and now boasts

of colonies comprising altogether over 20,000

souls in the Argentine alone, says in his pictur-

esque presidential address, published in the report

of 1912, "The Traveler who arrives at Santa

Isabel in the spring passes on the high road be-

tween the bright and gay cottages of the Jewish

peasantry. In the fields to right and left the

laborers are at work. The children come home
from school in wagonettes, or riding, perched by
twos and threes, on the great horses that they

handle like skilled riders. It is
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A PICTURE THAT BRINGS TEARS TO
THE EYES

Our founder, who undertook to lead Jews
back to the work of the soil, would have been
amply rewarded if he could have lived to see

the realization of his dream." If I could only
agree with M. Philippson that the dream has
been realized! For how does this eloquent ora-

tion end? I quote it because I think it should
become historic. "It is no longer a question of

asking ourselves how to people our colonies, but
rather how to find all the land that is asked of us."

In these words, M. Philippson has written the

indictment of the lea, and the justification of

the Ito. Here has the lea, after twenty years
of painful experience found out how to colonize

in the Argentine. It is functioning admirably,
and lo ! the whole scheme of salvation is arrested

by lack of land! One has heard of plucking
success from the very heart of failure; the lea

has plucked failure from the very heart of

success. I have no desire to enter into contro-

versy, but the most academic view of the subject

must register as a fact of history the fiasco

avowed by M. Philippson—a fiasco obviously

due to thinking in estates instead of thinking in

territories. Had Baron de Hirsch's dream
really been fulfilled, would the Ito be now flooded

with these pathetic inquiries? Would the south
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Russian group lament they "have no place to go
to? " A place would have shone before all the

oppressed like a star. A place which every

emigrant would have made easier for the next,

and which we should feel was growing with every

passing year into the land of heart's desire.

The Argentine colonization ought by now to

have been as great a magnet for the agricultural

classes as New York for the industrial classes.

The 20,000 souls could have been the nucleus

of national redemption instead of 20,000 units,

further split up into nine colonies, widely
sundered. And as to Dr. Schechter's question,

you will have noted the name " Santa Isabel,"

presumably

THE SAINTED ISABELLA

who expelled the Jews from Spain. It is true

M. Philippson speaks as if what Baron de
Hirsch undertook was to lead Jews back to the
work of the soil. If this be so, Baron de
Hirsch's reputation as a practical man must
sink even lower than mine. For at the time
he undertook to lead Jews back to the soil

there were 100,000 Jews working on farms in

Russia, and according to the lea's own statistics

there were at the close of the nineteenth century
more Jewish agriculturists in Russia than in all

the lea's colonies in Europe, Asia and America
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put together. And, as you will have gathered
from the applications to the Ito, they are not
happy there. M. Philippson has forgotten the
more important half of Baron de Hirsch's under-
taking—to lead the Jews out of Russia. That
and not the manufacture of farmers was the
real motive. Indeed, M. Philippson himself

honestly recognizes that people may ask,

"What are ten thousand prosperous families

in face of the hundreds of thousands who suffer

in Russia or Roumania?" But his answer to

the question is unconvincing. The lea has only
been at work twenty years. It is the old plea

for time. I say that two hundred years will

make no appreciable difference unless the plan
of operation is revised and enlarged. It is not
time that is lacking, but the will. It is not the
interest of the oppressed Jews that is the first

consideration, but the interests of the comfort-
able Jews. If the lea does not set itself to create

a Jewish homeland, it is not for fear of failure

but
FOR FEAR OF SUCCESS.

And what is the lea's alternative to Itoland?

Perpetual motion. Are the Argentine tracts

full up? The lea, like the Jew, must move on.

And it has moved on to Brazil. Now, there

could hardly be a better place than Brazil for

attempting an Itoland. It is as large as Europe.
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It has a quarter of the population of England.
But the first Brazil colony is smaller than Lord
Rothschild's estate at Tring Park; it holds as

yet fifty-six families. No cozy feeling of coming
to a great colony of brothers, whose labors have
paved the way. The enormous economies to be
effected by concentration ignored. All the

labors of the pioneers repeated. Again the pain-

ful experiments in a new environment. Another
set of supervisors, a new army of officials.

What wonder if the lea Report, with its custom-
ary laudable candor, confesses that this colony

in Brazil, now happily progressing, lived for

four years principally on the subsidies of the lea!

All this colossal expense to produce a hot-house
Jew in the municipality of Holy Maria! But
if it is desirable to make Jewish farmers, why
cannot they be made naturally? Why in costly

colonies? Canada will give any Jewish lad of

eighteen 160 acres. Thousands of Jewish farm-
ers are not settling of themselves in the States,

on farms already cleared, and in fostering that

individual movement back to the soil, the lea
is doing much better work than in making
colonies under glass. The whole notion of

Jewish colonies is moonshine, part of that

DREAMY ROMANTICISM
with which the business man confronts the
Jewish problem. Jewish colonies that form
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themselves are all very well. But Jewish
colonies artificially created are wicked extrava-

gance for so poverty-stricken a people. Such
colonies are only valuable as a means-to-an-end,
and that end the salvation of the Jews. I am
glad to find that in 1910 the lea purchased a
tract in Brazil seventeen times as large as the

first. Although still only the size of a large

private estate, it suggests a growing perspective,

and perhaps by the time this tract is full, the

lea may have awakened to the necessity of

acquiring a real territory in Brazil or elsewhere.

At present it has learned nothing by its Argen-
tine experience, for the report ends with the
naive remark that the new tract is surrounded
by colonies under the auspices of the Brazilian

Goverment, and that land prices are going up!
No possibility of expansion, you see, while its

own success must put up the prices of land
against itself. Surely it is clear that the lea
should acquire and administer a territory as the
Chartered Company administers Rhodesia! For
the salvation of the Jews cannot be achieved
without a territory for the Jews. Even America,
the second best solution, has the limitation I

have pointed out, that the mass of Jews are too
poor to emigrate there, and if their fares are paid
by a society they are not admitted. But an
Itoland would not ask who paid their fares,
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merely were they strong enough and healthy

enough for the pioneering work. The pathetic

specimens of poor physique would not be allowed

to sail there, as to America, only to find

THE DOOR SLAMMED
in their faces; the stream would be sifted in

Russia itself. Only when the foundations were
laid would the weaker be admitted. And these

foundations could only be securely laid by
voluntary groups, possessing their own capital.

Such groups, you have already heard, are not
lacking. I have purposely kept my picture low
in tone. I have put before you only facts and
figures. But it would not be fair to our people
to omit altogether that ideal aspect which Mr.
Winston Churchill summarized so eloquently
when he wrote : "I agree most heartily with the
spirit of Mr. ZangwilFs letter to the Times of

December 12, 1905. I recognize the supreme
attraction to a scattered and persecuted people
of a safe and settled home. * * * Such
a plan contains a soul and enlists in its support
energies, enthusiasms and a driving power which
no scheme of individual colonization can ever
command. * * * I do not feel that the
noble vision you behold so vividly ought to be
allowed to fade." And this vision, if it fades
to-day, when shall it grow bright again? A wise
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man said, "Marriage is a very serious decision,

but so is celibacy." Celibacy is not less serious

a decision because it is not made definitely,

because one drifts into it. And no less serious

a decision for the Jewish people is

DISAPPEARANCE OR EXTERNAL EXILE

For these are the only alternatives to Itoland.

Whoever is against Itoland and yet desires the
Jewish people to survive acquiesces in an eternity

of dispersion—the next two thousand to be as

the last two thousand. What a decision! Dis-
appearance in a Judaized world would be in-

finitely preferable. But one can scarcely hope
for that nobler form of disappearance. Remem-
ber that not a single Jewish representative of the

Jews who returned to England in the seven-

teenth century remains to-day. Think of France,

whose greatest Jew, Bergson, laments the unwill-

ingness of Jews "to melt entirely while we are

in the pot." Think of Germany, where the

greatest anxiety now prevails among the more
cultured element of Jewry to prove that the Jew
is not inferior clay to the Teuton, but quite

assimilable by Germany without degradation

—

to the Teuton. No, if the Jew decides to dis-

appear it will probably be by way of a long-

drawn comedy of hypocrisy and unmanliness,

which will absorb the wealthier classes and leave
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the poorer Jews to their fate, without even such
protection as the existence of a powerful class

affords them today. The other decision calls

upon all that is strong and noble in the race. But
it calls for no work more strenuous than has
already been successfully accomplished under
the auspices of the lea. It calls merely for a
business-like plan and a larger scale of opera-

tions. It disturbs no contented Jew; it questions

no existing citizenship ; it discourages no existing

patriotism. It takes those unable or unwilling

to remain in their present lands, and, while

affording them individual prosperity, uses them
as instruments for a larger national end. The
stream of Jewish emigration contains adequate
resources for a Jewish renaissance from the soil

up. The globe, though politically occupied,

still contains undeveloped healthy territories,

respecting which negotiations are yet possible,

negotiations which could be better carried on
by our powerful financiers than by a humble
scribe. Itoland can even be run at a profit.

Not a few land development companies have
approached me to get Jewish laborers. It is the

absence of a labor force that is their greatest

difficulty. In

"THE HAPPY ISLAND"

at His Majesty's Theater, the natives can only
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be got to work by a miracle—faked. For Itoland

we have in advance a natural supply of labor.

The word "Utopia" is too loosely flung about.

In the course of this very paper I happened to

write the word "nowhere" and my typist put
it "now here," exactly the same letters, you
see. Let us say in Hebraic fashion, read not
"nowhere," but "now here." One of the great

sayings of the Talmud teaches, "it is not thy
duty to complete the work, neither hast thou
the right to neglect it". The work must be
begun, and begun today. Were a territory

acquired for Jewish colonization, the Jewish
problem would not indeed be "solved", but
every year and every century would see it

getting nearer and nearer to solution instead of

further and further away.

JUDEA WOULD HAVE A PLACE IN THE SUN
There would be growing up between the soil

and the sky and in the bracing air of self-govern-

ment, a sturdier and manlier breed of Jews,
attracting to themselves all that was best in the
lands of the exile, developing their national
genius for social justice, for art and learning,

and becoming, as the prophets taught, a witness
to the nations. Disappearance would be comedy,
continuance tragedy, reappearance an epic poem.
[Loud Cheers.]
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